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Summary

In meeting the requirement of Assembly Concurrent
Resolution 3 to develop and adop,-, a plan to achieve
the State's goals for students with disabilities, the
ACR 3 Planning Committee held five regional hear-
ings during early 1986 to provide an opportunity for
interested persons to provide information and ideas
for the plan.

This document contains three working papers pre-
pared for the hearings along with the written testi-
mony submitted by these individuals. The foreword
by the chair the Planning Committee, Bruce
Hamlett, provides background information on ACR 3
and the work of the committee. The appendix lists
the names of all individuals who testified at each
hearing, whether or not they submitted written com-
ments.

Using the information and issues presented at the
hearings, the Planning Committee is currently pre-
paring a report on ways the State can better serve all
saidents with disabilities.

Additional copies of this document may be obtained
from the Publications Office ot the California Post-

. secondary Education Commission. Further informa-
tion about it may be obtained from Suzanne Ness,
the public information officer of the Commission, at
(916) 322-0145. Information about the work of the
committee may be obtained from the ACR 3 Com-
mittee Staff at (916) 324-3885.
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Foreword

ASSEMBLY Concurrent Resolution 3 Wasconcel-
los), which is reproduced on pages 3-6 of this report,
directed the California Postsecondary Education
Commission to establish a committee of represen-
tatives from schools, colleges, and universities
throughout California to develop and adopt a plan
by the end of 1986 to achieve three specific equal
educational opportunity goals and to "serve all dis-
abled students who are able to profit from instruc-
tion and make reasonable academic progress."

The three specific goals are:

A. That the nondisabled-disabled composition
of 1.:condary school graduates eligible for
admission to public four-year colleges, uni-
versities, and community colleges be simi-
lar to the nondisabled-disabled composition
of secondary school graduates generally.

B. That the nondisabled-disabled composition
of students compieting vocational technical
programs or transferring from community
colleges into four-year institutions be simi-
lar to the nondisabled-disabled composition
of students entering community colleges.

C. That the nondisabled-disabled composition
of baccalaureate degree recipients from
California colleges and universities be sim-
ilar to the nondisabled-disabled compo-
sition of secondary school graduates who
are eligible for admission to a four-year
educational institution.

ACR 3 directed that the following elements be includ-
ed in this plan:

1. Ways of improving the academic prepara-
tion of disabled students in secondary
schools, if underpreparation results from
this disability;

2. A description of existing comprehensive in-
stitutional efforts to meet the educational
needs of disabled students;

3. Priorities for action and timelines to achieve
the State's three goals for postsecondary
enrollment and graduation rates by disabled
students;

4. A long-term funding appi-oach for programs
serving postsecondary students which re-
flects the actual costs of providing certain
services and instruction;

5. A mechanism to evaluate institutional prog-
ress in achieving the goals contained in ACR
3; and

6. A means of collecting data from secondary
schools, community colleges, and other
sources in order to project the future
numbers of students with specific kinds of
disabilities who will be eligible to attend
California's colleges and universities.

The ACR 3 Planning Committee held its first meeting
in October 1985 and has met monthly since that
date. The members of the Committee are:

James R. Bouquin, Director
Disabled Student Services
Stanford University

Joel Bryan, Director
Services to Handicapped Students
University of California, Davis

Susanna Castillo-Robson, Universitywide
Coordinator, Disabled Student Services
University of California

Don Duren, Systemwide Coordinator
Disabled Student Services
The California State University

Bob Farran, Principal
Fairvalley School
Covina, California

Steven R. Fasteau, Director
Disabled Student Services
El Camino Community College District

7



Keith Foster, Educational Consultant
California Department of Rehabilitation

Paul Gussman
Office of Higher Education
California State Department of Education

Bruce Ha mlett, Specialist
Government and Public Affairs
California Postsecondary Education Commission
(Chair)

Jim Harrington, Associate Dean of Students
College of the Redwoods

Robert Howard
Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges

Catherine Johns , Research Specialist
San Diego Community College District

Martha Kanter, President
California Association of Postsecondary Educators
of the Disabled (CAPED)

Weldon Percy, Coordinator
Disabled Student Services
California State University, Fresno

William Pickens, Executive Director
California Fostsecondary Education Commission

Patricia L. Romero, Director
Disabled Student Services
University of California, Irvine

Leo a Sandoval
Special Education Division
California State Department of Education

Lenore Silvo.man
Chancellor's Office
California Community Colleges

Working with the Commitee on the project are
Marilyn Jorgensen and Kathy Warriner of the
California Postsecondary Education Commission
Staff

In order to provide an opportunity for all interested
parties throughout California to present information
and their opinions on issues to be considered in the
new statewide plan for disabled students, five re-
gional hearings were held in May 1986. In prepara-
tion for these hearings, the Planning Committee
wrote three issue papers designed to provide back-
ground information and questions to assist indi-
viduals interested in testifying. Prior to the hearing
dates, these issue papers were distributed widely in
California.

The following pages present (1) Assembly Concur-
rent Resolution 3, (2) the three issue papers written
by the ACR 3 Planning Committee, (3) the written
testimony submitted at the hearings, and (4) the
agenda for each of the five regional hearings.

This document will be used by the Planning Com-
mittee as resource material in the preparation of the
ACR 3 Plan.



Assembly Concurrent Resolution 3

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 3Relative to
disabled persons.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

ACR 3, Vasconcellos. Disabled persons:
postsecondary education.

This measure would direct the California
Postsecondary Education Commission to convene a
committee composed of representatives from the
University of California, the California State University,
the Board of Governors of the California Cominunity
Colleges, the Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities, and the State Department of Education,
with the cooperation of other appropriate state agencies,
for the purpose of developing and adopting a plan to
achieve certain goals and containing specified elements
with respect to disabled students who are able to profit
from instruction and make reasonable academic
progress.

WHEREAS, The Legislature recognizes that the
composition of California society is becoming
increasiney inclusive and heterogeneous; and

WHEREAS, Every Californian, including those who
are disabled, has the right to be fully recognized and
included in the operation of our state and society and
culture; and

WHEREAS, It is the intent of the Legislature that all
persons, regardless of their previous educational
background, should have the opportunity to proceed as
far as their abilities allow them in the completion of
high-quality programs at the elementary, secondary,
postsecondary, and graduate education levels; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature recognizes that disabled
persons have historically been underrepresented at
colleges and universities and consequently have been
unprepared to fill highly skilled jobs to meet the
challenges of California's future economic and



technological growth; and
WHEREAS,- The Legislature recognizes that equal

educational opportunities for disabled persons will help
enhance the education of all students and better prepare
everyone foi life together in a heterogeneous society; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature recognizes that equal
educational opportunities for all persons is a shared
responsibility of educational institutions at all levels,
requiring both the cooperative efforts of these
institutions and comprehensive coordinating efforts of all
existing school and campus resources; now, therefore, be
it

Resolved by the Assembly of the State of California, the
Senate thereof concurring, That the Legislature hereby
declares its particular concern regarding persons with
disabilities and their historical underrepresentation in
California postsecondary education; and be it further

Resolved, That the state's goals are as follows:
(a) That the nondisabled-disabled composition of

secondary school graduates eligible for admission to
public four-year colleges, universities, and community
colleges be similar to the nondisabled-disabled
composition of secondary school graduates generally.

(b) That the nondisabled-disabled composition of
students completing vocational technical programs or
transferring . from community colleges into four-year
institutions be similar to the nondisabled-disabled
composition of students entering community colleges.

(c) That the nondisabled-disabled composition of
baccalaureate.degree recipients from California colleges
and universities be similar to the nondisabled-disabled
composition of secondary school graduates who are
eligible for admission to a four-year educational
institution; and be it further .

Resolved, That the California Postsecondary Education
Commission shall convene a committee composed of
representatives from the University of California, the
California State University, the Board of Governors of the
California Community Colleges,. the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, and the State
Department of Education, with the cooperation of other

1 0



appropriate state agencies, for the purpose of developing
and adopting a plan to achieve these goals and to serve
all disabled students who are able to profit from
instruction and make reasonable academic progress.
These representatives shall provide ample opportunity
for all interested parties to Present information and their
opinions on the committee's plan; and be it further

Resolved, That this committee's plan and its
recommendations for action contain the following
elements, with respect to disabled persons who are able
to profit from instruction and make reasonable academic
progress:

(1) Ways of improving the academic preparation of
disabled students in secondary schools, if
underpreparation is a result of their disability. The State
Department of Education shall present data on this issue.

(2) Priorities for action to achieve the state's goals,
reasonable timelines to achieve the goals based on
specific information from each segment about the extent
of underrepresentation, the institution responsible
therefor, and a long-term funding approach for programs
serving postsecondary students which will reflect the
actual costs of providing certain services and instruction
which meet general criteria related to serving the
particular needs of students with disabilities in each
segment.

(3) Specific recommendations for shared
responsibility and cooperative, coordinated efforts by all
secondarb postsecondary, and postbaccalaureate
institutions.

(4) Description of comprehensive institutional efforts
for coordinating existing school, campus resources,
general academic programs,. and general student
services, to meet the educational needs of disabled
students, and if necessary, recommendations to
strengthen, expand or reorganize these efforts.

(5) A mechanism to evaluate annually the progress by
each segment in achieving the goals identified above, and
Provision for the transmittal of this evaluation to the
Legislature.

(6) A means of collecting data from secondary schools,



community colleges, and other sources in order to project
the numbers of students with specific kinds of disabilities
who are eligible for admission to colleges and universities
in order to aid planning appropriate services for these
students; and be it further

Resolved, That an assessment of the implementation of
the committee's. plan be systematically and formally
reviewed on a triennial basis. This review will be
conducted by a committee headed by the California
Postsecondary Education Commission and composed of
members representing the Department of Education,
the California Community Colleges, California State
University, and the University of California; and be it
further

Resolved, That this plan he submitted to the
Legislature on or before December 31, 1986; and he it
further

Resolved, That the Chief Clerk of the Assembly
transmit a copy of this resolution to the Regents of the
University of California, the Trustees of the California
State University, the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges, the Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, the State Board of Education,
the Superintendent of Public- Instruction, and the
Director of the California Postsecondary Education
Commission.
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Ways of Improving the Academic Preparation
of Disabled Students in Secondary Schools

if Underpreparation Results from Their Disability

ASSSEMBLY Concurrent Resolution 3 (Vasconcel-
los) has directed that the Planning Committee con-
sider "ways of improving the academic preparation
of disabled students in secondary schools, if under-
preparation is a result of their disability." In re-
sponding to this topic, the Planning Committee has
identified three basic questions to organize the is-
sues and inquiry into recommendations for improve-
ments.

Question 1: Are comparable data about
disabled students available from all segments
to assess parity, problems, and progress?

A state goal identified in ACR 3 is that "the nondis-
abled-disabled composition of secondary school
graduates eligible for admission to public four-year
colleges, universities, and community colleges be
similar to the nondisabled-disabled composition of
secondary school graduates generally." This makes
it important to determine if definitions of disabili-
ties and information on their incidence within the
educational segments are available, so that compo-
sition data are representative of the total population
of students. Our experience suggests that defini-
tions and resources differ among the systems, such
as for learning disabled students, arising from State
codes and mandates with different effects. College
outreach programs find K-12 definitions based upon
need for special services, whereby local resources in-
fluence data on student participation. Integration of
students with disabilities results in limited informa-
tion in the secondary system except for the subpopu-
lotion served by special education resource rooms or
special education special day class programs housed
in regular school campuses. College information on
their student populations depend upon self-iden-
tified disabilities in addition to those served by
disabled student service programs.

Disabled students participating in the K-12 system
are only part of the potentially college-eligible popu-

lation served in postsecondary education, since any-
one can become a member of the disabled population
at any time. Rates of disabled student participation,
graduation, and college eligibility in the K-12 sys-
tem are only part of the measures of appropriate rep-
resentation of the group in postsecondary education.

Parity thus defined requires common definitions of
disabilities, along with methods for identifying and
tracking students throughout their educational ex-
perience. We should consider alternatives if these
are unrealistic.

Question 2: What do we include in the
definition of "academic preparation"?

Our working definition should be broad enough to
encompass all school offerings viewed as promoting
college eligibility and aspirations. Included are
courses to develop academic competencies in read-
ing, writing, mathematics, and foreign language.
Disabled students may need to learn to perform
these activities using non-traditional methods. For
example, students handicapped by traditional print
need competitive "reading skills" tailored to alter-
nate media such as braille or audiotape.

Graduation requirements, course descriptions, cur-
riculum standards and mainstreaming opportunities
developed for programs serving the disabled student
need to be consistent with the expectations for the
regular student population. Reasonable accommo-
dations should be applied to assure comparable
experiences when the specific disability limits main-
streaming or participation in significant learning
experiences that are prerequisite to the postsec-
ondary experience.

Students need to develop reasoning and study skills,
and effective techniques for taking standardized
tests. They need access to counselors supportive of
college goals with information about options. Access
to elective school activities provides unique practice



in integrating concepts and offers opportunities for
leadership skills that are important, especially for
eligibility to private colleges.

Question 3: Does underpreparation
result from disability?

The fundamental question is whether disabled stu-
dents have "similar access"'to academic preparation
activities of the K-12 system: or in the case of more
restrictive K-12 educational settings, is the expecta-
tion level comparable to the regular program? In
either case, does the disabled student have equal
opportunity to those prerequisite classes and ex-
periences in order to be eligible for and enroll in
higher education. Available evidence indiates that
they do not consistently have similar access or ex-
pectations. Such access or opportunities are often
based in local districts' priorities for serving the dis-
abled population in view of existing resources and
the total education program of the district.

The range of educational experiences of the K-12
disabled population may range from segregated
special classes with low performance expectations or
lack of qualified personnel through programs pro-
viding reasonable accommodation of the disabled
student into the regular educational program with
appropriate, effective support services. Compro-
mises to the commitment to mainstreaming op-
portunities alone may greatly limit the social de-
velopment of students who may be academically
capable of competing. Some disabilities require
teaching strategies, techniques and/or the use of
equipment that limit the ability to master some
higher language skills as is sometimes the case of
the deaf or visually handicapped population. Some
physically handicapped students may not have had
access to computer assisted means of instruction ana
expression as to receive basic training or credit for
knowledge learned. Regular classes may have bar-
riers that limit participation of disabled students to
unequal substitutes such as watching another stu-
dent engaged in operating a computer or performing
an experiment. Inadequate resources, administra
tive expediency and overall insufficient funding of
special education may all have an impact on under-
preparation.

Disabled student programs in postsecondary edu-
cation encounter many students underprepared for
college by their secondary school experiences. Ex-

amples of academic underpreparation resulting from
disability include (1) barriers to taking required
college preparatory classes, (2) auxiliary aids and
services to perform high school work that is less sup-
portive than disability accommodation for college
classes, (3) a lack of information on testing accom-
modations for the SAT or ACT, resulting in limited
student participation and, (4) a lack of counseling
services designed to match student needs in terms of
available services at the postsecondary level. Access
to elective activities and information about college
options is inconsistent. These factors limit the op-
portunities of students with disabilities in the sec-
ondary schools to meet eligibility criteria of the four-
year colleges and may also impact the desire to at-
tend two-year colleges.

In addition, several factors restrict disabled student
aspirations for postsecondary educational oppor-
tunities, such as lower expectations of academic per-
formance, lack of course descriptions for special clas-
ses that meet the requirement for entrance and the
goal of many secondary programs toward develop-
ment of entry level employability skills as opposed to
postsecondary educational opportunities. Informa-
tion may be lacking on the means for attending col-
lege, such as information about financial aid, re-
habilitation support, and methods for adapting to
residential and academic needs.

Questions for the public hearings

1. What data are available regarding academic
achievement and performance of students with
disabilities, including the numbers and causes
of dropouts?

2. How are services provided to students with
disabilities in public schools, and which of these
approaches seems most effective?

3. Does a data system exist for following students
through the K-12 system, and what mechan-
ism, if any, is in place for bridging handicapped
twelfth grade students into the community
colleges or four-year institutions?

4. What actions should be taken so that the edu-
cational segments will have adequate data
systems to identify and track the population of



students with disabilities, including those from
ethnic minority backgrounds?

5. What can be done to provide forms of disability
accommodation and skills that prepare stu-
dents for postsecondary education?

6. What activities and techniques are needed to
better counsel and inform disabled students to
appropriately support their aspirations to col-
lege?

9. What can the schools, colleges, and universities
do to address socio-cultural differences com-
bined wItth disability, such as in ethnic mino-
rities?

10. Is there a continuum of services provided for
disabled students as they move through the
public schools and into the postsecondary insti-
tutions? If this continuum does not exist, what
actions should be taken to implement the
needed se r vices?

7. What new types and sources of training should 11.
be available to school personnel? What pro-
fessional and role-model qualifications should
be sought?

How can the broad extracurricular participa-
tion needed for skill development and qualifi-
cations for college be supported?

What are the most critical educational needs
for students with disabilities in the public
schools, as they are attempting to gain the
necessary academic preparation for college?
What do you recommend in order to respond
more effectively to these educational needs?



Financing Services for Disabled Students

FINANCING policies for disabled student programs
in California's public institutions of higher educa-
tion developed at different times and in response to
the different needs of the three segments. The pur-
pose of this paper is to describe the evolution of State
finance for these services and the problems evident
in the current system.

The history of finance practices
in California

Special State funding for the Community Colleges
emerged through Aff 77 (Chapter 275, Statutes of
1976). Except in the most general terms, AB 77 did
not define what type of services were to be provided,
but rather created a categorical fund from which
Community Colleges were to provide whatever ser-
vices they wished. The size of this fund was deter-
mined by multiplying $12.19 per unit of Average
Daily Attendance (ADA) by the total number of ADA
reported for the system as a whole, which was ob-
viously not responsive to the actual number of
disabled students nr to the actual cost of serving
those students.

AB 77's rationale was that Community College
districts should not bear the burden of providing
costly services, those which exceeded their regular
revenue from ADA and income from other sources,
from their regular budget. Thus the State would
reimburse districts for the difference between "ex-
cess direct cost" and the regular revenue derived for
students. Predictably, the Community Colleges de-
veloped a broad array of services and their claims
soon exhausted all the funds within the $12.19 per
ADA cap. As the number of disabled students in-
creased and funds remained capped, the "unfunded
excess direct cost" rose substantially.

Funding in the four-year segments developed dif-
ferently. In 1974, the California State Colleges (now
the State University) requested funds from the Leg-
islature for a pilot project, and its success led to the
appropriation of $500,000 in 1976-77 for that
segment. In 1979, the University of California first

received State funds directly for disabled student
services. Further, the 1979-80 Budget Act estab-
lished a policy that all three segments should receive
direct State support based on a formula which pro-
vided $465 for each disabled student served in those
segments, with the understanding that this would
fund a set of "core" services, to be developed by an
intersegmental task force.

These "core" services were never adoped as State
policy. Nevertheless the University of California
and the California State University use them as
"guidelines" for providing services for students with
disabilities. Among these ''core" services are inter-
preter services; reader services; notetaker services;

assistance; registration assistance; priority
enrollment; special parking; facilitation of access to
all programs; access to special adaptive equipment ;
referral to appropriate on- or off-campus resources,
services, and agencies; arrangements for specialized
educational materials: establishment and mainten-
ance of a list of available readers, interpreters,
notetakers, mobility assistants, and attendants; sup-
plemental orientation as determined by individual
needs; and test taking arrangements.

The California Community Colleges offer additional
services under a "per capita" approach. Provisions
in AB 8 (1979) replaced those of AB 77 with a policy
of an appropriation for services for a fixed number of
disabled students, rather than for total ADA. The
$465 for all segments was a rough estimate of the
per-capita cost of serving disabled students in the
Community Colleges alone.

It was clear from hearings in 1979 before the As-
sembly Ways and Means Subcommittee on Edu-
cation that legislators intended this "per capita"
approach to be used on a temporary basis with the
understanding that the State would provide suf-
ficient funds to insure necessary services for all dis-
abled students and that a permanent mechanism
would be developed which more accurately reflected
the actual cost of operating the programs after these
costs could be documented. Supplemental Language
in the 1979 Budget Act established a statewide Task
Force, consisting of representatives from all seg-



ments, which developed this list of fourteen "core
services":

1. Interpreter services
2. Reader services
3. Notetaker services
4. Mobility assistance

.5. Registration assistance
6. Priority enrollment
7. Special parking
8. Facilitation of access to all programs
9. Access to special adaptive equipment

10. Referral to appropriate on-or off-campus
resources, services, and agencies

11. Arrangements for specialized education-
al materials

12. Establishment and maintenance of a list
of available readers, interpreters, note-
takers, mobility assistants, and attend-
ants

13. Supplemental orientation as determined
by individual needs

14. Test-taking arrangements

The Task Force ka) recommended that campuses be
allowed to use other resources to supplement these
"core services," (b) left open the possibility that State
funding for additional services might be provided; (c)
reiterated the State's :ntention to cover the actual
cost of providing necessary services; (d) called for the
development of a long-term funding mechanism
based on the cost experience in 1979-80.

Problems with the "per capita" approach

DesPite several reports and recommendations for
such a funding mechanism, the Legislature has
never changed the "per capita" approach begun in
1979, though adjustments have been made to ac-
count for inflation. Over the years, there has also
been some fiscal recognition of workload changes for
the California State University and the California
Community Colleges, but not for the University of
California. Further, it became increasingly appar-
ent that the "per capita" approach is deficient in sev-
eral ways:

salaries and other operating expenses differ
among the three segments;

costs for programs with smaller numbers of stu-
dents will be higher per capital because they lack
economies of scale;

costs associated with serving different kinds of
disabled students vary enormously;

the "true" costs of funding an adequate set of ser-
vices for disabled students is difficult to establish
because data suggests that an insufficient amount
has been provided under the "per capita" ap-
proach. This means that the actual costs bear
little relationship to the real needs since they re-
flect primarily the amounts available;

there is no generally agreed-upon method of
projecting the number of students to be served;

an approach which relies exclusively on funding
services only for students within the public in-
stitutions does not recognize at all the important
role of private colleges and universities in
providing educational opportunities.

In developing a long-term, stable, and adequate
finance mechanism for disabled student services, we
hope to correct these deficienciss.

Questions for the public hearings

1. What are the strengths of the present system of
financing disabled student services?

2. What are the weaknesses of the present system?

3. How are costs in the disabled students' program
affected by changes in the institutional budget
as a whole?

4. What role does colkctive bargaining play in
determining the cost of services?

5. What principles should the State, as distinct
from the systems or campuses, follow in funding
services for students with disabilities? (For ex-
ample, the principle of funding "core services"
with segment-specific services provided in addi-
tion, or a common set of criteria rather than
"core services"? Equivalent standards for cost
and service comparisons? Flexibility? etc.)

6. What services are necessary for the successful
accomodation of disabled students in order for
them to complete their education at a postsec-
ondary institution in California?
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3 Evaluation and Accountability

ASSEMBLY Concurrent Resolution 3 (Vasconcellos)
has directed the ACR 3 Planning Committee to de-
velop a mechanism to evaluate annually the prog-
ress by each segment. in achieving the following
goals:

A. The nondisabled-disabled composition of sec-
ondary school graduates eligible for admission
to public four-year colleges, universities, and
community colleges is similar to the compo-
sition of secondary school graduates generally.

B. The nondisabled-disabled composition of stu-
dents completing vocational technical pro-
grams or transferr.ng from Community Col-
leges into four-year institutions is similar to
the nondisabled-disabled composition of stu-
dents entering community colleges.

C. The nondisabled-disabled composition of bacca-
laureate degree recipients from California
colleges and universities is similar to the non-
disabled-disabled composition of secondary
school graduates who are eligible for admission
to a four- year educational institution.

Two basic questions have been identified to organize
the issues and inquiry associated with evaluation
and accountability:

Question 1: How will evaluation and
accountability take place within each
of the postsecondary education segments?

ACR 3 calls for each segment of postsecondary edu-
cation to develop an evaluation system to assess its
programs and services for disabled students. The
evaluation systems will need to take into account
the following:

A. Degree of commonality between
segmental evaluation systems

Each segment of postsecondary education will need
to develop an evaluation system to assess its services

for disabled students. While the principles and gen-
eral process of the evaluation systems may be
shared, each system will have to take into account
the unique nature of the various postsecondary edu-
cation segments. Evaluation of support services, for
example, should be dependent on the mission, func-
tion, and population needs of the segment being
evaluated.

B. Definition of nondisabled-
disabled student ratios

Current nondisabled-disabled student ratios should
be clearly and accurately defined, depending again
on the mission and function of the segment as well as
the needs of the particular group of disabled stu-
dents. Only through the use of such a perspective
will we be able to establish valid baseline figures by
which future goals for each segment can be estab-
lished. In establishing these baseline ratios, each
segment will need to take into account various bar-
riers and limiting factors, outside the educational
segment's control, that influence the participation of
disabled students.

C. Overlap with current evaluation/
accountability systems

Unnecessary duplication of evaluatiOn and account-
ability requirements should be avoided. The ACR 3
requirements should either include or be a substi-
tute for existing evaluation/accountability proce-
dures, such as the California Postsecondary Educa-
tion Commission biennial report and the Commu-
nity Colleges' DSP&S evaluation system.

Question 2: How will evaluation
and accountability take place
for those recommendations
of the ACE 3 Task Force which are
not specific to the postsecondary
institutional segments?

In reviewing and evaluating the implementation of
ACR 3, limiting factors affecting the representation
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of disabled students which are outside the scope of
postsecondary education will need to be considered.
To reach these parity goals, which are the core of the
Resolution, the Task Force will be making recom-
mendations which will need subsequent evaluation.
To do so, a simple evaluation system should be con-
sidered based on the establishment of goals with
periodic measurement of their achievement.

A. Setting goals/establishing critera

Each of the recommendations in the ACR 3 re-
port needs to include criteria for its evaluation.

B. Setting timelines

A timeline for gathering of data for evaluation
as well as the timeline for analysis and follow-
up need to be stated for each rncommendation.
ACR 3 states that an assessment -3f the imple-
mentation of the plan be systematically and
formally reviewed on a triennal basis. Moni-
toring of implementation on an annual basis is
desirable, with formal review on a less frequent
schedule.

D.

Identifying responsible people

Along with each recommendation, the agen-
cy(s) and department(s) responsible for the im-
plementation of the recommendation should be
clearly stated.

Gathering data to see if goals are met

The California Postsecondary Education Com-
mission and the postsecondary institutions
should agree on a method and schedule for
gathering the evaluative data necessary for
assessing statewide progress.

Analyzing data

ACR 3 states that the assessment of progress in
the implementation of the ACR 3 plan shall be
conducted by a Committee headed by the Cal-
ifornia Postsecondary EducatioL Commission
and composed of members representing the De-
partment of Education and the three postsec-
ondary education segments. Therefore, an in-

tersegmental Steering Committee will be need-
ed to follow-up on the status of the fulfillment
of the goals of ACR 3.

F. Drawing conclusions/
making recommendations

An intersegmental committee will need to decide if
recommendations have been satisfactorily accom-
plished or if they need to be altered, additional
actions taken, etc. Continued involvement of an in-
tersegmental group involved in Disabled Student
Services, as described in ACR 3, is seen as essential to
the eventual full implementation of the Resolution.

Policy questions for
evaluation and accountability

1. What are the common elements, for each of the
postsecondary education segments, in the eval-
uation of services for disabled students? What
criteria should be used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of these services?

2. What criteria should be used to evaluate
progress by the postsecondary institutions in
serving disabled students?

3. How and where can accurate baseline data be
obtained on the number of disabled students ex-
pected to enter and complete postsecondary
education during the coming decade?

4. Where should the responsibility for coordina-
tion and monitoring of statewide efforts to
serve disabled students be placed?

5. Where should the responsibility for evaluating
programmatic and campus efforts to serve dis-
abled students be placed?

6. What evaluation strategy should be used to
monitor statewide progress in the implemen-
tation of the recommendations presented by the
ACR 3 Planning Committee?
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REMARKS PRESENTED BY ELIZABETH BACON TO THE CALIFORNIA
POST SECONDARY COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARINGS

San Diego, California
June 22, 1986

Funding:

1) Current formulas do not provide funding for an adequate
number of-professional, full time, permanent positions needed
to administer the core services required by existing policy.
When the programs were new and the costs of services were
unknown, this flexibility was seen as an advantage. At that
time the Department of Rehabilitation and other outside
agencies with their extensive staffs provided counseling
services to students. When these same services shifted to
the University, the need for professional staff was never
recognized. These programs at the University are now more
sophisticated and reauire regular consistent staffing with
the level of professional training which was once only
available through outside agencies.

2) Disabled Student Services in many ways performs a role
similar to other Educational Equity programs. Yet as funding
has become available specifically to augment these types of
programs, funding for Disabled Students has not been
augmented equivalently. This is important because D.S.S.
programs not only contribute to University equity required
under policy but are also the main programs helping the
University to meet state and federal legal mandates.

3) In addition to funding for positions, the D.S.S. program
requires adequate funds to provide direct services to
students such as readers, interpreters and notetakers. These
funds must be allocated on a formula which allows them to
fluctuate in response to a) growth in the number of students
served, b) regional differences in the cost of services, c)
differences in the cost of services to some disability
groups, and d) cost-of-living increases and increases
generated'as a result of collective bargaining by specialized
service providers.

4) No appropriate policy exists to delineate who is responsible
for providing services to disabled students enrolled in the
University's Extended Education programs. Students enrolled
in these programs are clearly entitled to services. However,
D,S.S. programs are currently asked to provide these services
but are not given funding to do so.

5) Funding formulas do not reflect the needs of the rapidly
growing population of learning disabled students who require
complex services coordinated by professional staff. Although
the CPEC report of 1979 acknowledged the need for assessment,
advising, tutoring-and related services, these services have
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never been funded. A permanent professional position is
critical to providing support to these students.

Recommendations:

1) Establish a funding formula which allows for full-time
professional permanent positions.

2) Establish funding which responds to the fluctuating costs of
direct se'rvices allowing for regional differences, high cost
of services, program growth and cost of living increases to
service providers.

3) Students enrolled in Extended Education summer and winter
sessions should be inchtded in the funding formula.

4) Funding to establish policy and provide services to learning
disabled students should be developed.

Evaluations:

D.S.S. programs welcome the development of an evaluation
process. We recognize that similar programs are typically
evaluated based on grade point average, retention and
graduation data. We feel this kind of outcome data will be
very 6dsitive once programs are fully funded. However,
before this sort of outcome data can be meaningful, we must
look at the systemwide and institutional policies and
procedures vhich remain as barriers to students entering the
system. Th()se potential barriers include systemwide tests,
admissions policies, physical access, financial aid
resources, and academic policies and procedures. Policies,
physical barriers and transition plans have not been formally
reviewed by the postsecondary systems or by CPEC since they
wtre developed.

A serious commitment to outreach and recruitment cannot and
should not be made until existing barriers are removed and a
strong service component has been established.

Recommendations:

1) CPEC should review all Institutional Self Evaluations
(required under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973) with particular attention to policies in the Academic
and Student Affairs areas.

2) CPEC should require a formal review and update of
institutional transition plans which were required under
Section_ 504. _of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Support
funding to remove remaining architectural barriers especially
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those which represe L legal compliance violations.

3) Place people with expertise on disabilities, including
disabled students, on each of the task forces and advisory
committees which affect policy or services to all students.
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NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND OF CALIFORNIA

Student Division

TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO TH3
ASSEMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION (ACR) 3

PLANNING COMMITTEE
may 28, 1986

Mr. Chairman and Members of the ACR #3 Planning Committee:

My name is Michael Baillif. I am here today representing
the Student Division of the National Federation of the Blind of
California as one of its elected officers. We are a statewide
organization of blind students with national affiliation. Our
office address is 5982 South Land Park Drive, Sacramento, Cali-
fornia,-95822. I thank you-for the opportunity to speak here
today and we of the NFB of California Student Division are
pleased to participate in a plan to provide more effective educa-
tional services to disabled students.

The National Federation of the Blind has long been concerned
with the apademit preparation and supPort services accorded to
the blind in secondary and postsecondary institutions through
resource programa and .offices for Disabled Student Services. We
realize that a truly quality and comprehensive education is one
of the keys to seouring first-class citizenship, free of debili-
tating stereotypesstrive._ Education; however, ,is a many fa-
eted:condept with.Many ramifications and considerations. The

cornerstone on whioh education rests is the basic skills and
self-sufficiency which MuSt be :developed And ingrained in Secon-
dary schools, if not sooner. Porthe blind,:the priMary skills
of reading, writing,and :mobility competency are matters of
training and practice just as they are for any sighted indivi-
dual. )!To :great adaptations are needed for the blind atudent. We
require primarilyalternative technique instruction in such areas
as Braille reading and writing,'.cane:travel, and resource access,
such as recorded books and Braille materials, etc. The time for
this preparation is-at the secondary level or sooner if possible.

Once a blind student_ has:acquired the alternativa skills, he
is in possessionof the tools of equality. In order to achieve
this goali however,these tools:must be put _tcp Work by encourag.7:.
ing and:even obliging:ablindatUdent tbexerciae his abilities
andthereby::'practiceindependence. Thia ia all tAat any outside
service Or agencyhas:the, reaponsibility or right to Provide.

I iwculd like to stress that for the blind an indispensable
element of a quality education is autonomy. The skills of inde-
Pendence -must be ,taUght early and often and then the service
providers must stand'aside and let us utilize the abilities which
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we have gained. There is nothing more injurious to a person's
intellectual and physical abilities than reliance and dependence
on another for basic survival. This is a point which we would
very much like :to emphasize. The trend in services for the
blind, especially in colleges, is for these programs to become
far too expansive in scope and paternalistic in nature. As I
have said, the blind need very few actual services. Anything
furnished above and beyond the development of primary skills is
in reality an extreme disservice.

To cite some concrete examples occurring throughout the
California educational' system, please consider the following:

Disabled Student Services cOmmonly employ staff
persons, in some cases as much as 20 hours per week,
tor the specific purpose of calling an agency which
provides recorded books known as Recording for the
Blind. Independent blind students order their own
textboOks.frpm the agency. It takes them at the most
30 minutes per semester.

It is not the function of the Disabled Student
Coordinator to assume the role of speaking for the
blind. That shoUld: be left to those of us who are
blind and who have organized for the purpose. Unfor7
tunately, coordinators have lbeen responsible for 'nego-
tiating the-erection of: audible traffic signals on
campus streets and haveApushedforHthe installation (:)f
tile edge detectors.. These:measures are,-..:upon examina-
tion,:quiteuznecessary and extremely. harmful.H Instead
of encouraging: a:.blind Atudent to utilize his .skills
and function-.on a par with his sighted counterparts,
these contrivancesrplace him in:a protected environment
and further: separate the blind student from the:normal
ity whichwe seek. In addition, the'more that unneces-
sary Servicesare provided for the blind,:the more the
unfortunate:notion of blindnesS avan insurmountable
handicap is perpetuated and reinforced.

lie'would like to hold out as Az examplefor services to the
blind the 'Disabled Students Program,at the Vniversity ofCOlora-
do. :Blind Students at this university receiyeappi7opriate
dance and instruction,' yet it:is the' stUdents :teSponsibility to
proVide for their own needs. 1,Tans,for the handicapped are tff
limits: to the blind as ws do not need them. And, suth basic
acicleMic support services as readers are under eachstudent's
control.: As' *L result of this obligattry independence, blind-
student! eMerging from, the University of Colorado possess an
immenSe adVantage both in capability and cohfidence over those
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who are coddled and custodialized to the point of functional
.helplessness. This program, we would like to point out as a
potential model to be both adopted and enforced throughout
schools in Californ.

On a personal note, I would like to mention that I have
spent a year in college at a private university which had abso-
lutely no disabled support services whatsoever. The only assis-
tance that I received was from the Department of Rehabilitation
which paid for readers. This past year, I attended a state
school which claiMs to have the most extensive and efficient
Disabled Student Services in the state. Well, I am returning to
the private college which, after experiencing botn extremes, has
in my mind the far superior Disabled Service System, that being
no services at all.

A final point which must be brought up is the danger of
placing too much emphasis on ratios and percentages of disabled-
nondisabled students in graduating and entering classes.. It is a
laudable- goal to seek to achieve equal representation of the
blind in post-secondary institutions. Yet, this idea carries
with it a grave. danger. It is imperative that the blind increase
thei,r numbers in college by means of improved secondary school
preparation and not through recourse to lower academic standards
in post-secondary institutions. The result of such a disastrous
occurrence would be that the worth of all degrees earned by blind
-students would be severely diminished.

By way of, conclusion, I would like to restate the necessity
of proper training.of'alternative skills at the secondary level.
Once these skills have-been adopted, the need for 90% of all
special:services then ceases... Self-sufficiency is a vital part
of alolindfstudeht's education and without it a degree or diploma
means virtually. nothing. Therefore, when considering ways to
improVe the lot of the blind in education, please realize that we
have not aOquired through consolidation the inability to hear, or
walk, or talk. We neither need.norblesire to be subject to the
inclusive services accorded those with all manner of other handi-
caps.' We are blind, nothing more. Where the blind are concern-
ed, better services do not mean more services but fewer services.
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ACR-3 Summary of Testimony - Beverly K. Barrett
El Camino City College - May 23, 1986

Issue Addressed: Weakness of the Present System

Personal Background:

My name is Beverly K. Barrett. I am the Director of Disabled Student Services at

California State University, Los Angeles. Prior to assuming the responsibility of

this position, I was emplOyed by the San Joaquin County Superintendent of Schools,

Stockton, as a Program Administrator and Principal for a Special Education High

School. In this capacity, I supervised programs which prepared some students for

college. I look at my present position as an upward extension of much of my past

efforts. I have a Masters' Degree in Special Education, Teaching Credentials in

Learning Handicap, Special Handicap, and an Administrative Services Credential..

Issue to be addressed:

I would like to address weaknesses of the present system. I feel Disabled Student

Services Officesare presently unable to meet the needs of the emergirm and rapidly

growing student populations with learning disabilities and pose-brain-trauma.

I group these two populations together as there are similarities in their educational

needs. Neither of these populations are new to society, but their desire and ability

to pursue a university education is a recent occurrence.

During the past five years, Special Education teachers have changed their outlook

regarding the future of learning disabled students. Students with learning

disabilities are no longer counseled solely into vocational areas. College education

is now seen as a viable training option for many students with a learning disability.

The post brain trauma college students are increasing in numbers. This increase

is the result of more effective medical treatment. The medical treatment available

to a victim of head trauma minimizes the effect of the trauma. These students have

the potential of a more normal life, therefore, have ihe need and desire to obtain a
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Strategies to meet the aducational needs of these two student populations:

In Order to assure accommodation for these students, and to facilitate their

success, I am suggesting the following strategies:

1) Indi7idual program planning, coordination, adjustments, and monitoring

2) Individual learning strategies (how to leatn) should be taught in order

to facilitate self-accommodation of the student with LD during the

time at college and more importantly, the future after college.

3) Facilitation of the appropriate accommodation within the existing

campus auxillary services i.e. Career Center, Personal Counseling

Center, Learning Resource Center, especially in the Study Skills

Workshop.

4) Appropriate accommodaticns in academic departments. Academic faculty

are especially in need of information about disabilities which are not

easily distinguished dr-observable.

What is needed to meet the needs of these two disability groups?

The most important element of any educational program is the teacher. Staff

with the appropriate education and training is necessary to assist the student

and University in accommodation for these students. We need staff to assist in

individual program planning and monitoring, to teach individual learning strategies

and accommodations, to facilitate the development of skills within the auxillary

services area and to provide faculty with information which will enable greater

teacher effectiveness.

Before I entertain questions from the panel, I would like to comment on the

issue of a funding model.
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- I would like to see a funding model which would continue to provide

flexibility to each program. I would like to be able to shift funds

to other program areas when the needs of my students change. For

instance, one year we may have a large population of visually handicapped

students. I may wish to use funds to provide a specialist in this area.

If the visually handicapped population declines, I would like to shift

the funds to cover a different area of need.

I would propose a larger fund allocation for disability groups requiring

more extensive services.

I would also propose safeguards to prevent encroachment of funds designated

for Disabled Student Services.
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TESTIMONY GIVEN BEFORE THE ACR 3 PLANNING COMMITTEE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, 1986

Good morning, members of the ACR 3 Committee.

My name is Sharon Bonney, and t am the Director of the Disabled Students'

Program at fRiW-Tersity of California-Berkeley, a position I have

held since June 1979.

This morning I will give you my opinions about four specific issues

surrounding the funding of disabled student programs at the University

of California. The issues are:

(1) What constitutes a workeble and equitable funding formula?

(2) What effect do federal funds have on our programs?
(3) What effect does our campus funding have on our budgets?
(4) What effect does OR have on our programs and services?

(1) Let me speak first to what constitutes, in my mind, a workable

and equitable funding formula.

Since each campus program is at a different stage of develop-
ment--some have been in existence for over 20 years, some have
been in existence six years--it is difficult to pinpoint individual

campus needs. However, we do have a universal need for a stable,
base-budget; a funding formula adequate to pay for basic services
to stUdents; and a responsive mechanism for-fluctuations in funding
needs.

I propose that the State consider providing a stable amount
of money, which carries over from year to year, upon which a budget

can be built. Campus directors and coordinators could be assured
that this baseline amount would be available each year to pay their
salary, toR777-077Fal and support staff, and to pay for an
office with telephones and necessary supplies. In short, there
would be a disabled students' services office, the doors would be
kept open, and professional staff would be available to assist students.

Adequate funding could come about, in part, by taking an actual
cost approach to direct services given to students. It ii7157Tous

that the State will not allow programs to spend all they need and

bill the State for it at the end 0 the year, but a system could
be devised whereby specific services given to students, i.e., readers,

notetakers, interpreters, lab assistants, etc., could be reimbursed
dollar-for-dollar on an actual cost basis.

Our programs will never have enough money to s9rve high-cost
categories of students if we stay tied to a headcount at
capita ?unding system. The UniversitTifarifornia has not received
recognition of workload changes since the early 1960's. This means

our actual per capita dollar amount received for each student is

3 4. 31
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down to $365, based on 1984-85 student numbers. A full-time deaf
student can cost an average of $4,000 a year or more. A blind student
attending law school or some other graduate program could cost close
to $8,000 a year.

The third aspect of a workable formula is that of a funding
mechanism which can res ond guicjy to a fluctuation in needed funding.
Under the current State funding system, I, as Director, must serve
all qualified students who come to my office during an academic
year. Next academic year my deaf student population will increase
from three full-time interpreter-users to 13 users. On average,
each student will cost my.program about $4,000 for a total of $40,000
over this past fiscal year's expenditures. At the end of the academic
year, I will report the number of deaf students served (in this
case 13), and next fiscal year I will be "reimbursed" $4,745 (a
per capita of $365 per student) for serving the 13 deaf students.
Only one-tenth of my actual interpreter costs will be "reimbursed"
under the current system.

There is no way my budget can respond to this large increase in
interpreter users without going into deficit. What I need :s a
funding mechanism which can help pay for these large fluctuations
this year rather than waiting until next year. I don't have a
solution to this response problem, but I do hope the Committee
will conceive of some mechanism to address this issue.

(2) Let me turn my attention to the effect of federal funds on our programs.
Several campuses,_ Berkeley included, have been fortunate_ enough .

to receive federal monies under the TRIO programs. In Berkeley's
case, these funds, totalling almost $90,000, pay for 25% of my coun-
selors, 100% of my Project Director who screens, allocates, and
pays for all auxiliaiv aid services, and 50% of our clerical help.
Gramm-Rudman and the Washington attitude of a balanced budget,
and the fact,that the three-year funding cycle ends in June
1987, pose serious threats to our Program. Without these counselors
and staff, our Program would be decimated, and the quality of services
to students would decline drastically. Federal funds are paying
for the provision of "core" services since the State pays only a
little more than 50% of the University-wide costs. If the State
doesn't help pay for the services provided by federal funds, our
programs will go further into deficit.

The third funding issue centers around the campus budget process
and its impact on our programs. If the Berkeley campus imposes
a 1.5% budgetary savings target on all programs, then the Disabled
Students' Program has that amount automatically deducted from the
budget. If the University says there is no inflationary increment
during a fiscal year, then the Oisabled Students' Program does not
receive additional money for supplies and expense for that year.
In short, our Program is treated the same as all other programs.

(3)

2
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Our largest and most reliable source of campus funding to date comes
from Registration Fees allotted to our Program through the budget
process. The Student Reg Fee Committee, which recommends allocation
of Reg Fees to the administration, has decided that the Disabled
Students' Program should be removed from Reg Fee support. Their
rationale is that my office provides academic services and should
be funded by Educational Fees instead. The Committee also feels
that it is the State's responsibility to cover actual costs of necessary
services,-and they are relieved of responsibility. If this attitude
can develop on the Berkeley campus, it can develop on other campuses
as well.

The shifting of disabled students' programs to Educational Fees
is particularly distressing because there are fewer Educational
Fees available to programs than there are Registration Fees. Programs
funded by Educational Fees are in competition for those fees with
powerful, academic departments. It is true that most of what our
programs do is academic in nature, but we are perceived as a student
service (therefore, fluff in many departments' eyes), and we would
lose the battle for funding if we were up against academic departments
or research functions of the University.

(4) lastly,,let.me discuss, for just a moment, the effect of the Department
of Rehabilitation on the Disabled Students' Program.

In 1979 theliniversity of California began providing services
to disabled students which had previously been provided to the students
by the California:Department of Rehabilitation. Rehab has been
slowly-withdrawing:support from-disabled individuals who-qualify
for their services.- Students who apply to Berkeley are told that
Rehab will not be able to sponsor them to the University of California
because-it costs-too much. Students'are told they will be sponsored
to.a:ccimmUnity college, given the oppportunity to get a degree in
a vocalional area, or at most a terminal AA degree. If. students

do attenhe University of California, Rehab Will not provide
reader services; tutoring services (in the case of students with
learning:disabilities),.. or otherservices, even if University funds
are deOleted._- The Original-agreement in 1979 stipulated that the
Department ofjlehabilitation would provide services to their clients
if University funds .were unavailable. The net effect of Rehab's
policies As,thatthe nuMber of students attending the Berkeley campus
who are sponsored by-the-Department of Rehabilitation is declining
yearly. -Students are not given equal access to the type of educational
institution they,wish to attend but are told instead where they
can go,,and'students are not getting the levels and types of services,
in some cases,,to which they are entitled. There is no cooperative,
working agreeMent between Rehab and the Berkeley campus to ensure
that students get the support they need. The campus has all the
responsibility of providing services to students, whether they are
Rehab clients are not.
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In suMmary, I feel hat the campuses are being squeezed from all sides
in the funding issue. The State promises actual costs-- but none are
forthcoming. The federal grants which have sustained some of us are
in jeopardy of being dismantled in two months. Campus resources are
becoming more scarce at the same time that our programs are growilg
and in need of more money. Rehab is withholding support for their clients
attending our campuses. In essence, all parties involved are pointing
the finger at the next person and saying, "They are responsible for
funding your 'services," but no party is willing to shoulder the responsi-
bility. We need an actual cost-funding model, and we need it soon.

Thank you.

4



TESTIMONY OF HARRIET M. CLENDENEN, COORDINATOR
DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN LUIS OBISPO

AT PUBLIC HEARING REGARDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES:FOR DISABLED STU-
DENTS - ACR 3 - AT CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FRESNO, ON MAY 30

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The importance of ACR 3, in my mind, is not to standardize the

programs for students with disabilities. These programs need to re-

tain their uniqueness and their responsiveness to their particular

student bodies.

I hope that the major result of this resolution will be in-

creased cooperation among all segments of education in California.

In too many cases, students--with or without disabilities-- have

suffered from the lack of communication and reciprocity when moving

from one level of education to another. We see this when :,2tudents

Come unprepared from the public schools to higher education. We

see it when community college students come to the CSU or UC svs-

tem with dozens of units that are not transferable or do not know

'the advantage of general education certification.

If through the current ACR 3 process, we can lay the ground-

work for mutual programs and cooperative efforts, we have succeeded.

We need to remember that the welfare of students and improving

their opportunities for living mearlingful lives is our goal.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS REGARDING FUNDING

1. What are the strengths of the present system of financing disa-
bled student services?

The strengths of the present system are its flexibility and

simplicity. We need to take care that we do not lose these quali-

ties in a new system.
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2. What w...e the weaknesses of the present system?

a. The length of the funding cycle (18 months from projection

to receipt of funds) makes projections difficult and results in over-

funding or under-funding. This could be remedied by Partial funding

at the beginning of the fiscal year with a reallocation on the basis

of actual enrollment after the fall census date.

b. With only two permanent positions funded (director/coordinator

and secretary), the present

C. There is inadequate

none for extended education

disabled students currently

system results in inadequate staffing.

provision for high-cost students and

students. The large number of learning

enrolled in the CSU system has had an

extreme impact on DSS budgets. Also, the four CSU campuses with

regular summer quarters have suffered from lack of funding.

d. Currently, there is no provision for the difference in re-

gional costs, e.g., cost of interpreters in urban areas.

3. How are costs in DSS programs affected by changes in institutional
budgets?

a. "Raiding" of DSS budgets has occurred on many campuses.

Funds should be restricted. Other student populations are not af-

fected as immediately or as dramatically as disabled students are,

e.g., loss of support services such as notetakers and/or readers

could result in a student having to leave school.

b. Disabled student support services are mandated by Federal

law and budget language. Failure to provide them can result in

the filing of grievances against the institution.

6. What services are necessary for the successful accommodation of
disabled students in order for them to complete their education
at a postsecondary institution in California?
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The current basic core services, with certain additions,

revisions and refinements, could continue to be utilized. There

.must, however, be consideration of the special needs of students

in each segment of higher education e.g., lower functioning stu-

dents at community colleges and research-oriented graduate students

in the UC system.

Additional services should include disability-specific tutoring,

cspeO.ii for sensory-impaired and learning disabled students.

And, of course, there is need for assessment and rOention services

for the learning disabled population, as well.'

In my opinion, outreach should receive only limited funding

and should remain the province of Relations with Schools Offices,

but personnel in this area should be trained as to the special needs

of prospective-students with disahiliti:es. Also, some funds should

be available for DSS staff participation in transfer center activities

and for the visitations of disabled students to their former high

schools or community college campuses.

agree with previous speakers about the lack of qualified inter-

preterS, especially in rural areas. Perhaps regional training cen-

ters for interpreters could kJe jointly funded by systemwide funds

from all three segments of postsecondary education.

RESPONSES TO lUESTIONS REGARDING EVALUATION & ACCOUNTABILITY

What are the common elements for postsecondary education segments
in the evaluation of services for disabled students?

a. Axe basic supportive services being provided?

b. Are all programs of the institution accessible? Have

attitudinal, as well as architectural barriers been removed?
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c. Is admission possible for disabled students? Concern:

new admissions standards for CSU may be discriminatory.

2. What criteria should be used to evaluate progress in serving
disabled students?

Reasonable goals and objectives must be established by campuses

with input from DSS staffs, disabled students and others concerned

with the retention and graduation of these students. There is

danger in using traditional measures such as GPA, unit load and

the length of time necessary to earn a degree, due to the special

population that is being evaluated.

3. How and where can accurate baseline data be obtained on the
number of disabled students expected to enter and complete
postsecondary education during the coming decade?

PROBLEM.: The.use of figures from secondary schools may be

inaccurate, because:-

a. Many studentsmainstreamed in the secondary schools are

not identified as disabled.

b. Some postsecondary students become disabled following high

school graduation.

c. The number of! returning students over 30 with disabilities

attending postsecondary educational institutions is larger than

the average.

5. where should the responsibility for evaluating programmatic and
campus efforts to service disabled students be placed?

Evaluation should be placed in the hands of systemwide and

campus advisory committees. Also, regular surveys of the "consumers"

(students receiving assistance) should be conducted.
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4. Where should the responsibility for coordination and monitoring
of statewide efforts to.serve disabled students be placed?

This responsibility should be placed with the systemwide offices

with regular input from DSS staffs. One of the concerns of CSU

coordinators/directors has been the lack of opportunity to meet

and provide this input and to discuss current concerns.

In order to increase cooperation among the three segments,

some type of joint advisory group should be established.
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William B. Cutler, Area Coordinator
SELF HELP for HARD of HEARING PEOPLE

2590 Marshall Drive, Palo Alto, California 94303
Telephone: 415/325-30S VoiceiTDD

[Prepared for personal testimony during public hearing on Educational Services for Disabled
Students before the ACR 3 Committee, California State University San Jose, May 29, 19861

Members of the Committee, Ladies and Gentlemen

My name is William B. Cutler, 2590 Marshall Drive, Palo Alto, 94303. An increasing hearing
loss, now profound, obliged me to take early retirement after two decades as Director of
Business Services of the FoothillDeAnza Community College District. I am now working,
effectively fulltime, as a volunteer for Self Help for Hard of Hearing People (SHHH), a
national, nonprofit, educational organization for those who, while not deaf, do not hear well.

I do not intend to address all of the questions presented in the background material for this
hearing since I am neither an 'educator' (in spite of my profession) nor a statistician. Rather,
my testimony is intended to sensitize the Committee and its staff to the dilemma of those young
people suffering "the invisible handicap", moderate to severe hearing loss, and the modest effort,
individual aad financial, required to accommodate that disability.

My first concern is related to statistics. Best available information suggests that about 8
percent (and growing because of noise abuse) of the general population have some degree of

-hearing loss. Data- for California indicate almost 2 million hearing impairect including 232,000
deaf and 967,000 hard of hearing (about 700,000 are considered to have a nonhandicapping mild
loss). I am certain that this proportion is not true among post seconder y students. Randy
Jordan, coordinator of, support services to deaf students at CalBerkeley, was quoted in my
local paper just this week with the 'statistic' that "six deaf and aine (declared) hearing impaired
students are currently enrolled and 10-12 deaf and 10-15 hearing impaired are expected in the
5000 entering class this fail."

(Let me clarify that the accepted definitions in use today, consider "hearing impaired" as the
broad category which includes those who .are "dear (the 101 who consider themselves members
of the deaf community 9S ,514.9--r9lliturft, probably %ling sign language) and the remaining 90% who

are "hard of hearinel

My extrapolation of Randy's figures results in a Fall '86 "deaf" population at Cal representing
just .06% (six hundredths of one percent) and .085 "hard of hearing". Incidently, his data also
suggest that the 'staying power' of hearing impaired students is very poor presumably because
of inadequate support services. There is no question that the percentages would be higher at
Cal State Northridge and Ohlone College which both have an historic reputation for special
accommodations for hearing impaired students, but I do not have their data.

Indeed, I suspect no one has accurate rigures, for these or any other college. A major problem
with those suffering hearing impairment is that many refuse to acknowledge their disability, let
alone publicly announce it. This leads to, neglect in the elementary and secondary schools (no
hearing aids or special training in speechreading and coping) and therefore inadequate preparation
for college. I. have no doubt that there will be 'many highly motivated and/or intelligent hearing
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impaired students at Cal this Fail that Randy can't identify. Unfortunately, there will be
hundreds more who didn't make the grade in high school and dozens who will withdraw without
finishing their baccalaureate.

So, the problem is defined. What needs to be done? There are three basic accommodations
which would be helpful to hard of hearing students (I am not qualified to speak for the deaf): (I)
Faculty and staff training/sensitizing; (2) Assistive listening systems; and (3) Counseling in
assertiveness and stress control.

(I) Understandably, because we have tended to try to hide our problem, the general public has
little experience in accommodating us and yet I have never been denied heip when my need is
known. Staff training, from registration clerks to food service employees, is a first step. It need
not be extensive. Two pages in training manuals and ten minutes during individual or group
training courses would suffice to orient a hearing person to techniques for communicating with
hard of hearing students and boost tolerance for the inevitable misunderstandings.

Faculty, who rely on accurate communication to do their job, need more intense exposure
through both general orientation and detailed training if (knowing or suspecting) they are teaching
a hard of hearing student. I am talking about facilitating speechreading: good light on face, not
talking to the chalkboard, assigning/allowing front row, center seating. Reasonably slow delivery
is important since, even with electronic amplification and lipreading, we have to 'figure out' what
we think we have heard, based on a few words and the speech pattern. Alertness to visible
signs of lack of comprehension (standard procedure for a good teacher) is also important.

(2) Assistive listening systems (ALS) are very important, though not yet common. Ambient
sounds such as coughing, conversation, airconditioning, street noise and airplanes can be
annoying to hearing persons. Because hearing aids amplifly indiscriminatingly, they can ruin
comprehension for the hard of hearing listener. Room reverberation and the high volume of even
the best fidelity public address systems also destroy intelligibility for the hearing aid wearer.
The purpose of an ALS is to 'connect' the speaker's mouth to the listener's ear, minimizing, if
not eliminating, these problems. Three systems are available, all 'wireless".

An audio induction loco, working on the principle of a transformer, feeds an ammplified
microphone signal via a magnetic field to a Wlecoil in the hearing aid. An audio loop can be
economically ($50 to $500) installed in most lecture halls ilresdy equipped with a public address
system. It then can be used by any student having a "T" switch in his hearing aid. This
system is very popular in Europe.

FM broadcast is, in effect, a miniature radio station with a transmitter at the lecturn and
receivers worn by each hard of hearing student. Permanent systems can be installed in large
lecture hails with PA systems. Receivers are loaned to students needing them. More practical,
is a "personal" system consisting of a pocket transmitter worn by the instructor tuned to a
pocket receiver carried by the student. It would be feasible for such a system to be issued to a
qualified student each semester for use wherever his courses meet. A difficulty is that these
systems broadcast as much as 200', so that different frequencies are required to prevent
interference' i4ithin a building. Such systems, called auditory trainers, have been in use by
ichools for, the' dearfar years. Foothill and DeAnza colleges have had them available in their
'disabled student programs since 1918. Personal systems cost around $500, while a permanent
dystem with ten loaner receivers is about $2000.
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Infrared broadcast is growing in popularity because its signal is confined to the room in use. A
transmitteriernitter (video cassette size for ad hoc individual use, or wall mounted poster-thzed
for permanent installation) beams invisible modulated light waves to a receiver worn by the
Student. Personal systems cost under $500 with auditorium system with loan receivers from
$2000-3000, depending upon size. A serendipity of the infrared technoiogy is that all receivers
can be used for any system, anywhere, From home TV to classroom to concert hall or theatre.

Students Opposing Unlawful Noise Deprivation (SOUND) of the National Law Center at George.
Washington University and SHHH have joined in legal action against the National Endowment
of the Arts to require that ALS be provided at all performances subsidized by the NEA.
Communication access is required under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 with Section 502 applying
to federal buildings and Section 504 rnandating it for buildings used for federally funded
programs.

(3) The temptation is great for a hard of hearing person to become a recluse. It takes
determination to overcome the self-image of inferiority and, sometimes, hopelessness for 'being
with it' when you don't understand much, ranything, that is said. These feeling in turn build
stress. Without authority, I would assume that special counseling, group or individual, would be
productive toward the college (and career) success of the hard of hearing student.

I have made no attempt to propose a long-term rmancial strategy for providing these
accommodations. Perhaps with my bias, I see no reason why they cannot be available within
the next fiscal year for the minimal number of students involved. Certainly, the cost would be
insignificant compared to the millions that have been spent for wheelchair access. My inexpert
estimate is that provision of signMg interpreters to one deaf student costs at least $10,000 each
academic year, depending upon many factors, while we are suggesting a small fraction of that as
a long-tcrm, capital investment. A 1986 GAO report indicated that costs per hearing impaired
student (majority are deaf) ranged from $12,415 at Cal State Northridge to $21,613 at National
Technical Institute for the Deaf and $25,282 at Gallaudet College.

Accommodating - and encouraging - hard of hearing students in California colleges will cost a
fraction of that'

Thank you for listening. I will be happy to answer questions and pleased to assist in
implementation of my suggestions.
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Cdlifornia State University Sacramento
6000 1 STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95819-2694

LEARNING SKILLS CENTER

MEMORANDUM

DATE: June 12, 1986

T0: Bruce Hamlett
California Post-Secondary Education Commission

FROM: Susan Eiland-Rickman
Learning Disabilities Specialist

RE: Written statement of ACR3 Testimony on May 28, 1986,
Public Hearing

To insure equal educational opportunities to the learning
disabled student population, procedures and policies in
three major areas need to be established.

1) Diagnostic assessment services need to be available on
each campus. Trained professionals, i.e. L.D.
Specialists or Educational Psychologists-Psychometrists,
should administer and interpret the appropriate
diagnostic tests. Academic and career advising should be
founded on the individual learning profile that emerges
from the interpretation of the diagnostic test battery.

Academic and basic skill (especially writing, math,
spelling) tutoring should be available to students. On

our campus, out of 90 students, 10 needed writing skill
tutoring, 14 needed spelling tutoring, and 10 needed
academic tutoring. Tutors need special training to deal
effectively with L.D. students' learning needs.

These two vital services need to be formally added to the
core services list. In addition, any formula-based
funding mechanisms should, of course, reflect the high
cost of these services.

3) Educational policies regarding L.D. students need to be
standardized and formalized in the the following areas:

a) special admissions
b) accommodations for entrahOi and exit tests; i.e.,

Writing Proficiency Exams, English anc Math Placement
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Tests (EPT/ELM)
c) curriculum requirement substitutions and/or waiver;

i.e., for foreign language, mathematics and English
requirements.

Each campus now struggles independently to create
policies that are fair and equitable. The Chancelor's
position has been that each campus, in its autonomy,
should deal individually with problems such as
'establishing reasonable accomodations for testing, course
substitutions, waivers, etc. Experience shows that this
lack of guidance has resulted in a very uneneven, and
sometimes discriminatory, system-wide interpretation of
the educational rights of the learning disabled.

As the system moves into full services to its L.O. student
population there will be a need to standardize procedures for
diagnostic assessment testing and identification of specific
learning disabilities. Testing and identification procedures
should be similar at each campus.

Any kind of formal outreach to the K-I2 and community college
systems should be postponed until program services are
established and readily available on each CSU campus. The
existing programs are based on precarious funding mechanisms
which inhibit responsible planning. Until a sound funding base
is established, CSU, Sacramento, cannot realistically move toward
ACR-3's laudable goal of "bridging handicapped 12th grade
students into the community college or four year institutions."

cc: Patricia Sontagg, Coordinator
Services to Students with Disabilities

Joe Aiello, Director
Learning Skills Center
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San Diego City College
DISABLED STUDENT PROGRAM
1113 Twelfth Avenvie, San Diego. CA 92101 (714) 230-2513

SANS OIEGG.
ccimmorsane
COLLEGE.

Elias

May 22, 1986

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

Description of:

1. Resources for Blind and Visually Inpaired students at San Diego
Community College District.

2. Coordination of services and community liaison with K-12 San
Diego Unified School District, local rehabilitation agencies
for the blind and disabled, 4-year university Disabled Student
Services.

3. Department of Rehabilitation coordination to support student/
client Vocational Education Plans.

Need for encouragement of clients to pursue educational programs
which could lead to successful vocational goals. Entry level

jobs are presently encouraged.

Need for clarification of actual DVR services so students know
what is available and when: i.e. Reader and Non-client Reader

Services.

HE:rs

Helen Elias
Specialist Instructor for
the Visually Impaired
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Ana Garza
June 13, 1986

Problem: DSS prograum do not promote independence.

Solution: Students would benefit best from a return to the voucher system.

Mr. Chairman and Members:
T.

I learned early to fend for myself.. Every first day of school, starting

with junior high, I waited for a moment after each class, caugnt my teacher's

attention,.and made arrangements for the taking of tests. I took my own notes

evolving from cassette to braille in eighth grade and understood the process

by which to obtain readers and books in my sophomore year. I was ready for college

survival crouched eagerly on the palm of my hand. But late did I learn that

college was not the place for independence, that it offered too quickly and

insistently the temptation of aid, that it stifled with superiority the desire

to ltve and to work free from insecurity, and most did I learn that to grow
.f

we need change.

Of course, my theses, I base not on statistics or other more Scientific

data, but rather I build it on the experience I have had as a student and the

goals I wish to reach. I admit with all good honesty that my case is not

common, yet I state with equal objectivity that the isolated incidence--unmet

deadlines, inadequate execution of a service, poor communication--are by no

means rare. I simply offer, Mr. Chat:man and members,

an individual like

Thus inspired

packed for college

real world I found

myself as a specific, as

many others who want merely to succeed.

and having armed myself with the appropriate skills, I

where I thought I would need them, but college was not the

. "We provide readers, notetakers, and a proctoring service,"

I was told and understood that I was expected to accept them. I did not,
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however, scoop up the proposition as the Israelites had their manna. Why should

someone else do for me what I could and should do for myself? What need could

anyone have for this kind of institution? Nevertheless, I gave in, at the last,

still reluctant yet secretly glad to have the load swept off my back.

And this acceptance gave me:

Reading

Books: When the fall semester commenced, I purchased the six books

my silhedule demanded and dutifully passed five to the Disabled Student Study

Center, the office responsible for reading and testing. Ten weeks later,

five short weeks from the semester's end, I received two of my booksi the first

six chapters of a text containing seventeen came soon after; and the other

two and two thirds tomes I received not at all.

The next semester I was wiser. I gave the Study Center only cwo of my

books: A style guide for an upper division political science V.ass which would

not be needed for another five weeks and an English Composition's manual from

which all class assignments and discussions would be drawn. The former was

delivered two weeks after the first paper was due, disspite constant reminders.

The latter I received in three installments: fifty pages after spring break;

one hundred fifty pages two weeks before the semester's close; and four hundred

pages one week before finals; This time, I consoled myself, the study center had

completed its task.

Other Reading: Five times during the spring semester, I gave the Study

Center handouts and twice a collection of articles. Each reading assignment

I submitted, I accompanied with a reasonable deadline: three or four pages

for something short (about ten pages) and a week or rwo for something long.

Always on the duedate I was asked if I really needed that "today.' Hence for

the shorter material I usually returned ak hour later than agreed which was not
1

always a possibility, and the longer zeading I simply accepted later than I
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2. Research: In November of the first Semester, I requested research.

For two hour periods on three different days, a DSS employee and I sifted

through an enormous card catalog, compiling a list of the books I thought I

would need. We did not consult periodical sections or even look on the shelvm.

The list having been compiled and stored in ihe employee's desk:lour research was

to,

completed. There was nothing.more to do.:

3. Testing: Two tests ran into-difficulty that year. The first, an

exam taken early on the third day of finals' week, was received late which earned

me an incomplete. Because of a bureaucratic mix-up, the grade was cleared

late, and 181 dollars in financial aid were, until the last day of the following

semester, withheld. In May, the second test, comprised solely of essay questions,

was taken in braille to later be transcribed. As soon as I had finished, about

fifteen minutes after closing, I placed the brailled answers where indicated.

The next morning I received a phone call. The test could not be tound.
! f

Background provided, I begin my discussion.

I said, at the first, that college was not the place for independence.

I referred, of course, to the Disabled Student Services as I see them, for when

I started my college career assuming to have no help, I was soon given to understand

that, although school policy was not, in theory, to handle the blind and

handicapped merely iy sanding them to the campus' DSS office, it was so in

practice. When I offered after several Weeks of wait and inactivity.to find

readers for myself on return of books, I was told that my readers, those

assigned to me, were reliable and that next week a tape would come i n. When

I asked for contact with my lectors, a message would suffice. When I wondered,

politely and indirectly, how an office staffing five pairs of eyes working

half- to three-quarter-time and controlling twenty-seven to thirty-eight

readers could not meet its clients' needl, iheard about the complexity of

running such an office. When I stagnatel inla chair counting minutes frequently

!
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passed the hour until a service was performed, I saw employees chatting among

themselves, with students, on the phone; planning social affairs not always

related to the campus; finishing homework; leaving early for the day; eating food

smuggled in from the nearest cafeteria; and promising that "later," "as soon as

I get this done," "I'll get on it right away," the student's pAloblem world be

remedied. When Ilwwanted help in paying for the readers I had found and books

I had repurchased, Rehab was reluctant because "the Study Center takes care of that."

When I talked to my professors explaining that my books were not yet ready, that I

needed extra time, many, having experienced DSS disorganization, loaned me books

and suggested readers while others assumed the going-o .,. thr.:re were nigh sacred

and I was somehow at fault. When I sat at the rear of my English class, unable

to participate in discussions for which I lacked a book and hence the

understanding derived from it, afraid of handing in papers at whose technique

I had only guessed, ashamed of being there because I knew nothing of what went

'4
on, I cursed the Disabled Student Services sending them far beyond the devil.

When I thought of the work, the time I had wasted, the money I had spend,

the classes and readers / had struggled with on my own with only the hindrance

of the handicapped office as an alternative, I felt defeated, tired, and angry.

I had been offered a service which I really had not much of a choice in

accepting, a service which was excellent, which was for my own good, which was

justified so many times; "Really, how else, but through the Study Center,

could test security be maintained and professors not be inconvenienced?"

I remember all the instances I spent in that fortress after hours and near

my backpack, unsupervised. I think of the tests in high school which I took

before class or in the hall or in a pigeon-hole of an office with an aid or

with a student or with the teacher himself. "And really, how else, but with

the Study Center, could students assure themselves of finding books in forms

; 1

they require?" Therpost announcements in libraries, in classrooms, in dormitory

entrances and bathrooms, in church bulletini4 in shop windows, in volunteer

4 9
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They call RFB for books already recorded. They talk to professors to discover

titles in advance and have RFB or some other organization

wish. "And really, how else, if not with more money, can

produce it if they

we provide better

staffing, more readers, etc.?" I recall my hardworking staff with this remark.

I see them hiring someone new to do either everything or noth'ing. I think

of the readers, most of whom az volunteers, neither traced nor connected with

the student.

think, too, of the comments and the attitudes. 7Don't cross at Cedar and

Shaw. It's dangerous. You'll be hurt. ... Don't take German or Spanish.

It's too hard: readering it. ... Don't take more math than you need to.

It's too visual for the blind. ... Don't take classes in

They're too hard to get to. ... We can't just give you a

and have you pick one.

are, what they might to read. We know their personalities. We know yours.
ft

We know who these people are, what

those buildings.

list of readers

their interests

We could choose best for you."

I frowned at these remarks. I am

Garman major, and a mathematics minor.

Cedar intersection which is convenient

find the Hall. My readers are simply

a declared Spanish major, and undeclared

I live on campus closest to the Shaw and

. If I need to go to a class, I will

readers. Some I like and become friends

with. Others are little more than strangers: they just say, "hello," pick

up their, and read.

The general attitude makes me feel like a child, not mateur enough or

sensible enough to be an adult. I am ,offered advice, suggestions, and warnino wi

make think I have a right to something better than my fellow classmates.

At work, my Disabled Student Services will not be able to tell me what to do

or where to go. When I transfer to a .private college, / will have to work

out on my own. Why should I expect w t au not entitled to? I need to

T
learn to evaluate my short-coming and Aecide how to make them assets. The

;
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more practice I have the more time I will have to acquire my sea-legs,

to make mistakes, to see what does and does not work.

A university would best help its students, not by giving them a convenience,

but by allowing them a chance. All we, as students, need is a resource center

and that only for a marker; a place for reading between clastes; for using

equipment--talking computers, optacons, close circuit televisions--which may

not be available at home; a place for learning what RFB and similar organizations

are and how to use them; a place for centralizing readers' lists for those

students who have had trouble locating names or for those who have extras

and can afford to share; for picking up vouchers; for testing if an instructor

cannot offer another alternative. We need only a home base, a starting block

from which the novice may begin.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members, I say that I want control over

my education, that because I am not like the rest of the job-seeking world,

I must compete with them on their terms. I want to succeed, to be the best

in my field, and to do that I must start e'arly, in high school, in college,

to find my own questions and answers. I need to learn independence as well

as math and English for without it my degree means little

Ana Garza
P.O. Box 245 Earlimat, CA 93219
Testified at Fresno, CA, on May 29
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MAD TRAUMA SUPPORT PROJECT
SACRAMENTO AREA

PROPOSALLEOR AJEAD :nun FRCGRAm

AT I_STOF-40 COMMLMITE COLLEGE

711.71nimirsit:77- Center - the Trauma Center for

the:: , twenty cases of severe head injury a

-,===tta -77:2T-AdE rt;,-:.:)f--t=mn=atinad injury on the injured and'their families
'Once prot,:totive-young people, usually between fifteen and

thirty years, suddenly find'i,aemselves unable to perform many task's previously

routine before their head injury.

After the acute care setting, with its' rehabilitation services of physical,

occupational and speech therapies, the patient is discharged to his family

or the community. However, impaired attention and concentration, memory
disturbances, language problems and loss of reasoning skills prevent the i-
dividual from returning to his forler activities!

For head injured adults and their families, recovery is a slow, expensive
process. But more distressingly, there is a lack of programs available that
deal effectively with'cognitive retraining and resocialization.

As a representative for the Head Trauma Support Project of Sacramento, I was
aware of this lack of services for the young people in our membership . My
interesi is also based on my personal observation through my 23 year old
head injured son's present attendance at Sacramento City College. There is
no learning disabled program there, and he must take regular classes conducted

at a normal pace. He is at a great disadvantage and the limitations for him
are very frustrating!

Presently, there are eleven Head Trauma Community College Programs already
in existence in-California....anexcellent one at Coastline College in Costa
Mesa, with an enrollment of 75 students and another at Santa Rosa 3r. College
with about,18 people anda waiting list! Certainly Sacramento has a head
injured population to warrant such a helpful program. .

At Coastline :College, for example, head injury classes are staffed by crew
dentialed:special edUcation instructors assisted by instructional associates,
aides, ind volunteers. The classroon student to staff ratio is approximately
5 tip 1. Additional:progratsupport services include neuropsychological eval-
uation, counseling, and assistance with job training and placement. A compu-
ter lab further individualizes instruction through the use of computer soft-
ware specifically designed to facilitate the cognitive retraining of head-
injured adults. .

The need:for sucha head injury program is clearly there! Sacramento City
College,with:ite.tompact, acoessable campus, would be a suitable location.
The-:diverseethnic populationat City College lends itself to the head trauma

population, which cuts a.cross all classes of society with remrd to resociali-
cation.* :tJ.s:timelthat the school system acknOwledges this type of disability

andprovides the ',means to allow young, head inured adults a second chance.

P.O. BOX.280:18 SACRAMENTO. CAUFORNIA 95828,0315
MEMBERSHIP - (918) 944.2889 INFORMATION - (918) 989.4809
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THI EYROLLMENT CRITERIA

Coastline's THI Program is a demanding educational program
designed to prepare students.for vocational training and
placement, continuing education, and/or community indepden-
dance. Applicants to the Program must be goal-oriented and
committed to achieving maximum independence. As Program
space is limited, priority consideration is given to those
applicants deemed by the Admissions Committee to have the
greatest potential for success within the THI Program.

Applicants should meet the follawing eligibility criteria:

1. Students must be high school graduate or over 18 years
of age.

2. They must have sustained a head injury on or
age of thirteen.

3. Candidates must possess sufficient self-help
control of basic bodily functions.

4. They must be medically stable.

5. They must provide awn transportation to and from classes.

6. They must have sufficient receptive and expressive commu-
nication skills to benefit fram the rigorous educational
program.

7. They must be free of blatant psychosis and/or behavioral
problems which require physical restraining or which
would adversely affect progress in the Program.

after the

skills for

Haley

8. They must have been free of dependency on non-prescribed
drugs (including alcohol) for a minimum of one year at
the time of application to the Program and remaln depen-
dency free throughout enrollment.

9. They must be willing and able to participate fully in the
Program and the Individual Educational Plan.

10. The student's family and/or significant other must be
willing to participate in the Orientation Program and in
the student's Individualized Educational Plan.

11. They must be ready to commit to full time participation in
an individually rrescribed educational program.

12. They must be willing and able to adhere to all college rules
and regulations.

7 12-83
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HEAD TRAUMA SUPPORT PROJECT
SACRAMENTO AREA

WHAT IS HEND TRAUMA?

Head Trauma is a head injury resulting from an auto accident, a

blow to the head or a fall. The results can be devastating and

permanently disabling.

The patient may become comatose and require life saving surgery to

the brain. In severe cases, there is an inault to the central

nervous system. If the patient regains consciousness, he often

is left with contractured limbs, paralysis, damaged eyesight,

hearing, and balance, a memory loss (often permanent), impaired

or no speech/communicative skills, and sometimes epileptic seizures.

His thinking processes are usually slowed and disrupted. He may

be permanently confined to a wheelchair, and in worst cases,

persist in a vegetative state in bed. He may also suffer personality

and behavior changes. He may be unable to work.

These horrendous problems, singly or combined., create a tremendous

strain on the family or person struggling to support and secure

rehabilitation services for their head injured loved one. It can

lead to resentment and the eventual breakdown of the family. Even

those head injured persons who are walking about and talking may,

in fact, be more handicapped than a paraplegic in a wheelchair with

an intact brain. Some families care for cases at homealike

Karen Quinlan, who need total care. Others, like the case of the

former Press Secretary, James Brady, are se:curing rehabilitation

to achieve the greatest potential possible.

OVER
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WR.XT IS THE HEAD TRAUMA SUPPORT PROJECT, INC.?

The Head Trauma Support Project, Inc. is a Volunteer non-profit

organization run by the families of serious head.injury patients. It was

founded in.1979 by family members who felt the lack of a support

system, referral source or information center in the community at

that time regarding head injury.

Under the guidance of an advisory hoard composed of doctors and

other professionals, we assist persons of traumatic brain injury

and their families to improve the quality of life by reduction of

stress and the exchange of information about head injury and

rehabilitation. We also offer socialization and education for

families through rap sessions and lecture meetings twice a month.

We also have educated the community through our co-sponsorship of

a "Traumatic Brain Injury Conference" with U.C. Davis School of

Medicino and the Easter Seal Society. This congerence was our

original cdea and we secured the help of UCD and Easter Seals.in

putting it on. From one of our conferences, we produced and have

sold an 18-hour video training program to hospitals and clinics

nation-wide to help spread the word about head injury care to profes-

sionals. We have assisted many families and therapists interested

in starting similar support groups in distant locations. We have

given lectures to hospital staffs, participated in health fairs,

worked with other groups (OM, Bereavement Network, Alzheimer's

Aid Society), assisted with volunteer work, and spoken to various

civic groups. We have had several fundraising events, including

a symphony concert.

Our current membership is approximately 100 families which includes

persons residing in counties adjacent to Sacramento. There is no

similar service available in Sacramento County and the surrounding

area. We serve and receive calls from all over California and

cIrrespond with related groups and individuals all over the

U.S. and the United Kingdom. Our over-all goal is to ensure that

the head injured persons will receive quality, continuous care.

WE ARE COMM/TTED TO THE GOAL OF ENABLING THE HEAD-INJURED INDrVIDUAL

TO ACH/EVE THE HIGHEST HUMAN POTENTIAL POSSIBLE.
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11.01.1 EFFECTIVE= DOES THE ENABLER PROGRAM

SERVE TF2 LEARNING DISABLED?

There is a common assumption among the general studontbodies and even
the community at large, that the Enabler ?rograms, located at the three
Community Colleges of Sacramento, serve the needs of all the handicapped
students on campus.

In fact, the Enabler services provide for the physically handicapped, but
do not allow for the learning disabled. Yes, they do provide tutors and
note takers, who are recruited from the general studentbody, with little or
no training in learn-lng disabilities.

The courses offered t:o the learning disabled on campus are regular college
courses conducted at normal speed for regular students and do not allow
for the .problems c£ the learning disabled, such as impaired attentiOn, and
concentration, memory problems and reduced reasoning skills. The handi-
capped student may be even pulled out of the classroom and tutored on his
own, isolated from other classmates.

Why is it that Sacramento is one of the few areas in the whole state of
California that does not endorse a learning disabled program at even one
of the three Community Colleges here?

Even.the instuctors, qualified tho they may be to teach the average student,
may be at a loss to deal with the specific problems of the learning dis-
abled.

I feel this lack i3 a disservice for students with learning disabilities
who are certainly being discriminated against by such a policy.

5 6
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Hansen

To: Bruce D. Hamlett, Government and Public Affairs
Frorn: Martha Hansen,'Graduate Student, CSU

My name is Martha Hansen. I am presently working on my MA and specialist's
credential in special education. At the age of two I was diagnosed as having
Werdnig-Hoffman, a rare neuro-muscular atrophy condition. This condition affects
my muscles, causing them to be very weak. It is progressive in nature as weH. Due
to the severe lack of strength I was unable to spend much time in public education.
My school district provided home instruction for me from second grade through
high school graduation. The intention of the high school I attended was to prepare
its students, academically, for being able to meet entrance requirements and attend
any university in the UC system. Although I did not regularly go to classes, I was
prepared (having taken the appropriate classes) to meet the requirements in order
to enter a postsecondary school.

Initially I attended CSU Fullerton. The special services I received included a waiver
for taking the SAT test and priority registration for myself and my driver(s).

After three years I transferred to CSU Fresno to finish my degree and to begin to live
independently. After two years I completed my degree in Linguistics. The special
services that I received there were primarily advisory in nature. Advice, in regards to
independent living, e.g., how to work with governmental agencies, hiring/firing
procedures for attendants...

As mentioned previously, I am back at CSU Fresno working on two credentials and
my MA in special education. The special services that I receive/utilize include:
extensive use of the study center's facilities, e.g., use of the computer, special
arrangements for testing...

I appreciate being able to use these facilities. Although until recently I have not
made use of many of these services I feel that the existence of them is important in
assisting myself and others in becoming more proficient in class assignments and
allowing me to retain my independence.

As with many others who have exceptional circumstances, I require physical
-assistance with such tasks as lifting heavy references, opening card catalog drawers,
and retrieving books, magazines, and abstracts. These tasks are possible to
accomplish but very time-consuming and emotionally stressful when I am not
accompanied by an assistant. During my undergraduate work, I attempted to
perform all of my assignments on my own efforts and was continually frustrated.
Presently, I fully utilize any assistance of the disabled student services here at my
university. I feel'as though these services have been extremely beneficial to me
psychologically and physically. Due to the workload of the personnel involved in
the program, much of my assistance I have needed tc) fund personally, , i.e., hiring a
research assistant to work at hours when program personnel are unavailable. It
would be extremely beneficial if services could be extended so that a person like
myself who used the library in the evenings and on weekends could be
accommodated without personal expenditure.

'I require approximately four hours a week of special assistance. My re-.,earch
assistants help me do research, type while I dictate the text, photocopy.... Just as
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some students need several- hours of reading a week, I need personal research
assistance. If funding, would permit, this would be a great benefit to many students,
I am sure.

As mentioned previously, I really appreciate the services that are offered. Hopefully
this letter will benefit your committee in its decision concerning ACR 3.

Sincerely,

Martha Hansen
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ACR-3 TASK FORCE TESTIMONY

I, Julia Haraksin, M.S.W., would like to present myself from both a

personal perspective as a woman with a congenital physical disability and

as a professional in the field of higher education. I was educated in the

California public schools and am now employed by the University of

California at Irvine, in Disabled Student (...iervices. I would like to address

a couple issues.

The first issue I find of major concern relates to the problem of

student preparation to enter post-secondary education. The students who

attend post secondary curriculums arrive from several different

preparations; from "totally" mainstreamed situations, to "selectively"

mainstreamed, tci totally "isolated" environments. In order to understand

my perspective it must be first stated that I was educated in the El

Rancho Unified School District of the Greater Whittier Unified School

Districts in the County of Los Angeles. The students from this vast area

were all funnelled into the Special Classes for students with disabilities.

The Junior and Senior High experience included "selective mainstreaming".

This involved encouraging the individual students to participate in all the

"regular classroom curriculums that they could on an academic I wet and

to utilize the special service classroom for classes that they needed

special attention. The outcome of this program allowed ail the students

with disabilities to be mainstreamed with the non-disabled students as

much as possible, and yet provided a community of students who

understood their specific disability needs.

In my professional experience, these students are the best prepared

to enter and succeed in the post-secondary education environment They

have had the opportunity to complete the coll.ege preparatory courses
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offered by their high school and yet do not feel as "different" as their

counterparts who do not have the support of a special service office to use

for their unique academic, physical, and developmental needs. They may

have had to' tolerate a "speciar designation but conversely, they have been

afforded academic accommodations and a social support system.

Most of the students who have been "totally" mainstreamed and

attempt to enter post-secondary institutions have deficient academic

accommodation skills. (e.g. profoundly hearing !r,lpaired students who have

never been exposed to American Sign Language; learning disabled students

who have not been encouraged to explore alternative information

processing skills, such as Books On Tape vs. reading their texts.) They

also lack the emotional "back-ups system of other students with

disabilties and the sense of belonging to a group which is so critical to the

adolescent The self concept of these students is also unpredictable, many

of them have felt alienated by their peers and have chosen to either

withdraw socially or assert themselves, sometimes forcibly.

On the other end of the spectrum the students who have been isolated,

in special schools for their specific disability, find it difficult to meet

the ever tightening post-secondary education admissions requirements.

They also lack the social skills of their peers due to the lack of social

contacts that occur in the academicsetting.

The second issue that I would like to address stems frIpm my two and

a half years experience as a Community-Based AdvOUA -64he Client

Anjfitalle4e Project. This postion entailed mediation and adiOcacy on

behalf of the clients of the California State Department of Rehabilitation

when there were difficulties between the client and the Department One
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of the major frustrations that I encountered was the reluctance of the

Department to sponsor the academic ambitions of their academically

motivated .clients. In compliance with the Department's legislative

mandates, they are empowered to assist those with disabilities who wili,

with reasonable expectation, benefit from rehabilitation (i.e. training,

assistive devices, and career refocusing) and who will then most likely be

employable once a cost efficient rehabilitation has been completed. The

rationalization of the Department now being used to direct clients away

from post-secondary educations is that the State and Federal regulations

only allow the Department to support the "entry level preparation.

The definition of *entry level- is the issue in question. The

regulations require that the Department consider many elements of the

clients life such as aptitude, interests, skills, and finandal need for

fiscal independence. But what is occuring in the Department of

Rehabilitation counselor's office between the counselor and the clients is

the clients say they want to go to college and the counselor has already

determined, despite the client's post-secondary aptitude and severity of

disability which translates into financial need, that the Department will

only pay for the student to attend a five month training program that will

eventually pay just over minimum wage. What is the client going to do

when they are working, have substandard health insurance coverage and

they have exhorbitant health care costs? For many of the clients I

encountered as the Community-Based Advocate, this question not oniy

discouraged the client from the consideration of entering the workforce

but also financially and pragmatically prevented them from considering a

post-secondary education.
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The opportunities for post-secondary education are slowly becoming

less available and yet we now have a growing source of innovations that

are enabling those of us with disabilities to participate with fuller access

than ever before. I look forward to the data and information this

committee acquires through these testimonies and hope that through a

joint effort of all of us concerned with education we are able to assist in

the enabling of students with disabilities.
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TESTIMONY AT ACR 3 HEARINGS, SAN DIEGO, MAY 22, 1986

Heller

Disabled Student Services

My name is Anne Heller and I am an Associate Dean for Disabled Student

Services at the Educational Cultural Complex, which is a continuing education

site of the San Diego Community College District. A large portion of the
students served through this office are developmentally disabled and enrolled

in our off-campus program in conjunction with.the San Diego Association for

Retarded Citizens (ARC). The CoMmunity College provides a viable and essential
service to these students, and the type of educational programming has changed

over the years. ,The current trend is towards community-based work training

leading to competitive or supported employment and independent living.

This change in programming is also taking Place at the K-12 level, where

developmentallisabled students are being involved in community-based
training at an early age. Due to a push from organizations such as the Assoc-
iation for the'Severely Handicapped (TASH) and from University Special Education

Teacher Trainin-uprovams, More students are being prepared for supported work

and moreindependent life styles. The Community College must meet this need

by providing a continuum of'services and involving students in community-based

vocational training and independent living skills instruction. This will result

in their successful integration into the mainstream of society, including.sup-

ported or competitive employment, and improved quality of life.

There are the beginnings of existing institutional efforts to enable

smooth transitions::fram Secondary to Post-Secondary Programs for developmentally

disabled students. ComMittees are already established to promote better inter-
action and:open,communicatiOn between these mwo segments. This is vital as the

focui in programming:changes. Traditionally, developmentally disabled adults

haVe been served in segregatedsettings, and their vocational options included

attendance at: A.sheltered workshop. :,T4e CoMmunity College ii currently estab-

lishing 4 trackreCord". of serving these students irLnew ways and in continuing
theytypesofprogramsatarted in the K-712-systeM..' Through the useof non-
creditcontinuing education:classeS,' we ate teaching vocational and independent

living'skills in otand offy.campUA settingS. Same prograMs are still located

in Segregated facilities, butthroughthe,improved student/teacher ratio pro-

videdby:Oommunity College instructors and instructional aides, we are able to

take SMall groups of studentsinto:oammunity agencies and businesses:to provide

work traininfLinreal worksettings...:: Other programs,located on campus or in

local churches,iprovideILS'And enrichment claSsesas well as work training.

The imprOliementinHstudents! self esteem-and:work ekills has been marked, aad

hat: alreadyresulted.in the competitive:employment of several Students. Other

studenta;:are inVolvecLin supported work or Serving as independent volunteers

in localagencies. Theendresults of these instructionalopportunities are

A. Wetly improved quality of life and entrance into a "normal" work force
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composed of disabled and non-disabled workers.

To further underscore the significance of this new trend ia programming,
a bill has been introduced into the House of Representatives by Congressman
Steve Bartlett which would include a definition of supported employment in the
Rehabilitation Reauthorization Act of 1986. This would also include supported
employment as an acceptable employment outcome for persons with severe handi-
caps who seek training through the State Vocational Rehabilitation System.
Mr. Bartlett defines supported employment as "competitive vork in intagratcd
work settings for individuals with severe handicaps for whom competitive
employment has not traditionally occurred, and who, because of their handicap,
need intensive, ongoing, post-employment support services to perform such
work. Supported employment shall include individuals with severe handicaps
and shall involve, work sites in which non-disabled individuals are employed."
This bill must be approved by the full House of Representatives and Senate,
so no final decision is yet available. However, one caa see that there is a

national trend towards the provision of these services to developmentally
disabled persons.

my suggestions for the future include the following:

- improved articulation with the K-12 system to provide smnoth transition
for developmentally disabled students into the CommUnity College system,
and then from school to work,

- establishment of more community college and continuing education clas-

ses in on and off campus settings to provide community-based and
independent living instruction,

- maintenance and improvement of access for developmentally disabled stu-

dents to communitycollege classes.

I hope that this information has been of assistance to you. Please feel

free to contact me if I can provide you with any further information.

Respectfully submitted,

(21

\

Anhe Heller
Associate Dean
Disabled Student Services
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Michaci. El D.. Preident.Superintendent

i 11 h.' E. ALONDRA BOULEVARD
NORWALK. CA 90650-9973
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June 3, 1986

Mr. Bruce Hamlett
California Postsecondary Education Commission
1020 Twelfth Street, Second Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Hamlett,

attending the public hearing relative.to ACR-3 at El Camino
College last week it struck me that the attached document may be
cf'interest to the group. It is a'listing of gelierally
"uncontrollable" variables that impact the transfer rates of disabled
students from the community colleges to the four year systems.

The sheet was composed three months ago for the Transfer Center
Advisory Committee at Cerritos College.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Hughlett, Ed.D.
Supervisor
Programs for the Disabled

BH/hw
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VARIABLES THAT MAY AFFECT
THE TRANSFER OF DISABLED STUDENTS

VARIABLES;

Hughlett

1. Many disabled students feel geographically bounded by the local community

because of dependence (or perceived dependence) on family and familiar

resource networks. Transfer to Colleges and Universities would
generally require movement outside of these self-imposed boundaries and

would result in accompanying discomfort.

2. Significant numbers of disabled students are pursuing vocational programs,
especially one year certificate programs, and have no desire to devote

additional time to study before entering the job market.

3. A marginal student who is doing average work. even with full support of

the community college disabled student program, may be academically

unable to make the transition to the University.

4. For significant numbers of disabled students, the dream of a college degree

does not extend beyond the A.A. level.

Many disabled students enrolled at this community college receive financial

support for their education through the State Department of Rehabilitation.

Except in extraordinary circumstances, this agency provides for the cost

of training for entry-level positions only, and would not offer support to

the student for the third and fourth years of college study.

6. A student who is considered permanently disabled and is receiving monetary

support in the form of SS1 or SSD1, etc., is generally unwilling to jeopardize

these payments, either by becoming a full-time student or by training for

substantial gainful employment. Thus, being a part-time non-transfer student

is the ultimate goal for many of these students.

Because many disabled students are dependent on accessible public transportation,

it is unfeasible for them to consider transfer outside of the service area

of their local municipality.

8. The limited scope (as perceived by disabled student) of support services at

four year schools certainly provides at least a psychological hurdle to their

consideration of transfer.



Remarks in Response to ACR3
Tom Humphries

Humphries

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today. I am an
Associate Dean of Special Education with the San Diego
Community Colleges and I work specifically with Deaf and
Hearing Impaired students. I have been working with Deaf
students in post-secondary programs for 1 4 years here and at
Gallaudet College in Washington, D. C..

During my experience it has become clear to me that Deaf
students come to and graduate from colleges and universities
when those colleges and universities offer equal opportunity
and equal access. However, I have seen equal opportunity
defined in many ways. The one that is most common and the one
that is guranteed to fail, is the definition that a11 that needs to
be done for Deaf and Hearing Impaired students is to provide
sign language interpreters and notetakers. While these two
services are much used and much needed by some Deaf and
Hearing Impaired people, the majority of Deaf pe6ple who are of
college age and have the ability to succeed in post-secondary
programs do not get equal opportunity from these two services
alone.

Giving a Deaf person an interpreter and throwing them intd the
mainstream is like giving a physically disabled per3on a
motorized wheelchair then throwing them on a campus where
there hasn't been any curb cuts or ramps built or electric doors
insthlled. Learning through an interpreter takes skills that go
way beyond what a typical non-Deaf student must develop in

order to make it in a college or university. I have had that
experience in my own education and know well that the barriers
to success in college are not overcome by a sign language
interpreter. I would like to briefly list some of the other
factors that contribute to making success possible.
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First, there must be peer support. For Deaf people this means
other Deaf people. This peer support must be on campus. Often
the Deaf person on campus today is alone .or is one of .two or
three Deaf people on campus. So what I am saying is that the
goal of ACR3 to increase rePresentation of,Deaf people on
'campus is, in part, it's own solution. Deaf people are both
recruited by and helped by the presence of other Deaf people.
The reason is simple, Deaf people figure out ways to make the
system work for them and they share this with other.Deaf
people. This information for how to succeed cannot be gotten
from any other source than from Deaf peers or from Deaf
professionals workingon campus.

This brings me to the second factor. Deaf teachers, counselors,
and administrators working with Deaf students is the surest way
to guarantee that Deaf people will come to a college, stay
there, and graduate. Deaf professionals on campus along with
Deaf peers form a kind of cultural presence on campus which
opens up the system in ways that cannot be achieved by
non-Deaf professionals.

For example, and this is the third factor, these Deaf
professionals are using the Deaf students language, which in
many cases is American Sign Language. Many Deaf students who
come to college are going to need some help with English
because for them English is a second language. The way to
address this needis not.necessarily,to.put-Deaf students into-
remedial English classes, but sometimes to put them in classes
-where they can use their first language ASL to learn English as
well as other basic skills which they will need as they are
studying in mainstream classes.

Fourth, Deaf students on the college campuses need advisement
and counseling and the need it in their own language, ASL. Trying
to get counseling through an interpreer is often more of a
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problem than the problem the student brings to the counselor to
solve. Counseling is an essential part of the support system
that Deaf students need to succeed on campus but it has to be in
a form that Deaf students can actually benefit from. This means
profession& counselors who are themselves Deaf or who have
excellent skills in American Sign Language.

What I am arguing for here is for arecognition that an
interpreter, as precious as one is to a Deaf person on campus, is
not the solution. It is not enough to guarantee the equal .access
many places and many committees before this onehas wanted
to think it is. Equal opportunity can only be achieved by several
program components:

1. Interpreters

2. Notethkers

3. Auditory equipment

4. Teachers and counselors who are skilled in ASL in a support
role to the mainstream program.

5. Deaf peers on campus in sufficient numbers so that each Deaf
student who comes to the college doesn't have the burden of
reinventing the wheel each time and worse, doesn't have the
burden of teaching the people in the system while trying to
learn. The.way a Deaf person gets through the college and

-.university sy-stem is different from nortrflea.f students- and,
therefore, can get limited support from non-Deaf peers.

I think the strategy a college must adopt to reach the ACR3
goals is this:

1. Hire a professional staff Which can provide instruction,
counseling interpretina notetakind and all the other services I
just mentioned directl Nt through fluent and hire as many
,Deatprofessionals as_possible. 69
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2.. Have these. prpfessionals do four things:

a. develop a way of assessing students academic and
support needs including testing for basic academic skills,

b. develop and teach classes that support students with
basic skills, while they are mainstreamed into the college
program,

c. develop a tracking system that allows for monitoring and
advisement and creates the Deaf presence that students so
badly need on campus,

d. and recruit students from seCondary programs directly in
their own language.

This strategy is simple and can be summed up in a few words:
Deaf people on campus will create for Deaf students the real
equal opportunity that we talk so much about. Deaf people know
what needs to be done and how best to do it and the smartest
thing we can do as policy makers and administrators is to make
sure that Deaf people have the opportunity to show other Deaf
people how it's done.

Thank you for listening. l' 11 be happy to answer any questions
about this very involved topic. I have a handout of a very brief
article 1 wrote on this subject. .Thank you.
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you, and when others express affection to you? How do you leel when you

hilimidate someone, when you make a demand on someone, when you refuse

a request, when you reject someone, and when you express affection toward

somenne?

Expression of affection is rarely dealt with in assertion training, but kon

kally, it can be a Most_ threatening event for the learning disabled, The threat

is the recalling of piful incidences when the need Mr affection went unmet,

and the burning sense al how difficult it has been to successfully represssuch

unsalisied desires. The same step.hy.slep princiOes apply to Ike develop.

mat of assertiveness in this area as in the other areas of hierardical thre.

Meting sit uatimis,

immirlant for the instructor to understand that almost any "1 am

or "I do ." statement is an assertive statement. l am afraid and I want to

leave" is an assertive statement. "I am angry when I can't read" and "I feel

less than you when I can't remedy( are assertive statements. They are

assertive beeause in order for the person to know. AS fear, anger or inferior .

ity is being fell, the person most .first hecome aware of these feelings, and

then feel "okay" about expressing then!, Genuine statements should be en .

couraged and developed by the instnictor by emphasizing the good reasons

for being afraid, .. angry and teeing inferior..

It is hoped that the above presentation has brought about an expanded

concept of assertion training by interweaving it with the areas of identity and

issues related In the learning disabled adult.
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Planning aml Evaluating

Culturally Sensitive Post-

Secondary Educational Programs

for Deal People
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Abstract

This position liapet analyzes assumptions underlying Planning and end*

lion of Post-samulasy educational programs
which are often incomplete andlor

misintopirled for Deaf pope. brajpeopic arehlentified as a disabled group and

o allot gimp. When mainsheamed into hearing poSt.secondaty plograms,

the adlural and linguistic difference:of Deaf peopk is gins *looked, AA

uuderstamfing of the HAN of Deaf people's linguistic abilities dm clunitie the

kind of programming fin' instruction of
English. Oral people have pasPectives,

values and behaviors 111111 Mei Irons those of hearini Person's. Edwatiimal

plows) must berme culturally sensitive in Order be ejkliue, he kinds of

queshons la be asked in evaluating a proemfor Den) students relate Maly to

olielher or not the program achieves this sensiliOdy. A listing ofrefdences on Ibis

lopir have been presented in the "Lislingi of Malefials Cmisulled."

vv.

Planning tual Evaluating Culturally

Sensitive PostSeconthity Ethicational

Migrants for Deaf People

In phining and 0411461g on educational prOgnio,. a stark Out is lk basic

assumption that bow the ululating basis for the program,' An educational

program for a specific poplikk ni people iS kisul on certain plfeilgiolis of

these people and their needs weD aS the kind i program that is best suited

to meet these needs, This paper will conceiii 'kelt with the ouderlying

assumptions which e lewd to Infild post.secendarY prngmais Mr Dear peo..

tile Frion it scents Ikit Ike Irak atisuniplions upon which

ixograinS for I feut uulkge tiuttuuIs function al present ore valid but Imo

plele ;aid hiding In pogrom planners who IrY In uSe ekiSling nogranis as

models kr establishing 11CW Imola

"Ihuf is used when rekrring 16 culkuint ispet'ls. as ia Deal culture. 2.

flit lower9se oldie mlicr lond, refuS to mai Alio al aSpects,: suck is die

auddogUal coodiri ars id being Without heal lug flit. capilalizetrIkaf' does Hui inclUde

'ImOilt healing or olin i kit pupk e who are mg and do Inn CollSidei lholltitIve5 as pa0

of a 1101 cultural m
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minatkm Of these asSumptions reveals the Waving: Oiled people
tegorized with 'other disabled 'people, 2) Deaf people can be main-
ink) nost.secondary programs,: and 3) Deaf people have certain

sot service needs that must be met in order for them to succeed in
'Mary institutions, which include sign Luiguage interpreters, note-
tors, special counselors and special ckisses.

issumptions are not :only incomplete but also, the way they have
preted may not be accurate. They domil, for example, say anything
dual identity of Deaf people. In recent years, it has become clear
People have a dual identity as a disabled gimp and as a cultural
ig a different lampeige. Therefore, it is necessary to add to the
asSauiption (number that Deaf people can be categorized with
bled people, but they should also he recognized as a linguistic and

e that sothe post -secondary programs for I teat people are operating
revised assumption without kdowing it. For instance, when a pro-,

des a special consideration for the Eligfish skdls of Deaf students, it
!cognizes, tadtly that a differiowe exists between the language of the
I:SYStem and that of tIM Deaf person. However, this difference is
tood when it iS believed that the Deal studiad's difficulty with En-
iame as that of other students who need remedial English classes
sncceed in colkge. Remedial insItUctim is for those individuals

internalized the rules of the language and may speak it without
nd w1M are unabk I() read Or write it with the same accuracy. Since
Inguage -0( peal students is American Sign language, they have

Ilieruleti of this language and iiSe it without difficidlY. Therefore,
a second langnage and DWI( students do not require remedial
bit, rather, developmental instruction. Devtiopmental instruction

judivklual has not yet nuister(31 the rules of the target law
th iedicates that the need that post-,secondary Deaf students have
instruction is akin te that of English as a Seeond language (ESP
kun bio not exactlY the same beciume certain aspects of the LSI.
r Mit hold irue6ir use With Deaf WWIs. I low to handle the langnage
a( Deaf students:is the unist i(bvions area of concern for niost
Walsh-Mors and sluff. Hut there is amither area of coucern that is
ortint bid much nuwe difficult to wider:WIWI arid aet upon. 'Chis is
ainect Of Deaf people. Padden and Mai kowicz (1976), Markewicz

yard (1975), and Pauklen (1980). suggested that there is a Deaf
sip-. With senarale values, behaviors and hingliage front the general

:

Iure.': While most penple seem to accept lids without reservation; it
6 knOW eiarily What the differences are. A listing of the difference,

:twee!u the tWo culteres, Deaf and hearing,: is beyond the scope of
but it is Mmortant to mkt-Stand IWO the differences are real and
:ply. A good example of these differences can be found in how the
use thew respective I uuugiiigis hi hnglish, a hearing persen uses

the term "deaf' or "hard-ollwarilig" to refer lo someone win( is different in a

sensory way. 'the "hard-oLlwaling" person is less sensorily different thin the

"Oaf" person. 'Die terms "(leaf ' and "hard-of-hearing" in English usage refer

to degrees of hearing loss.

On the other hand, in American Sign Language (ASI,), a Deaf person uses

the term "deaf', or "hard of heating", sometimes to refer to degree of hearing

loss Ind inure ohm to refer to cultural orientation or klefirdication. Someone

who is "a little hard of hearing" in ASI. is almost Deaf but behaves a little like a

hearing person. Someone who is "very I cud of hearing" is soineone who

behaves very moch like a hearing lwrson. This is in direct contrast to the

English usage o( the terms by hearing people. .

While all tlfis inay seem very abstract, the consequence of ignoring

everyday life is very real since a genuine cultural difference and, !inform

mutely, sometimes a serious cultural conflict exists. It is not just a differowe ui

the two languages that 1111 be cleared up with a simple explanation. It is rooted

in value systems that gel more and more complicated as oim examines them.

Ilow do these cultural differences have a healing on program planning and

evaluation? They hue a direct Waring on the assumption menliwied earlier

that "Deaf people can he mainstreamed into post-secondary program: " In-

deed, they can be, but only "if the programs are culturally sensitive." The

(petition becomes, "What cmisiderations must be made for a culturally sensi-

tive educational program for Ilea( students?" There are many considerations,

three of which are examined.

Language
The first cultural coldlicl that is likely to occur is between the Deaf person

and the system. Deaf students are mull out ed with a system (the college or
university) which is an English speaking system In aSsumptions 3 and 4

mentioned earlier, tlw answer to Ibis problem is a number of support serv-

ices, including interpreters. It wily requires a very bask sampling of the

language used by most "sign langnage" interpreters to show Ow, kr Ow must

part, interpreters in ovide a service of "making English visible," rather than

actual translation kiwi language to lanhmage. It is neither appropriate for

programs to assume that their interpreters are doing language 104(ingnage

translating nor to charge into pi eters with the responSibility of solving the

language difference between the system and the Deaf stadent. The task Of

"shindtaneous interpreting" that is assigned to interpreters almost without

exception requires the interpreter to follow the English word order of the

speaker, and since Ainerican Simi Language flits a separate and diffm cut

grammar from English, the lesell is a kind of "signed English," not Amerkan

Sign Language.

While it is not fair io ilw imeriater or !hello( person to exiiggeride what

the interpreter arillidly doeS, it is appropriiite to recognize tIn. essenMil ;

hincrion interpreters prOvide in the magnum What actually lxippens in most

interpreting situations is I hi tI ign hinguage interpreters serve: as a w;iy to

make English partly Visible so Ilsit Deal people can use their knowledge of



nti

English to understand what is being complicated,

lbs meani that with or without an inn:Omer Deaf pee* are faced with

the lauguage differente and the accommuiying possibility of cullural conflict

doe lo hicOmplete and ainbignma,Mulersunifmg of ekh other's language!

Using an internreler is a skill that a ben( persoO may or may not have.

Language:use plaYs a partin another kind of cullural conflict !hat arises.

Often, the Euglishipeaking system blameS the Deaf person for, a lack ot

proliciencY in English and Olaces himiher in the Category of "educatimally

demived,' "cullerally deprived" or "language laded" Tit Qualm for

Deaf people is more like firm,Of a person froth pother country whe may not

knOw English Well but is in ne way .depriVed in the language, educatioo or

culture ef the Other country, A Deaf person's problems with idiomatic usage in

English is Often used knoini oer their language deliciencY." Out it would be

more appropriate to say that the kick of proficiency in English ihomalk usage

conies froin the fad that Deaf people are from a. different din Idioms are

v4 culturally, dePtiodentil is little wonder that Someone not in the main .

streaM of the culture wouhl have problems with them.

,
The difference ktween thinking fled Sameone is deficient and thinking that

someone is culturally different is the basic kind of Sensitivity wIlch needs to go

ludo planning and evaluating progiams foe deaf individuals because it facilitates

huictioning across cultures.

Training

Fonctioning adoss cultuees is a skill that eequirei experience and training.

WheneVer, indusirialists, diplomats or evemi Peace Crops workers are assigued

to Work :hi miother. 6604, they are giVen training, 'sometimes intensive

trainiag, in the IMiguage, the valuei and ihe behavkirs of the people with

whoni they will wink,'.This is for gOoll reason. ,lbe effects of American

insensitivity:to foreign rohtheS is well dmil.uinented ahnost rr legend ui
.

semi! paris Of the Orli There are einepaing reasens for movhling the same

kind of Wining ler priierain'staff and Ilk Deaf people hi an edncafirm pogram

that will mainstreani Deaf penile ion, a karieg eillure. Not only is there the

need nol to offend.People. (firm another Cultural group, bid there is alsn the

need In avoid Making Pragrani dedsions !Mid on hoidenwitz nederstanding of

Whoni the Program is iolwidemisik model that is, selected on

Which to se nartS of the program Will delerniie Who her or not the program

Clihurally 'sensitive.

This Can best he ilkiStrated by ex,minpk lii Most cdnealional programs for

Deaf people there is a priivisien ler academic, 6reerand nersonal counseling

servieei,' Seineliiiies there is, ...special CoOnseling seriki With a counsekur

trained in sign langtiage Whe is simnoSully trained to work with Deaf indi.

viduals: Other:times, the Deaf student ouist take a diance with an untrained

counselor through au mtempreter.. Whichever the casejarely this counsel .

hig based on a culnind enidel, 'In be Siire:iiiiiSt:CiiMielrrea iimirk With

Deaf students an!' 'IrObably'aiVare'll61 a differeke cilture
. . . , . .

exists, Few seem prepared
to act upon this knowledge. To be fair, counselors

are rarely trained to counsel a cultural situation when
confronted with one, If

asked to work with a
lion.Ainerican, the cook will realize that part of the

problem may be a cultural conflict and wdl react
accordingly by infinming

concend parties and by exile* ways to resolve the conflict.

Rare4 will a counselor think culture when confronted with cases involving

Deaf persons. Given this lack of association of Deaf people with culmral

differences, the inclination
is to think in terms of other types of codas, such

as personality
conflicts, or to assign tim Dell pile as a group certain charac .

teristies that contribute to a nal, such
jis

"not goal Mewed," Characteriz-

lug people in this way
is mit new, it happens to most cultural minorities in

America, including hative
Americans, Whims and Blacks, as well as histor-

ically to Deaf people.

If a decision is reached that "a persopality conflict" or "not being goal

oriented" is the problem in a case involving a Deaf person, then dons to

work out a solution will
proceed on this decision. If that is really the problem,

then there is no reason
why a smlution will not be found. BM if the problem is

an unrecognized
colmral conflict, mid efforts are focused on something else,

the problem will never
be solved to anyone's satisfaction. In fact, misguided

efforts at a solution may
compound the problem.

It has been noted that Deaf persens prefer Deaf
counsekirs. The reason for

this is ma based solely on
language, (king "more

cenifertable with one's

peers" translates into a shared culture. OM even Deaf cormselors will need

training in coeine with
cultural differenees if they are In he effective hi their

roles. For the counselor
and all program staff, it is not enough to know there

are two cultures
involvedskill is needed whee two cultures meet.

Cultural Access

On most campuses,
there me few stall and personnel, especially kachers

and rolInstills, SOO are of the Deaf culture aud language. In other welds,

there are few who are Deaf themselves amid useASI, as their first kingeage. hi

most places, there are probably one or two who sometimes make all the

difference M the worhl lor the I kaf student.

Imagine traveliug in a far country :without benefit miLa common language

where the culture is very diffenal and not
understood. The traveler might

feel a discomfort. born
of the inability lo interact hilly with other people and

eventmlly malady miss the !Olive knignage
iid clinic. This is a very fre-

quell iaTurrence Mr
people wlm take long trips and coriander other cultures.

It is not had to imagine
the relief of meeting another

travele.r from the same

culture. The hlhca'uuu
tuil karing the nafive lainpeuge and the eaSe of inter-

action based on shared flmi experience :mold be trenimidous..'

For Deaf students, the 'Presence of Deaf nniessionals mill
(*poses resem-

bles the trawler met on Ilm road mentioned aloe. In
trying to travel Ilinmgh

the lit.ming and Foglish,
speAing sysleni, a Deal shellsit Hwy Mok to other

Deal stothils, 1)01'11e/she
Will get great relief kindled .pnifessiOiculs. The
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June 6, 1986

Bruce D. Hamlett
California Postsecondary

Education Commission
1020 12th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Bruce:

Johnson

It was a pleasure meeting you at the ACRB Testimony session in
Fresno last week. Currently, I have two students working with
Weldon Percy on program design and implementation.

As I promised, I'm including comments regarding appronriate
service/education for disabled students at the postse4ondary
level.

There is a tendency to regard the state and the university as two

separate entities separated by a no man's land. They toss budget
requests back and forth with occasional accountability demands by
state personnel into the affairs of the university. This model

is too simplistic!

The no man's land between the state and university has been
occupied by an array of coordinating boards, governing agencies

and multicampus systems. It is not simple to describe where the
state ends and the university begins! However, both the state
and state university have distinct roles; a constructive
relationship between the two demands a system of checks and
balances that recognize these different roles.

Univsrsities need sufficient freedom and flexibility to achieve
quality and to preserve freedom. They also need a sufficiently
active external force to ensure that the university meets the

needs of the public, that it performs competently while remaining
dynamic and ever changing as sociezy changes.

To provide quality education/service to disabled persons in

postsecondary education requires a commitment beyond the so
callid reform morement in higher education. In general, the
reform movement is translating into a business approach to higher
education, i.e., how do you push the greater number of students
(F.T.E.) from the front door to the back door in the shortest
length of time and at the least cost? There's very little
cow:ern about the quality or breadth of program because these
coucerns interfere with the number game!

Tt-m. -41 7 `-:, VZ-Z:7"
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Bruce D. Hamlett
June 6, 1986
Page 2

With few exceptions, disabled students are receiving limited
services in the C.S.U.S. With an estimated number of 34,000 in

the system 12% of the student population) @ $465 for each
disabled student served, the annual state budget for these
services (if all eligible students are included) there should be
sufficient dollars to operate an efficient program. Somehow, I

doubt that this funding exists!

Research has revealed that over 70% of the "Learning Disabled"
are 17 years of age, or older. There are numerous reasons for
this, including neurological damage from vehicular accidents,
drugs, strokes, etc. Another problem is that there is a lack of
prepared personnel with the expertise necessary to provide
education and services for the "Learning Disabled" at the

postsecondary level. Preparation programs for Learning
Handicapped Specialists exist in the C.S.U.S. for the K-12
population. Because the needs are different (e.g., lifecareer
preparation, marriagefamily planning, etc.). A specialized
preparation program is needed. In addition to the Learning
Handicapped Specialists, tutors are needed to provide oneonone
special service.s.

There is a unique need for inservice of faculty, staff and
counselors on each campus serving the handicapped. It does not
logically follow that these personnel are prepared to modify,
adapt, and adjust their programs and services appropriately. One

Specific need is for career counseling and advising. Finally,
there is a need for outreach (extending into the community) and
transition (preparing for life in the community) through
interfacing with business and industry and agency services.

If you wish clarification on any topics covered herein, don't

hesitate contacting me Mornings (209) 294-2468
Afternoons (209) 226-5721.

Sincerely,

GFJ:dgs

Goron F. ohnson, D.Ed.
Professor. Department of
Advanced Studies

School of Education and
Human Development

cc: Homer Johnson, Dean, School of Education and Human

Development
H. Dan Smith, Chair, Department of Advanced Studies
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Jones

My concern is for that of the Learning Disabled (LO) student.

At present the LD population is not being provided for adequately

in any level of education. Since learning disabilities are hidden

disabilities, the needs of such students often go unnoticed.

A person may be severely disabled, but show no obvious outward

signs of having a disability. One study has stated that approximately

17% of the population is affected with some form of a learning

disability. This is thought to be a consetvative estimate, however

one can only guess at numbers because of the many who have not

been diagnosed. Learning disabled studotits are not retarded, most

generally they are of atleast average intelligence. Unfortunately,

a nondiagnosed or nonprovided for LD student may appear to be of

below average intelligence. Without the proper guidance and attention

these students are subject to being placed into the ranks of the

below average student. Unrecognized he/she may become discouraged

from achieving low academic standing and withdraw from college. In

essence, they become casualties of a system that is unable to meet

their needs or who are ignorant of learning disabilities all together.

The loss of these student is unnecessary. It has been proven that

with the proper assistance an LD student can achieve academic success.

A system needs co be set. up so that LD students can be identifi d

prior to enrollment at a post secondary institution. ,It is of the

utmost importance tnat LD students are identified before placing

them into the mainstream of the student population. An Unidentified ,

LD student faces multipleJ)arriers and is subject PLC many derocatcry

stereotypes It is very_ ,7omm-n tc lable an LO sten: s bein,7
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"slow learner", "stupid", "dumb" as well as various other terms.

These things do very little to help build one's academic confidence.

In order to offer the necessary programs that identify and

provide for the LD student a means of stable funding must be arranged.

Adequate funding is the key to a successful learning disability

program. Currently the only California Community College district

(Los Rios CCD) that does not provide for the LD student lists

insufficient funding as the reason for not providing any services.

This year the state is once again cutting funding to LD programs.

Will other districts go.the way of the Los Rios CCD ? Without

stable funding there is no assuremce that LD programs will continue

from year to year. The issue of a more sufficient means of funding

is one that must not be overlooked.

In closing I would like to reiterate the following two concerns

that I feel must be addressed.

1. Identify LD students prior

to post secondary enrollment.

If they enter the mainstream

of the student population they

are subject to academic failure.

2. A means of stable funding

needs to be provided. A

successful and prosperous

program cannot be provided

unless it has proper funding.

Thank you for your time and patience.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR DISABLED STUDENTS - ACR 3

WRITTEN TESTIMONY
CINDY KOLB

JUNE 11, 1986

BACKGROUND

Funding for CSU DSS programs is based on the projected number of regu-

larly enrolled disabled students, with a specific formula used to determine

the estimated deaf students enrollment. Through formulas, the amount of

funds for services and staff are determined. Currently, Extended Educa-

tion students are included in enrollment reports but not in data for

budget purposes. Budget projections are calculated 18 months in advance

and no provision exists for adjusting funding if a DSS program has a

higher actual enrollment than was projected. Further, DSZ funds, which

were once protected because of their specific use for services mandated

by federal and state enactments, now may be diverted for other purposes

on campus unrelated to programs for disabled students.

ISSUES

The current funding approach for CSU DSS programs poses several problems

for implementing required services to disabled students. First, formulas

for staffing patterns have not been revised although the enrollment of

disabled students systemwide has grown from 3230 in Fall 1981, to an

estimated 5358 in Fall 1986. AccomOanying growth in enrollment is in-

creased responsibility for service delivery as of Fall 1981 when the

charge for provisioa of reader and interpreter services transferred from

the Department of Rehabilitation to OSS programs. Although the Department

of Rehabilitation had professional counselors who coordinated these
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services, formulas for OSS staffing were not updated so that funding

could be available to hire appropriate personnel. In essence, the di-

rective for delivering reader and interpreter services was transferred

to CSU DSS offices without additional professional personnel to implement

this mandate.

Second, the projection process has penalized DSS budget when a program has

grown more than anticipated. Since projections used for budget purposes

are completed 18 months in advance, actual enrollment figures may differ

from projected leve1.. No method exists for the revision of projected

enrollments to reflect actual numbers of students. As a result, if

enrollment is underestimated, a DSS program may encounter serious budget

shortfalls which no longer can be corrected since no systemwide reallo-

cation process exists. Reallocation funds were unavailable in 1985-86,

and previously were distributed on a limited basis. Subsequently poten-

tial fiscal resources that existed systemwide from overfunded programs

could not be diverted to underfunded DSS offices. Ironically, funds

specifically identified by the lecislature for disabled students - and

needed for that purpose by various OSS offices - are new not available.

San Francisco State University, for example, has a large enrollment of

disabled students who use costly services, such as readers, tutors or

interpreters, plus Extended Education students who are entitled to DSS

resources but who are not part of the program's funding base (see attach-

ment). Our office, therefore, faces deficits, staff layoffs and reduction

in services. In contrast, overfunded programs are not required to return

excess funds and may have their surpluses used to meet other campus needs
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outside of services for disabled students. Protections that had restricted

expenditures of DSS funds only for identified services no longer are upheld.

With these fiscal inequities, funding for services is unpredictable and,

concomitantly, the access of disabled students to postsecondary education

is compromised:

Third, the inadequacies of the funding formulas are also apparent in the

widening gap between the costs of Complex services and available funds to

meet these expenses. For example, the formula for funding deaf students

is calculated by dividing the total unit load of all regularly enrolled

deaf students by 15. The resulting figure, or Deaf FT 16, is multiplied

by $4,000 to determine the funding level for interpreter services.. It

is assumed that a campus will only need part of this allocation fo)r

interpreter expenses, with the remainder to offset reader and otheer support

service costs. This funding approach becomes increasingly limited each

year since the $4,000 is a static allocation. No increment in the &mount

funded is made even though interpreter pay rates have risen. The cost per

student FTE for interpreter services, however, can quickly exceed $4,000

during an academic year, especially if a student is taking graduate or

technical/professional courses. Deaf students enrolled through Ex-tended

Education may also require services that must be absorbed by the plrograrn

and can be costly. No adjustment is made in the funding formula tap allow

for higher costs that a graduate or professional student may incur or

for a specific type of interpreting skill that is required. Further,

determining Deaf FTE on a 15 unit load misrepresents the actual unit load

taken by deaf students, especially for those enrolled in graduate school
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or professional programs where a more realistic unit range may be 9 to 12

units. Finally, regional differences are not reflected in this formula,

although urban campuses may have more interpreter expenses due to the

higher salary ranges in these geographical areas.

Fourth, although Deaf FTE funds are allocated for interpreter salaries,

the allocation is made in Contractual Services, which is. a non-employee

account. As stated previously, the Deaf FTE formula specifies an allo-

cation which remains the same each year, with no adjustment made for in-

creased cost of services. In order to use the Interpreter/Trans-literator

Class 7170, interpreters are hired through Temporary Helip and so funds

from Contractual Services must be transferred to this ac:count.. Serious

budget problems arise, however, when cost of living increments occur;

interpreters in the 7170 classification are miscellaneouis employees who

automatically receive cost of living increases at the same rate as cler-

ical employees. Since our funding for interpreters come from a non-

employee account, our budgets receive no augmentation for this expense;

Chancellor's Office only provides cost of ltving funds tto salary accounts.

From 1984 through 1986-87, approximately 18% in cost of living increases

have occured which could drastically drain fiscal resources of a DSS

program. Placement of interpreter funds in Contractual :Services poses

further problems in that this account does not allow for. wages to be paid

in a timely manner. It is not unusual for payment throuigh Contractual

Services to take six to eight weeks to process which makes employment

of interpreters on a regular basis almost impossible. It is clear that

funds to be used for interpreter salaries should be allocated in a salary
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account so that the appropriate classifications can be used and wages

paid on a realistic timeline.

Fifth, current funding formulas do not reflect the needs of the rapidly

growing population of learning disabled students who require complex

services coordinated by professional staff. Appropriate assessment,

counseling and advising, and competent support service providers, in-

cluding readers and tutors, are critical to the retention of qualified

LD college students. Funds for essential accommodations and qualified

professionals are not identified in the present budget process so that

DSS programs have responsibility for another major service area that

is not appropriately funded.

Sixth, no recognition is given for the regional differences and varying

fiscal needs which accompany particular populations of disabled students.

Urban campuses in high cost areas may have greater service expenses than

a rural University. This discrepancy is recognized, for example, by the

CSU in a cost differential for travel where Humboldt may have a greater

allocation for travel because of its rural location than .an urban campus.

Housing allowances for. Presidents also acknowledge the increased cost

of living in certain geographical areas. No similar process is avail-

able for DSS funds although support service costs may vary due to re-

gional factors. In addition, the demographics of the disabled student

population impacts the availability of funds for service. A program

with a large deaf, LD and visually impaired (VH) student enrollment

will have more costly service requests than a comparably sized campus
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with a large mobility impaired population. The actual size of the

disabled student population appears to be less of an influence on

program expenses than the number of students in particular disability

groups who use expensive services.

In summary,.the major budget issues encountered by OSS programs in the

CSU are:

1. A lack of funding formulas for permanent staff positions.

2. An inability to revise budget projections to reflect actual

enrollment.

3. The removal of protective language for DSS funds.

4. The inappropriateness of Contractual Services as the account

for interpreter funds. ,.

S. The lack of a reallocation process to provide underfunded

programs with the funds equal to their enrollment level.

6. The exclusion of Extended Education students from the DSS

funding base.

7. No provision for the impact of regional differences on

budget resources.

8, Inaccoate provisions for the impact of high cost services

related to specific disability groups.

9. The iA of fiscal support for the expanding LD population.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to resolve the above issues, five recommendations are offered:
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Recommendation 1

Funding formulas should be revised to provide resources for professional

staff and the appropriate level of services. A systemwide committee

of DSS Directors, Budget staff, disabled students and other iden-

tified individuals should be coordinated to develop funding formulas.

Recommendation 2

Initial funding for OSS programs should be allocated during the be-

ginning of the fiscal year, with budget adjustments made based on

Fall VDE. A contingency fund should be established for unantici-

pated enrollment growth in the spring term.

Recommendation 3

OSS funds should remain protected to be used only for services for

disabled students.

Recommendation 4

Disabled student7, enrolled through Extended Education should be in-

cluded in WOE data for funding purposes; data should be gathered

subsequently for summer and win'Ar sessions.

Recommendation 5

A cost differential for support services should be etablished to

supplement programs in high cost-of-living areas.

SUMMARY

In terms of funling, it is apparent that growth in the enrollment of

disabled students and provision of services c-itical to the retention

of this noulation are not desired. Cewcainly, discussion about out-

reach to prospective disabled students is ludicrous if current funding
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precludes a campus, such as San Francisco State, from meeting the

varied needs of students with impairments. The Chancellor's Office,

CPEC and the legislature must decide if a commitment to the access of

disabled students to the CSU system exists and then affirm that commit-

ment with appropriate funding.

Thank you for reviewing this testimony.

Cindy Kolb, Ph.D
Disabled Student Services
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
(415)469-2472
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Verified Disability Enroliment (VDE) Reporto

Disabled StUdent SeMces-Sart Francisco State Uniuersity

Year
semester Visual Comun Mobility L.D, Other Functional Deaf Deaf PTE Toialm

1981 Fall 50 11 112 18 51 3 2.4 245

1982
Spring 48 7 129 15 61 6 4 266

1982 Fall 47

19P3
Spring 42

19ti'i Fall 50 6 152 2C 16 16 11.1 NI

I

*my 17
7

185 24 47 15 1).7

Fall 50 9 174 44 45 18 14.2 340

Spring 50 8 230 55 33 20 16.5 396

Fall 46 q 72 58 40 23 14.0 358

Spring 42 9 lilii 10 35 21 16,9 364

1414 16 48 11 7.6 267

168 17 59 11 9.1 '303

1984

1985

1905

1986

jios..nol include extension and srtal programs, plus people who requested confidentiality

42
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COMMENTS ON ACR 3 MAY 30, 1986

I wish to address the planning committee today as a representative
of the Directors of Disabled Students Services Program at
California Community Colleges for Region 5. I will base my
comments on the questions asked in the agenda materials sent to
the field.

WAYS OF IMPROVING THE ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF DISABLED STUDENTS IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS, IF UNDERPREPARATION RESULTS FROM THEIR
DISABILITY

6. What activities and techniques are needed to better
counsel and inform disabled students to appropriately
support their aspirations to college?

I have been providing counseling services to Disabled Students
Services Programs for 12 years. In that time it has become
apparent the major obstacle to success in college is the dependent
.attitude that a majority of transfer students from K-12 seem to

exhibit. This dependent atti:tude is a result of social isolation
and inexperience with the world at large. It is the direct result
of their disability and the manner they are treated by their
families, teachers, and other students. Individuals becoming
disabled after they leave K-12 may also exhibit this dependent
attitude, but usually not to:the same degree and it is easier to
overcome.

In order for transferring disabled students from K-12 to succeed
in college it is necessary to break the "dependency barrier".
This dependency barrier is exemplified by the students inability
to take responsibility for their outofclass studies, inability
to be self starters, and to wait for someone else to do it for
them.

In order to break this dependency barrier we have to develop those
attitudinal skills necessary in order to succeed. The teaching of
selfdisipline, taking control of one's life, and goal setting
must start at the K-12 level. By the time the student reaches the
postsecondary level at age 18-21 it is almost impossible to break

the dependency barrier.

RECOMMENDATION:

To develop guidance courses to teach the attitudinal skills
necessary to succeed at the postsecondary level.
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10. Is there a continuum of service provided for
disabled students as they move through the public
schools and into the postsec.ondary institutions. If

this continuum does not exist, what actions should be
taken to implement the needed services?

The quality of the continuum of services is dependent upon the
relationship that exists between special education at the K-12
level and the DiSabled Student Service Programs at local
postsecondary institutions. It is necessary for the three
segments to view each other as vital to the success of disabled
students and to work cooperatively.

As a community college educator I am concerned how the Learning
Disabilities Program at our campuses are viewed. I feel it is
necessary for educators to recognize these programs as legitimate
and providing continuing services to those LD Students who are
transferring from the K-12 system.

RECOMMENDATION:

Establish local groups cnmprised of educators in special
education for all three segments, to coordinate services and to
expedite the transfer of disabled students to two and four year
institutions.

FINANCING SERVICES FOR DISABLED STUDENTS

2. What are the weaknesses of the present system?

The greatest weakness at this time is not knowing from year to
year hew much money will be available to work with. Currently it
is a budget development system by the seat of the pants approach.
In early spring we develop a budget to be submitted to our local
districts. It has very little reliability because we have no idea
what our allocations are going to be.

When we receive our final allocations in August or September we
develop a new budget to submit to our local districts as well as

to the state. This causes a lot of confusion in our local
business offices. It also restricts our ability to plan and to
develop new programs.

We cannot hire people for new positions usually until after the
Fall term begins because the district will not allow us to commit
until we can show the funds for the position. Some students do
not receive the services they need during the first few weeks of
the term because the final allocations have not arrived in time to
hire the required personnel. This results in students having to
drop out. This especially affects the early start semester
campuses.

I begin each Fall term on faith that our allocation will be enough
to provide the necessary, services.
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RECOMMENDATION:

At this time I just have a problem and not a so3ution. I

realize that community colleges in general have same problem.

Another weakness of the funding system for Disabled Student
Services at Community Colleges is the allocations awards are
determined by college data but the allocation is given to the
district and they have the option to reallocate the funds to their
individual campuses. This has created problems for small colleges
that have large colleges in their districts.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the state allocation for Disabled Student Services at
Community Colleges be made on a college basis and not a district
basis.

I thank the planning committee for allowing this time for the
Disabled Student Service Directors of Region 5 to present their.
views.

Prepared by:

Paul W. Lockman
Director

Diaabled Student Services
Columbia College

Representing Region 5 Disabled Student Service Directors
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Lozano

There are three main points I wish to address today. They are
all interrelated and together comprise the basis for the delivery
of services to students with disabilities at CSUS.

First and. foremost is our desperate need fOr permanent state
fundedpositions. -Our curr,mt funding system does not adequately
provide for the positions necessary to deliver mandated services.
Our program has, in the past, relied on federal funds,
specifically the TRIO special Services Grant, which provides
funding for 3 positions. Federal funding is now in decline. The
TRIOgrant has sxperienced budget cuts or level funding for the
past five years. It has, therefore, become increasingly
difficult to -accotmodate the needs of the growing number of
disabledstudents. We now face additional budget cuts mandated
by, the Gramm-Rudman Act which will make it impossible to continue
the .level of services currently provided. Long term planning is
out of the question in such an unstable and temporary funding
environment.

Second, the postsecondary system is the only segment of state
service which does not have an established classification for
readers for blind and visually impaired employees. Permanent,
state funded reader positions for blind, visuay impaired as
well as learning disabled employees at all levels is needed
throughout the postsecondary school systems. This would be
living up to the letter of the law in A3803 and the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 section 504 which requires reasonable
accommodations be provided to qualified disabled employees.

Third, Services to Students with Disabilities has state of the
art technological equipment which is currently underutilized due
to the lack of personnel to provide training and assistance in
the use of this equipment. We have developed an intricate
computer network system that could greatly enhance our student's
skills, and increase their potential in the job market. Again,
permanent, state funded positions are required to meet this need.

In summary, it is impossible to assume that one director and one
secretary can possibly deliver all of the mandated 14 core
services. Full, permanent funding of positions is necessary to
insure academic growth and retention of the growing disabled
population at CSUS.
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Our current funding system is based on a per capitk base for

14 "core serVices.7 However, what we really need is recognized.

serialized positions to hire professional staff to provide and coor-

dinate core services. Most of our allocation comes in Temporary

Help and our contractual account. This creates an unstable and

temporary environment. It is very hard to achieve long-term

planning because of the temporary nature of the funding. Our

curremt funding mechanism fails to recognize the complexity in

coordinating core services and the administrative cost in provi-

ding these services.

Our program has been relying on federal funds, specifically the

TRIO Special Services grant to support 3 positions that should

have been funded on the state level. However, federal funding

has been in decline. The Gramm-Rudman budget act has a devastating

effect on the TRIO grant. We face a 4.3% cut in 86-87, and another

20% cut in 87-88. Without these positions, our ability to provide

and coordinate core services will be seriously compromised.

It is obvious that the Gramm-Rudman act is forcing the state to

assume more financial responsibility for the equal education

opportunity of the disabled.

I urge the committe members to formulate a funding base that

gives our program permanent,system-wide recognized positions.
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Luther

To: Bruce D. Hamlett, Government and Public Affairs
From: FIcrie Luther, Graduate Student, CSU

I am a graduate student in Special Education at a California State University, and am
quite concerned with the present situation concerning funding for disabled
students in the California State University system.

As you know, the learning disabled students are in desparate need of funding.
These students need to be properly assessed, counseled, advised, as well as tutored
for more effective learning wategies. So much can be done in order to better
accommodate this population. The main goal of education is to make students
rrarketable after completing coursework standards. With the aid of the properly
provided services, the students will be given the opportunity to better achieve and
succeed in their chosen fields of study. Their grade point averages will increase and
their drop-out rate will decrease.

Other populations that may benefit from the ACR 3 proposal are the deaf and blind
college students. Better quality services will become evident with improved
programming. The deaf will need to be able to obtain interpreters with specialized
vocabulary skills which will in turn justify an increase in interpreter salary and
benefits.

The blind students may also be served with a better quality program through ACR 3.
I do not beheve that the voucher system for the blind is the answer to attention
being brought up on the May 30th committee meeting in Fresno. The voucher
system proved to be a costly misuse of available funds. In attempt to conserve
remaining monies, I believe that a model can be developed in order to improve the
existing situation.

The accusations from the blind students at the May 30th meeting were somewhat
exaggerated and were an attempt to "cut down' services rendered. The services at
California State Universities and other college systems are not a plot to diminish
blind student independence, but to help them become better educated with the
end result of bQcoming self-sufficient and vocationally independent citizens. If we
can take the monies that would be used to implement voucher systems and put it in
other useful areas such as equipment for the use of the blind, the students' needs
can be met more fully and efficiently.

As a concerned student who is presently going into the Special Education field, I
want to thank you for the opportunity to let me help. I only hope that my voice can
'be heard, and be beneficial towards the funding decision. I appreciate being able
to attend the meeting on May 30th and to take an active role in assisting the
disabled college students.

Sincerely,

Florie Luther
Graduate Student, CSU

9 9
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I'd like to address issues needing resolution if our deaf students are

to benefit from educational support services.

In regard to policy, there is a crit!.cal need to recognize that for
deaf students, American Sign Language or ASL is the native or first language.

1. Recognizing ASL as the first language and English
as second would help to bridge the cultural gap
deaf students face and struggle with on our main-
streamed campuses.

2. Recognizing that English is a second language
would mean that deaf students would take up
English as a Second Language or ESL classes.
Cultural differences between spoken written
language nad signed language would be taken
under consideration. Problems that now confront
deaf students such as English based tests like
the Writing Proficiency Exam could be handled
in a positive manner. The ACT and SAT tests
currently used as a critia for admission could
be evaluated on the basis of bilingual and
bicultural-differences,

3. New admission standards requiring two years of
a foreign language will add another, almost
insurmountable barrier for deaf students and will
prevent many other wise qualified deaf students
from enrolling. 'A policy stating that ASL is
the first language for many deaf students would
alleviate this barrier and permit deaf students
to concentrate on Englishas a second or foreign language.

4.-Recognizing-that deaf students are bilingual and
thus bi-cultural would truly give deaf students
equal access to our mainstreamed campuses.

Another need concerning educational support services for equal access for

deaf students is the establishment of'a classification for hiring staff

interpreters. Currently, we can only hire on-call or freelance interpreters

by the hour. These interpreters are not offered guaranteed hours or benefits.

Interpreters are increasingly reluctant to accept workby the hour without

benefits or any aSsurance of steady Work. In order for us to be able to

hire qualified, eXperienced educational interpreters, we must be able to

offerfull or parttime stiff positions with guaranteed hours and benefits.

We all know-there iar a national shortage of available interpreters. The

establiShment-Of a classification for staff interpreter positions offering

benefit*d'MOreperManency-would allow.Us:to recruit the experienced,.
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qualified interpreters needed to provide this critical educational. support

required for equal access for our deaf students.

The establishment of a classification for staff interpreter positions

means a permanent mechanism for funding these positions is needed.

Interpreting services are the most critical core service for deaf

students and is also the most expensive. We must be assured funding

based on actual cost of providing this service.

In summary, there are two basic issues related to providing equal

access for deaf students:

1. Recognizing them as being bilingual and bicultural

2. Establishing a classification for staff interpreters and
a_pe-Lmanent; actual cost funding .for these positions.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS:

American Sign Language (ASL): the visual-gestural language used by Deaf
Americans. This language meets linguistic criteria as a separate, distinct
language with its own syntact and smeantics. (Baker-Cokely, 1983)

Deaf Culture:describes the values, social rules and mores of Deaf Americans.

Mainstreamed: refers to deaf students attending regular college.:classes
;TERrioport services.such as sign language interpreters and notetakers.

ESL: English as a second language. Specifically using proscribed teaching
learning techniques for leazning a secon4 language using the students'

first language as a base.

Equal access: The right to equal participation in all programs funded by
Federal monies. Includes removal of archiectual barriers, braille signs,
courselmodificatien, sign languageAnterpreters, etc.

SAT, ACT: Scholastic, Achievement Test and American College Test: used as
adre eA

RID, Registry of Interoreters for the Deaf: a national interpreter organization

that evaluates and certifies interpreters.

Code of Ethics; RIDs guidelines for professional conduct.
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I'd like to address some of the questions about "Financing
Services for Disabled Student Sarvices." The questions my
testimony will address are numbers one, two, five, and six
as stated in the agenda materials.

Question one'asks: What are the stengths of the present
7"--rosysteMMTng disabled student services?

The present system affords us a great deal of flexiiility in
terms of how we as program manager's can utilize our person-
nel budgets. Our funds are distributed in permanent positions
and in temporary help positions. The temporary hGlp funds
can be used in different ways. First and foremost, they can
be used for direCt services, i.e., readers, notetakers, etc.
Secondly, temporary help funds can be used to hire "temporary"
administrative support:positions, i.e., disability management
advisOrs, support services coordinator, L.D. specialist,
Deaf and Hearing Impaired Specialist, etc.

Question two: What.are the weaknesses of the present system?

The present system.does not address.the changing professional
staffing needs in the CSU. We_are currently only funded for
a full-time, permanent Director And a lull-time, Pc.rmanent
department secretary. Any other professional staff must be
hired through temporary help lunds which seriously encroaches
on the funds intended and needed for direct'services. I.must
add thatoit's impossible to successfully.provide all'of the
services needed without additional professional staff.

The additional staffing needs we're currently experiencing in
the CSU, include'positions for:

Assistant Directors
Disability Management Adviser
support Services Coordinator
Learning Disabilities Specialist
Visually Impaired Specialist
Deaf/Hearing,Impaired Specialis
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In addition, the current system does not address the difficul-
ties incurred by an unexpected increase in the numbers of
'studentd in a given disability group. The cost of services
for these students can affect the overall budget dramatically.
A factor contributing to the difficulties created by this type
of enrollment increase, are the regional differences in the cost
of the same services. The costs for sign language interpreters
in the San Francisco Bay area is considerably higher than it is
in Los Angeles.

The current funding approach also affects large and small campuses
differently. Larger campuses can better absorb the costs of small
increases in enrollment, however the smaller campuses lack
econom;.es of scale. On my campus (Dominguez Hills),an increase
of a single deaf student can severely impact our budget because
of the expenses incurred by the provision of interpreter and
notetaker services.

Question 5: What principles should the State (as distinct from
t e systems or campuses) follow in funding services for students
with disabilities? (for example, the principle of funding "core
services" with segmentspecific services provided in addition,
or a common set of criteria rather than "core services"? Equi-
valent standards for cost and service comparisons? Flexibility?
etc.

Question 6: What services are necessary for the successful accom-
N621111773f disabled students in order for them to complete their
education at a postsecondary institution in California?

The CSU is interested in the funding of additional positions that
will give us the opportunity to provide adequate services for
students, with disabilities. The Planning Committee has a fund-
ing proposal which attempts to address the difficulties en-
countered in the CSU. I support that proposal, and the notion
of "Core Services." We have never been adequately funded for
"Core Services," and the proposal I support attempts to address
that problem.

I don't feel that the same set of "Core Services" can and should
be funded across all three segments. Some segment specific
services must be funded because of the differences in the
student populations we serve. In addition, equivalent standards
for cost of services cannot be used because of regional differences
in the costs of particular services.

1 3
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Finally, I feel that the 14 "Core Services" the CSU is currently
providing are necessary for the successful accommodation of dis-
abled students i the CSU. The addition of professional staff
and additional funding for direct services to address the issue
of the increasing numbers of students having a Learning Dis-
ability must be recognized on a systemwide basis. Our campus
does not have a Learning Disabilities Specialist and consequently,
the ability to do diagnostic assessment. We can only serve those
students who come to us with documentation of their disability
already in-hand. The experience and knowledge I"ve gained by
working with L.D. students has made it clear to me that approxi-
mately six students per year come to me seeking services for

what clearly appears to be a bonafide Learning Disability.
Since we don't have the ability to do diagnostic assessment,
they're given community referrals including the Department of
Rehabilitation. Very few of these students follow through or
return to our office. Our current set of "Core Services"
doesn't address the need for the ability to do diagnosis or
does it adequately meet their need for support services These
students aren't receiving an equitable educational experience,
and I believe the CSU and the State of California needs to add
these services to our present list of "Core Services."

MM:mjt

cc:Suzanne (emmell
Carmen Buford
file
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TESTIMONY TO THE ACR 3 PLANNING COMMITTEE, IN FRESNO

Mrf Chairman and members of the ACR 3 Committee:

My name is Maria Marais, 1755 E. Roberts, #104,Fresno, California 93710. I am a student at Fresno State.As a blind student I would like to suggest some ways inwhich services for the blind in college can be immensely
improved.

To begin with, it is very important thatstudents, handicapped or not, have control over theiracademic lives. A large part of academic independence forme, as well as other blind students, revolves around readerservices. We need access to our own readers, which we canhire or fire according to our work load. This policy wouldgive us the responsibility for providing much of our ownservich5: and would go a long way towards giving blindstudentt5 the type of independence which is so necessary fortrue success in college. College students study at allhours of the day and night, and accordingly, we need the
versatility which personal control over our own reader fundswould yield. For every blind student who needs somethingread at 2:00 a.m., there are several sighted students whowould be pleased to earn minimum wage and accord suchservices. Personally Controlred and solicited readers areboth feasible and desirable.

There is no need for the existence of a middle
man, such as Disabled Student Services, in this process. Onthe whole, they only seem to get in the way and minimize the
efficiency of reader services. This inefficiency arises interms of actual services rendered, as well as the cost of
such services. When a blind student is forced to go through
Disabled Student Services he must rely on their skill andgoodwill, either one of which might be lacking. Why must
blind students be forced to deal with a bureaucracy, simply
to gain the few services which we really need? From a
financial standpoint, student control over reader funds is
vastly preferable as well. If we are allotted funds to hire
readers according to some equitable formula, say one and
one-half reader hours per week, per unit, there would be aclearly defined limit on expenditures. Interestinglyenough, the fear of "gauging the system" has been put to me
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by a disabled student coordinator, who is making over$30,000.00 a year. This amount would fund almost 10,000reader hours in a given year. Salaries and otheradministrational costs now being used to fund DisabledStudent Services are costing far more than student controlreader funds ever could.

To illustrate the points which I am trying tomake, I would like to use the Fresno State Disabled StudentServices as an example. They are open from 8:00 a.m. to6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and blind students areexpected to get all of their reading and research doneduring those times. We are at the mercy of staff employeesand must depend on them for the services which we so vitallyneed. In addition, I know of at least three employees whoare paid over $6.00 an hour, predominantly for reading.Under the system which I am proposing, I would have accessto readers around the clock, sevem days a week. Thesereaders would be paid $3.35 per hour, and I would control myown reader services, which are an indispensible element inmy education.

After control of reader services, what blindstudents really need is freedom. There is virtually nothingthat we cannot do, either on our own or with the cooperationof a reader. We are perfectly competent to handle our ownacademic needs, ranging from test taking to research, ifonly we have the necessary resources. I would like to pointout that in the many years prior to the inception ofDisabled Student Services, numerous blind individualssuccessfully attended and graduated from college under thevoucher system.

It is important td realize that too many servicesperformed for the blind can be a very bad thing. whensomeone is doing everything for an individual, it is easyfor that individual to become lazy,. as he loses allincentive to develop his abilities through challenge andwork. It makes me very upset to see that it is now becomingpossible for blind students to coast through college withoutfulfilling their responsibilities, completing basic academicrequirements or doing such simple things as interacting witha professor. It is often, in my opinion, Disabled StudentServices who are causing this disintegration to happen. Inthe long run it diminishes my degree and the legitimateacademic accomplishments of all other blind students aswell. Please, for the sake of all blind students, realizethat a good Disabled Student Service program is one thatwholeheartedly strives for obsolescence. Personal inability



resulting from dependence is far worse than any physical
handicap.

In my mind the function of a Disabled Student
Service should be to place handicapped students on an equal
footing with their counterparts. For the blind this can be
accomplished primarily through funding personally controlled
reader services, and perhaps,.when appropriate, providing a
place where students can gain access to resource information
and basic adaptive equipment. Once we are placed in a
position of equality, however, what we do with this equality
must be left up to us. Potential failure is certainly the
down side of equality, but if I am never given the right to
fail, I am never given the right to truly succeed.

A final overall point which I would like to bring
up is the need for a certain fundamental attitude change.
The Disabled Student Services must get used to listening_to
students. We have the largest stake in the services
provided and, therefore, we should have a voice in these
services. Liberty and services should not have to be
mutually exclusive. During the last two months I have
ceased going through the DSS office at Fresno State for
everything except testing. This was a decision which I felt
I had to make for both academic efficiency and for my own
peace of mind. Since this step, I have felt much better
about my overall college experience. The point to be made
here is that we should not have to give up our liberty to
utilize services, nor should we have to give up services in
order to gain liberty. If only Disabled Student Services
would truly begin listening, this horrible false dichotomy
might be eliminated.

Along these lines, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
register a complaint. It was not generally made known to
students, by the DSS at Fresno State, that this hearing was
going to take place. I heard about it through a different
source, without which I would never have known of this
hearing today. .After becoming aware of your committee, I
went into the main DSS office at Fresno State seeking more
information._ I was told that no one who could answer my
questions was available and that I should call later. When
I called back, I was again put off and asked to leave a
message; Mr. Chairman, that phone call was never returned.
I hope, and I am reasonably certain, that this restricted
testimony approach does not reflect the attitude or the
intent of this committee or the legislature.



In conclusion, services for the blind can be made
cheaper, more efficient, and generally better by giving us
the few services we need, and then the freedom to use them.

Morais
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Presented hy Betsy :Tordmeyer
Vocational Specialist
Santa Clara Unified School District

Concerning the plan for more effective educational services to students
with disabilities, I would like to address the element of ways of improving
the academic preparation of.disabled students in secondary schools.
I'would like to deacribe a program which offers shared'responsibility
and cooperative, :coordinated efforts by educational institutions, and
comprehensive:institutional efforts to meet the educational needs of
disabled students.

ProjectWork-Ability, begun in 1982 at selected school districts and
county officeS of education in California, now includes one hundred and
thirty sitesthroughout the state. 'iork-Ability is a cooperative,
coordinatedeffort to provide cost-effective services to disabled youth,
through linkages among schools, the Department of Rehabilitation, community-
based,organizations, the Employment Deve1o7-nt Department, and now,
with the second phase called "iork-Ability II, community colleges and
regional occupational rrograms, working in a coordinated effort with
clients Of the Department Of Rehabilitation.

In r'.uestion 3 of the pamphlet on 'rdays of Improving the Aa.2.demic Preparntion
of Disabled Students in :7econdary chools," there is a stateeent in the
last paragraph which refers to development of entry level employment skills
as onnosed to postsecondary educational opportunities. I submit that
these goals need not be in opposition. I would like to describe a case
study from this year's Project Work-Ability program in the Santa Clara
7nified-School District.

John (not his real name) was a student with severe language difficulties
in reading and writing. Verbal communication oral skills were above
averaee. In his sophomore year, John received a vocational assessment,
including interest tests and work samples. He emonstrated a hi7h interest
in and aptitude for mechanics. John was enrolled in the Central County
Occupational Center the following year. This i3 a mainstreamed vocational
training program. He studied engine repair, part., and machining. Ie

received regular tutoring and support services to lielp him succeed.in the
program. Frequent meetings were held with his vocational teacher to
monitor his progress. The next year (this year), his senior year, he
enrolled in tune-Alp. With reEular tutoring in vocabulary, math, and
reading the shop manuals, he completed the course. This spring, John met
with a counselor from the Department of Rehabilitation who came to the
school site to discuss opportunities for further training. John had already
heard about a technical training program in Arizona from a speaker at the
Central County Occupational Center. At the school site meeting, John and
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'his father were-giVen information about community college opportunities.
The Department of .Rehabilitation could provide assistancewith tools
and equipment.for training:aswell :as with placement once trainin was

completed. California community colleges now have learning centers
tosutport disabled students in. their studies, and this information
was also given to:John 'and his. father. Application procedures were
dismissed. The school.district conducted a field trip to a nearby
community 'college so that students could meet with counselors, ask
questions, and see for themselves what services were available.

John decided to enroll in a trogram for further training in Arizona.
He was:able to make an informed decision because he knew his own interests
and abilities,: he kneW what tostsecondary opl:ortunittes were available,
and he knew what services would be available at the completion of this
training.

John's experience represents the effectiveness of a coordinated, com-
prehensive program like Project Work-Ability. Another focus of Work-
Ability,is to support on-thejob training for disabled students in the
areas of their vocational interest. Funding sources for John's trainins
came from the school district Master Plan state monies, Vocational
Education Act funds, Project .,:ork-Ability funds, and Department of
Rehabilitation.;funds.

Because 'John's career interests and t..i1it4e= were '..ientified

he was able to plan his secondary courses to meet his career ?cals.
In:the same way, other students in the Santa Clara Unified School District
plantheir programs whichinclude postsecondary education. Tar from
being in opoosition to postsecondary education and training, the pursuit
of career goal's in an organized manner encourages attendance at
community colleges among our disabled students.

John's;case is not unique. The linkages established by coordinated,
comprehensive programsisuch as Project Work-Ability provide a mechanism
and,a continuumof services for bridging high school students:into
the community colleget.'Access tO school electives is encOuraged and
supportec4 In manrdistricts, graduation credits in areas such as math
an&sciende are being granted for material covered in vocational courses.
In:my:own experience with disabldd high school youth, I have witnessed
magy:Occasions:-in which the academic preparation was meaninmless and
discouraging to the students until they saw the need for the academic
skills in their vocational courses.

I therefore recommend that the committee charged with providing more
effective educational services to our disabled students sive serious
consideration to cooperative, coordinated, aid successful programs like
Project Work-Ability, which are already in place and have demonstrated
success. It may be that career education in a broad sense is the most
effective framework on which to build better postsecondary opportunities
for disabled students, to raise their aspirations and assist them in
achieving their lifetime goals.
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LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL ON DISABILITY
Los Angeles City Hall

200 North Spring Street, Suite 2100

Los Angeles, California 90012

(213) 485-6334 485-4103 TDD 485-6653

Mr. Bruce Hamlett
California Postsecondary
Education Commission
1020 Twelfth 'Street
Sacramento. CaliforniA 95814

Powers

June 12, 1986

Dear Mr. Hamlett.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify on

ACR3.
My testimony came from my intimate knowledge of the

problems that have occurred with the disabled at UCLA and
from my training in social/cultural anthropology.

University administrators, faculty and staff, like the
rest of the general population, have no idea on how to treat
disabled individuals. It is out of this ignorance, that we
have seen problems at UCLA. Federal and State laws have been
flagrantly violated. Some individuals with physical
limitations were forced to leave UCLA due to the lack of
access and sensitivity while others have remained in spite of
degrading and embarrassing experiences. I am enclosing some
of our complaints against UCLA, to give you an idea of the
problems.

In American anthropology, when we work with various
people whether it is a specific social group or a certain
culture as a whole, we have to comply with some basic
requirements. We are obligated to learn the language of "our
group", to actually live among them for a length of time and
to experience their culture ourselve3. Only then, could we
begin to understand them and be deemed qualified to work
among them.

In Sociology, Psychology and Anthropology, we have come
to see the disabled and their experiences as a "sub-culture"
apart from that of the general population. That is why we
speak of "mainstreaming" the disabled. However, in the
hiring of administrators to run the offices of disabled
students programs, no criteria as mentioned above has been
formulated.

I submit, that some criteria should be set to assure
greater understanding. At present, people are being hired
because they have an M.A. in administration or social work
without any special training in disability issues. Just as
anthropologists are required to "learn the language" and
"experience their group", so should those who work with the
disabled, if we wish to succeed in our efforts.

Sincerely,

Nadia D. Powers

President - Richard Smith
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Vice President - Jane Small
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OVERALL SURVEY OF :.S.0 CORE SERVICES

:-trdduction.

survey was intended to examtne eststing core services and potential core services.
::es not evaluate the estaelisned categories of disabilities or the criteria wr:ch ire leeze.
to ze +trifled as a disabled student. The questionnaire itself was divided into tmree :ar;s:
ExIstIng Core Services; Potential Core Services; and Overall Comments on Core Services. It waf
sent to all 19 Coordinators of the Disabled Student Services program at each of the Calizorni,
State University callouses; eighteen campuses responded to the survey. One satn goal di trti
compilation is to obtain from the camouses an oVerall sense regarding core services. TIlts
,etiort could serve as a working document which could then facilitate the future a1recticns
witch the State University system takes with regard to core services.

:n order to streamline this compilation, responses were grouPed togetner whenever cossicie.
It was the intent of the author to present an objective yet concise systemwide survey on cOrt-
services. The autnor apologizes to any coordinator whose responses were not fully
-In this survey in an effort to consolidate the considerable information Presented.

re.v thanss to Harrtet Clendenen of Cal7Polv San Luts Obispo who assisted in the c-eoaratich
the survey.

results di this survey can be divided into five v'eas:

I. Ftn evaluation of those core services presently Identified as being oiierel. i o. Z-4:

II An evaluation of non-designated services Which haye been suggested as :leing oz;ered.

An evaluatton oi how well specific populations art served by core seryi:es.

IV. An evaluation Ai how DSS Coordinators feel aciout their role in providtng core
services. to.11-12)

V. An evaluation of haw well other camous offices art provIding that?' services to
students with Aisabilities. (0.13-14)
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I. EAISTING CORE SERVICES

Narrative:
The Chancellor's Office has identified 14 core services to be provioeo to stuoents
verified disabilities. (See Attacheent A.) The Questionnaire surveyed the camouses wt

regard to these 14 core services. DES Coordinators were asked to choose one of four resoors
for each core service: the service should be continued as is; the servvce needs expansion
clarification; the service is not needed: other responses.

Results:
The results on *Existing Core Services" are shown in Table I. Aleost all resoonses fell in

either of the first two resoonses: continue the service as is, or the service nee
olarification/ expansion. with only two excitations, no campus coordinator felt that anv
the 14 core services was not needed, although some of the smaller campuses reoorted provill
certain core services only occasionally.

These results can be grouped ai follows:
- service(s) which at least half of the respondents felt needed clarification
-service(s) which at least one-third of the resoondents felt needed clarification
- service(s) which mast respondents felt should be left as-is.

TABLE I

Core Service Continue As Is ClarifyiExoano Not Needed

Interpreter 9 0

Readers 12 6 0

Notetakers 12 6 0

Racilitation of Access 12 a 0

Adaptive Eouiament 12 6 0

Mobility Assistance 15 3 0

Test-Taking 15 3

Soecial Educational Materials 15 2

Priority Enrollment 15 - 2

Parking 16 2 0

On-off campus referral 17 1 0

Soecial Orientation 17 1

Registration IS 0

Lists of service croviders IS 0
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Discussion.
4. The one existing core se'rvice which generated the most div.deo resocrse

41ntercreters". Nine campuses felt this service should be continued as ;s: ntre
:amouses felt the service needed expansion/clarification. The most freouert complaint
campuses) regarding Intere'reters was establishing an appropriate may rate. Otrer concerns
the parameters of interpreter services: does it include staff needs' does it include exten:=7
education students? Several campuses (5) voiced concerns about interpreter coordirat::
Regarding this last concern, on a separate survey question regarding the potential service :.
'service coordination', 6 campuaes reported they were already providIng this service. most ...-

these campuses felt that service coordination HAS part of the core services of reaclers .

interpreters and notetakers. (See pages 5 & 6 )

Discussion.
1 S. Four existing core services received mixed comments. They were: Readers, Notetakers.
Facilitation of Access, and Adaptive Eautoment. Each r4cetved 12 responses to leave tilt,

service as is, and 6 responses which'reouested further clarification or expansion.

Readers: concerns regarding the extent of reader services to Learning Disabled
Students (3), revising the existing funding formula for reader services
should reader services cover internships and graduate Projects, and a neec for a

permanent staff coordinator position for campuses with large reader needs. Also,
in a separate question regarding whether or not the campus suggests a certain
numii*r of hours for reader services, there was a split opinion. Eignt campuses
did not: nine campuses did, usually suggesting 1.5 reader hours per hour of

class. One campus did not respond to this question.

Notetakers: concerns regarding the increase in notetaker services to L.D.
students; when to use volunteer notetakers (5).

Facilitation of Access to All Programs: a concern with including Admissions as a
service: a recognition of the increased workload regarding L.D. students: a need
to be compensated far Extension students; a concern aver Architectural Barriers.

Adaptive eouipment: a concern about storage space for eouipment: a need for more
funding to cnver increased eauloment costs: a question of how individualized
should eouipment be.

Discussion.
1 C. The 9 remaining core services generally received satisfactory comments from at least It
of the campuses. There were, however, some concerns which were raised. Althougn these
concerns were few, several appear to be serious for that particular campus with the concern.

Mobility assistance: 15 campuses felt this should be left as is; 1 campus said
the service was usually provided by the Department of Rehabilitation: 2 Campuses
wanted to know the extent this service should be provided.

Specialized educational materials. 15 camouses felt this should be left as is; 2

camouses felt unclear what was meant by this service. One campus felt the campus
Library snould handle this service.
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1. EXISTING COPS SERVICES .(continued,

scussion.

'rest-taxing: 15 campuses felt tnis should be left as is: 1 campus Peoorteo a neet
to identify a more formalized testing system that would be equitable: 1 Camous
ielt more funds were needed for twst proctors.

Priority _enrollment: 15 campuses felt this should be left as is; 2 camouses
reported tnat disatiled students were not allowed priority enrollment oar were
any other grolips.) One campus felt that another office (Admissions k Records)

should handle this service.

Parking: 16 campuses felt this should be left as is; 1 campus indicated that only
those students with DMV blue placards are given handicapped parking on campus.

Onoff campus referrals: 17 campuses felt this should be left as is.

Orientation: 17 campy...its felt this should be left as is; one felt ore campus
involvoment was needed.

Registration: All campuses felt tnis should be left as is.

List of service providers: All campuses felt this should be left as is.

Recommendation.

1. Funding increases for Interpreters.
C. A systemwide Coordinators meeting to discuss existing core services.

Particularly: Interpreters, Readers, Notetakers, Adapi:iye Eouipment ano

Facilitation of Access to All Programs.
3. A review of services to learning Disabled Students, including type of

services, range of services, and Impact an other OSS services.
4. An undated version of the Policy for the Provision of Services to Students

with Disabilities (1990).



PoTENTIAL.CCPE SERVICES.

Narrative.
Potential services were those services not apparently included or desionated as a C:ri

service. Althougn some OSS programs are able to suoolement their core services with specia.
grants, Coordinators were asked to confine their responses to OSS funded services onlv. irE

list of potential services was suggested at previous meetings of OSS Coordinators. The o...erai:
survey method was to ask the Coordinator to evaluate each potential core service ana reseor:
in one of 6 ways: thc Coordinator felt this service was already included in the Parameters :-
the 14 core service's (and if se which one); this service should not be included as a core
service; this service should be provided by another unit of the University; this service

snould be included as a core service (if so, could this oe done under present ...inoinc

allocations, or would additional allocations be necessary); or other comments. (One reascn
for this rather complex set of responses was to incorporate various campus interpretations :-
the existing core services. As a later survey auestion pointed out, the majority af camcus

Coordinators feel that the core services are guidelines rather than absolutes.)

Aceults.
Seventeen (17) aotential core services were listed (See Attachment 9). Coordinators meee iieL
encouraged to add other potential services. Since there were so few additional services
suggested, tney will mot be discussed here but listed in Attachment B.

These results can basically be grouped into services that should be provided ...or are alreec..

being orovided) and those services that should not be provided. There were twelve i12. of tme
listed Potential services that a clear majority of the campuses felt should de or alreaav were
Included as a :ore service. Four (4) of the potential core services were ioenti4111 di a

clear ma1oritv as not to be considered a core service. One potential core service received a
split vete, half feeling it should he a core service, and half feeling it shoula not oe a core
service.

OisCussion.
II A. Table IIA displays thoSe twelve patentiAl services which received strong enoorsement
from the Coorctnators surveyed. The table is arranged to show how many of the La rest:W.011111:S

answered affireatively and, of that number, which were already providing this service. whicn
would provide this service if it was designated as a core service, which could culls, orovide
tnis service lf additional mantes were allocated, and which felt another unit of the

University should be providing this service.

(continued)
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TABLE II-A

Total

Outreach

affirmative

la

Already
providing

Enough Ss
to provide

1

More sS
to orovide

Eisewre.

Test proctors 17 13 2

Services coordination 17 6 a

Admissions assistance 17 6 a

1:aculty consultation 17 9 1

LabiComouter Assistants 16 4 1 10 1

Counseling 16 5 z

Tutoring 16 2 0 14

L.D. Assessment 16 0 0 14

"ooility Gui,des 15

I.v..1r,, Research 15

Eouloment Reoair 14 5 2

The results of this part of the survey fall into three general categories:

1. A potential service that should be included/designated as a core ser,:ce ana

could be dont without (substantial) funding changes.
-Test-proctors

-Faculty consultation
-Admissions assistance

2. A potential service that should be designated as a core service but could
be provided eithout additional funding.

- Outreach

- L.D. Assessment
- Tutoring

- Lab/Computer Assistance

not

A potential service that should be designated as a core service but wnich
received no clear'.consensus of opinion,rtgarding whether it did or did not

need additional 4unding in order to provide this service.
-Services coordination
-Czunseling
-Mobility Guides
-Library Researtil
-Equipment Repair

6
11 8
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Discussion.
Eerylces that would not reoutre any isubstantial) change in undIng. This :-

cotential services are either already beIng (arc:vs:14d under present fundIng. or it nas tee'

ated that the,/ could be provIded wIthout addIttonal funds if so destonateo There .eet

tnree servIces !stitch fell into thts category:

Test proctors. Thirteen of the caeouses were already providing this service:
most camouses that were felt that this was a part of Core service *14 - Test-

taking assistance (4); 1 Caeous felt it could provIde test-Proctors wIthout

addItional funding if it was so designated.

Faculty Consultatton. Nine campuses worm already providIng this service.
most referrtng to Core Service 4 - Factlitation of access to all orograms.
Seven caner campuses felt they could provide this service without addittonal
funds.

Admissions assistance. Five campuses were already Orbvng this service.
most referring to Care Service efll - Facilitation of access to all orograms.

ght campuses felt they could provIde this service within the existing
funding tf so desIgnated.

A Services that would recuiee addittonal fundIng in order to provide this servIce.

Outreacn. This was the one service that all respondents (la campuses) felt needec
to be orovided to students with disabaittes. Twelve of the campuses ielt that

adottional funds would be necessary tn order for the OSS offtce to be proviatnc

outreach. Five campuses felt that this service should be oroviaed :iv other campus

untts (such as the Office for School Relattons).

LearnIng dIsability assessment. No campus was provIding this as a DSS core seriice.
Fourteen of thcc Camouses felt that additional funds would be heeded in orde t:

brOvide some sort of 1.d. assessment/diagnosts. Two campuses fel: this servi:fr

snoula ce Orovideo by Other campus offices (Testing or Counseltng:.

Lab/camouter assistance. Four camOuses are currently offering this servIce (as

part ai core service 111/2/3 or *9). Most camouses (10) felt addIttonai funds maul:
be neekied In order to gravid. this servIce.

TutorIng. Only two campuses were currently proviatng this servtce. Fourteer
callouses felt that tutoring should be a core service but would need adattiona.
funding in order to provide- it on their campus.

On separate questions, these latter two services - I.d. assessment and outreach - were the tws
lervices whIch the eajority of campuses prioritized as needing to be aesignated ano fundec JS
:Ore services.

4. Services that should di desIgnated as core services tut without clear consensus 04 whether
or not addittonal funding is necessary to provide this. The remaInder of the serytces :r

Tacle 1 received fairly evenly split responses in this regard.
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TABLE II-B.

-aole II -epresents tnose services rontorl'a majority of campuses felt snoulo not :e
as a c:re service. or snould not tie orovided ay the BS'S :ffice.

Item Total negative Elsewhere AIrea0/ more I

previa:no to

C:fi-campus transportation 1! 1

Personal Care Attendants 14 0 2

F;hysical Theraov 10 4 0

4dvising 3 10 2

The first three services 7 off-campus transportation, personAl attendants. and onysica.

theraoy: - were all clearly rejected bv a majority of the Coordinators as ser.vices to

orovioard thuOSS Office. The fourth service - advising - was felt to be more aeorcoriatel.

Provided by another cimous office: most Coordinators sugoestee Academic qecarteents sne.:

Przvide Advising to students.

C. There was one potential service whioh received an evenly split opinion on whetner or nct it

should ov-4esignated as a core serve - 4Tvgists". Since there was no detailed explanatten

of this service. It is not clear how each cimous was interoreting this service.

Recommendation.

1. There seems to be genera/ agreement that test proctors are part of a Core Service (Sceolai

Test-taking arrangements) and should be so included.

2. The services a+ Faculty consultation and Admissions assistance could be :orsidered :art

of the Care Service - Facilitation 04 access to all programs. Since neither ef these two

services would apparently involve additional funding. strong consideration snoLld be given tz

including them as part of this care service.

2. Coordinators feel strongly that four services - outreach, I.d. assessment. tutoring, ano

labicomouter assistance - should be offered to students with disabilities. Since tnese

services could not be provided without additional funds, steps should be undertaken to

tonsioer imolementing suCh services.

4. One service - advising - was felt to be an important service to stuUents witt. disaoilities.

Mowever, the majority 04 coordinators felt this should normally be undertaken cltside tne ,JSE

office: most camouses suggested advising be done by the acidotic deoartments.

!. Further studies art needed on thy remaining services - services coordination, counseling.

motility guides, library research and equipeent reoair. This would require more in-deptn stue%

on the need, feasibility, and costs for providing such servicels).

a. The Question ai Typing as a core service needs further study.



SPECIFIC POPULATIONS 'SERVED

Narrative.
Tris oart ot; the survey reilects :mentions, vouch ivied Coproinators to evaluate now we..
categories of disabled students were served ay OSS. The four categories - mobility legaire:.
visually imaaired, hearing impaired, and learning disabled - reflect categories :

disabilities set up by the Chancellor's Office for reporting purposes.

Coordinators were asked to choose one of four responses for each population: OSS servi:es a..
adequate as is; additional services are needed; provision of services is difficult because 7..
inaaesuate furding; prnvisiqn 04 services is difficult because of a lack of Qualified ser,:_.
:roviaers.

Pesults.
Table III illustrates the range of responsus to the euestton of haw well four categories c

disabled students wore served by OSS Services. Eighteen camouses resdondee. Camouses
cnecx more than one response if applicable.

TAIRA III

Disability Adequate Need Additional Inaatauate Insufficient euallt,
Category as is Services Funds Service srovmders

Mobility-Imo. 15 0 2 1

Visually-lma. ; 4 0

4earing-1mo.

Learning Oil:.

2

0

w
.,

9

10

14

4

In a separate question regarding whether or not OSS provided services to emotionally disaale.:
students, sixteen (16) campuses reported that they did; two (2) campuses did not. Meet o-
those caeouses wnich did cited providing registration assistance, referral and scecia.
orientation far students with emotional disabilities.

Discussion.
The results of this part of the survey Corroborate with previous sections of the survey: tna:
the: hearing impaired and the learning disabled (particularly the latter) are not suf!".cmentI%
droyided *for under present core services. Learning disabled appear to he the least servec
copulation within the state systems a majority of coordinators feel that additional funes anc
services are needed to address this deficiency.

9 121
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III. SPECIFIC. P3°ULATI9NS SERyED (continued)

:ecommendation.
1. Services to learning disabled students needs immediate attention, including adoiti:-:

4unds. An overall study should be made of the range and type of services to be offered.

2. Services to hearing impaired students needs additional funds in order to oecir

addressing adequate provision of sermices.

3. Services tO the visually impaired need further study in order to provide bette'

services to this population. This examination should Include several concerns wnich ircse

from this survey: the present funding formula, the use of volmnteer notetakers, a Itmit on tne
number of reader hours, and the overall extent of reader services.

4. The majority of campuses (112) reported sveving students poith emotional disabilities.

Further stuidies should be undertaken to examine the extent of services needed by tnis

:adulation.

10
122
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i. ATTITUDE OF OSS COORDINATORS REGARDING PROVISION OF (CORE) SERVICES

Narrative. Several Questions were posed to OSS Coordinators regarding how the ,. cercel.s
tnelr ability ta aravide services. The questions covered the following areas:

1. Interpretation af the services:
-Are present core services satisfactorily clear to the Coordinator?
- Daes the Coordinator restrict DSS services only to cere services?
-Should all.campUses be providing essentially the same services?
-Should services ta students be limited under any circumstances?

2. Funding af care services:
- Is the present funding farpip.la satisfactory?

-Art present funds sufficient ta cover the existing care services?

Results.

1. Twelve (12) campuses felt the overall core services were sufficiently clear to :nem al
Presently outlined: six (6) camouses wanted further clarification ar explanation.

Fifteen (1!) camouses used the core services as guidelines: three (3) campuses 'est'tcte:
serVices to only those core services.

ileven (11) campuses felt that each campus should determine the range ana amount Q'
Services; seven (7) campuses felt that services should be essentially equivalent througnou!
the:state.

r Eleven (11) Coordinators felt they would never refuse ar limit services even if the
cl,asees were inappropriate far the student; seven t7) Coordinators said theV wOUld censizer
'limiting services.

2. Thirteen (13) campuses preferred using a direct cast basis for funding same services suc!
as notetakers, readers; fiqe (5) campuses were content with the present funding formula.

Twelve (12) campuses maintained that they wore unable to provide the 14 cars service.,

. under present funding conditions; three (3) campuses maintained that they cauld provide anl.
the 14 core services under present funding conditions; three (3) camouses maintained that tne.
mere occasionally able to provide more than the 14 core. services under aresent iundin.
conditions.

Discussion.

The majority (15) of Coordinators use the designated core services as guidelines far orovtolh:
iitrvicts to students with , disabilities. Most (12) feel reasonably clear about tnei.
.:Iinderstanding, of the rcere services. There are, however, seyer.al coordinators (6) who fee.
'further clarification is needed. Regarding the question af equivalent servicez thrguanout
..the state and the question af limiting services under certain chnditians, therl aopears to cs
substantial enough disagreement that an effort should be made ta address these dif'7 'moos.

Regaroing funding, it would appear that ether funding formulas need to be cansiaerea,
as examining funding levels.
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IV. AT7:71.;DE F OSS COORDINATORS (continued)

zecommendation.

1. More frequent regional or state-wide meetings would nelp clarify same of the issues or:6or-
up tn the previous discussion. This could also include a revision of the current
manual which has not been uodated since 1980.

2. A study of the present funding formula needs immediate attention. Several respanset
thrOughout this survey point to dissatisfaction with the present funding formula incluaind
majority (12) of coordinators wno feel they are unable to adequately provide even the preser:
core services.

129,
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. DTHER CAMPUS DFFICES PROVISION OF SERVICES TO DISABLED STUDENTS

cnordinators were surveyed to see how well they felt other campus offices were oro%1:1r.,_

serNices to students with disabilities.

'Results.

Taole IV below shows the results of responses to how well other campus offices are orovnQ
services to students with disabilities. Total points were calculated by assigning 4 001ntS

',..aach excellent rating, 3 'points for good, 2 points for fair, and 1 point for pbor.

TABLE IV

: OFFICE EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR TOTAL PTS

Health Services 9 8 1 0 62

Financial Aid 9 6 3 0 60

esting 9 6 2 1 IC

Career Planning/Placement 8 6. 3 1 57

'Admissions & Records 5 10 2 1 55

:.HOusing 6 6 5 1 53

.CoUnstling 5
-

8 4- 1 ._ 57o_

Police/Public Safety 3 11 3 1 52

Library 4 8 5 1 31

Bookstore 4 5 4 50

: Student Activities 2 a 5 3 45

Extension/Continuing Ed 0 5 12 1 40

, Learning/ Tutorial Center 3 5 3 7 40

DiIcussion.
It.' Would aopear that most campus offices are providing good to excellent services ic,

.,students with:disabilities. The two notable exceptions are the Learning/ Tutorial Center an:
Extended:Education. This is .important in two respects. The Learning Centers are presuwablv

0-oroyiding tutorial services to all students; as noted earlier, the majority of DSS offices are
not oraviding tutoring. This would lend further imperative to strongly consider examintn:
tutoring as a core service, or insure that if other campus offices are broviding this ser,lice.
It is adequate. The other office - Extended Education - is noteworthy since at thIS point :Si
'Offices are providing extended education students full services without actual funding.
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4.:7-ER CAMPUS SERVICES (continued)

.:not.her camous office - Student Actimit4es - also received lower ratings. This might p

concern tf students wit', disaoilities were not receiving full access to CAmous ictIvItleS.

Recommendation.
1. Services to the learning disabled. Particularly tutoring, need attention slice that damo..
Learning Centers generally do not aoPear to be providing adeouate services to studenes AL:.

sabilities; other disability groups may also be affected by this.

Improved relations are needed between the DSS offices and the offices of E:itendec

Education; particularly in light of the fact that extension students are orovided the ;Li:

range of services as regularly matriculated students.
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4o1lowing points should be consiaerra as a result of this survey:

I. There could be much more consistent and improved services through better
communication between Coordinators, particularly through systemwide meetings which
would address some of the clarification needed.

2. Additional funds are needed to provide designated core services on at least some camouses.

4. Threaded throughout the responses to this survey were concerns about the range
type and funds for services to learning disabled. This population is apparently
severely underserved and OSS programs are severely underfunded to provide services.

4. Increased funding and salaries would partially alleviate concerns with provision
of services to nearing Impaired students.

:5. An overall outreach program is needed to address the underrepresented copulation C-
-;stuaents with disabilities.

. The original Policy for the Provision of Services to Students with Disabilities was writter
n 1950. There should be on-going review and updating of this manual if it is to serve as a

working document.
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Attachment A

From: The policy fot the Provision of Services to Students with

Disabilities (1980)

SUPPORT SERVICES

The Disabled Student Services Program on each campus encourages personal

independence and integration of the student into the total campus com
munity. Campui support services fot students with disabilities include

the 14 core services identified in the "Report of the Systemwide Task

Force on Services to Students with Disabilities" published by CPEC in

1979. These services are:

1. Interpreter services

2. Reader services
3. Notetaker services
4. Mobility assistance
5. Registration assistance
6. Priority enrollment
7. Special parking
8. Facilitation of access to all programs

9. Access to special adaptive equipment
10. Referral. to appropriate on or offcampus resources,

services, and agencies
11. Arrangements for specialized educational materials
12. Establishment and maintenance of a list of available

readers, interpreters, notetakers, mobility assis-

-tants, and attendants -
13. Supplemental orientation as determined by individual

needs
14. Testt6king arrangements

Reader, interpreter and notetaker services, which help disabled students

to complete their academic programs, are proVided as core services. Other

services are available for the disabled students based on their needs and

the resources of each campus.
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Attachment B

List of Potential Services:

Tutoring

Assessment of Learning Disability

Assistance in the Admissions Process

Personal Advising/Counseling

Consultation with Faculty

Off-Campus Transportation

Mobility Guides (For Deaf-Blind or Severely Disabled Students)

Personal Care Attendants

Library/Research Assistants

Laboratory/Computer Assistants

Typists

Test Proctors

Outreach

_Coordination_of_Readers, Interpreters,-Notetakers,-Ezc.

Equipment of Repair

Academic Advising

Irarierialtler

Services Sugseaced by Other Individual Coordinators:

Bookstore Assistance

Adaptive Physical Education

Computer Lab

Educational Enhancement

Personal Counseling

Employment/Career Specialist

Financial Aid Assistant

Assistant Director Position

129
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Los Angeles County Office of Education

Stuart E. GOthold
Supenntendent

Los Angeles County
Board of Education

Michaelene 0. Wagner
President

Daniei L. Tow ler
Vice President

Ruth Bloom

Lowrance J. Kaplan,
0.0.S.. F.I.C.O.

Mary E. Lewis

Ricardo J. Olivarez

Earl V. Pullias

DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOUTHWEST SCHOOL

P.O. Box 671
4141 West 156th Street

Lawndale. CA 90260-2231
(213) 679-9705

Regareng: Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 3

Relative to disabled persons (Vasconcellos)

May 23, 1986

El Camino Community College

Torrance, Ca.

Roberta Savage

Hearing:

Name:

Title: Principal

Oraanization: Southwest School, L.A. County Office of Educatior

Population Served: Hearing Impaired

Visually Impaired

This June, 60% of the students exiting Southwest School

will attend postsecondary education. Major factors which will assure

the success of future students include a process to provide transition

programs for disabled students on Junior College and 4-year college

campuses. Increased counseling, provided by sign language interpreters,

and designed for the visually handicapped will promote the secondary/

postsecondary transition. Through partnerships between secondary and

postecondary institutions, our goal will be achieved.

Roberta Savage, Princ
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DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOUTHWEST SCHOOL

P.O. Box 671
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Lawndale, CA 90280-2231
(213) 679-9705

June 2, 1986

Bruce D. Hamlett
Government and Public Affairs
California Postsecondary Education Commission

1020 12th Street
Sacramento, Ca. 95814

Dear Mr. Hamlett,

At your request I have written a detailed report of testimony
presented by myself and Walter Crowder May 23 at El Camino College.

Some of the figures used in this report vary slightly frol my original

testimony. Southwest School serves 220 hearing impaired and visually
handicapped pupils in the South Bay area through the Los Angeles County

Office of Education.

Question No's. I, 2, 5 and 11

Hearing impaired students in Los Angeles County Special Education

p-roge.ams are Currently served from infahcy to-age-twenty-two. Visually

handicapped are served from age three to twenty-vNo.

Service models for disabled students in K-12 programs include:

--Home instructian for hearing impaired inf,Incs..

--County-operated special day classes with mainstreaminq pro-
vided from preschool through comp:ation of the secondary

program.

--Designated instructional service for disabled students

enrolled in their neighbor'iood schools.

--District operated resource specialist programs.

--Vocational rehabilitation counselors currently assist
students in their transition from secondary.to post-
secondary plograms.

--County-operated transition programs for disabled students
between the ages of 18-22 are currently housed on one four-

year college and ONO junior co'lege campuSes in Los Angeles

COunty. Teachers', aides and materials are provided by the
Los AngeleS County Office of Education. These classes have

proven.:to.be highly effective for the special education

'-students enrolled in themln

:9300,EastimpeOarHigow0Alowney.:California 90242-28902131 922 -61 11 137
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From a total population of 220 hearing impaired and/or visually impaired
students at Southwest School, thirteen will exit the program in June. Six plan

to attend postsecondary education. Of these, one needs to resolve his residency

status. Five will enter the work force, three without diplomas. Two will move.
During the year, three hearing impaired students dropped out. Of these, one
enrolled at El Camino for a more flexible schedule, one entered the work force,
'one moved, with no request for records received.

Hearing impaired students interviewed indicate social pressure to leave
school at 18 is a major factor in the drop-out rate for them. Housing secondary

classes for 18-22 year olds on postsecondary campuses allows disabled students
to complete their graduation requirements among age-appropriate peers.

A transition process involving cooperation between secondary and postsecond-
ary providers is essential. This process should include counselors who are
familiar with local postsecondary programs and snrvices.

Based upon interviews, visually handicapped students exiting our programs
see their biggest barriers to postsecondary education being:

Lack of readers for the blind.

Time requirements to complete assignments in Braille.

Transportation from home to school for wheelchair users.

Campus mobility for the blind.

A May graduate from Gallaudet College was interviewed. She plans to attend

CSUN in September to obtain her MA in counseling. She plans to become a school

counselor for the deaf. Her suggestions include:

More interpreters for elemertary mainstreamed classes for the deaf.

More decoders and captioning for educational TV at home and at school.

More deaf (or blind)teachers.

Orientations addressing what to expect at college.

-How to use the library

-How to find information

Standardization of sign language systems used by interpreters.

Counseling in the area of deaf culture.

Increased individual attention from kindergarten through postsecondary
programs.

Developing activities :and organizations for disabled students to
promote their abilities of leadership that could be used to help

the disabled in the future.

Othersuggestions for accommodations and skills to prepare disabled students

for.postsecondary education include:

Raising levels of student,:teacher and parent expectations.

2
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Computer laboratories to build language, English grammar and writing
skills as well as computer skills for the hearing impaired. These
classes can provide a transition to remedial programs, leading to
regular coursework offered by the junior colleges.

TDD and telephone skills for the hearing impaired to assist their
transition.

FM amplification systems to be used from kindergarten through post-
secondary education.

Adjustment of time requirements for tests (ie. CBEST) to allot for the
additional time required to complete tests in Braille.

Increased accessibility to braille emboss computers, readers, braillists
and/or speech synthesized materials for the visually impaired.

Mobility training for campus orientation and access to public
transportation.

Question No,

Activities and techniques to improve counseling include:

I ncreased numbers of counselors - educational and psychological - wno,

sign.

Counseling by disabled peers to include affective counseling, deaf

culture, etc.'

Counseling provided to increase student and parent awareness of post-
secondary options for the disabled.

Counseling to provide information regarding services and agencies
specific to handicaps. Information regarding access to the services.

e.g. services for the blind.

Legal counseling to address students livho have no financial support
and have the additional problem of legal US residency.

Counseling to accommodte non-English speaking students and parents.

Counseling to address the increasing numbers of multihandicapped pupils
we are seeing.

Question No. 11

needs/recommendations:

Hearing and visually impaired students require more time to receive
equal amounts of informationthin non-disabled peers.

Suggestion:

.Provide transition classes for 19-22 year olds op high school,
junior: c011ege,- oradult education campuses,

4.-Seader services forythe blind.- 133--
.:.1%.1toOng,serViCas using,sign language interpreters.

, -
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Language skills, specifically English grammar and writing skills.

Suggestion:

--Expansion of language/writing laboratories utilizing computer
assisted ins.truction.

Psychological needs must be addressed.

Follow-up studies of disabled students exiting K-12 programS throughout the
state would provide information necessary for realistic and appropriate

future planning.

Conclusion:

Through partnerships between secondary and postsecondary institutions, our
mutual goal of proportionate student representation and achievement in post-
secondary education will be achieved.

iF i can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact my

office.

Roberta Savage, Principal

RS/bjg
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Draft 2. May 22. 1986. uncorrected.
Jerome F. Shapiro

2404 Narbonne Way, Costa Mesa.
(714) 645.73825

92627

Shapi ro

My name is Jerome Franklin Shapiro, I am a doctoral student in
Comparative Culture,School of Social Sciences, U.C.J., I an also
a teaching assistant for the program.

I. will be addressing part one, question three, .as it relates
to my expeiences as quote "marginally" disabled leaffinc
handicapped .student. My presentation has two parts. Afterwards,
will be happy to answer questions.

Part one. Marginally learning disabled students are
stigmatized in rather curious ways. First, often because your
handicap is not visible, you are not believed when you camplain
of a problem. You are often labeled as immataure, or a slow
starter. Second, When someone finally agrees to test you, the
test fails to find a problem. Marginally handicapped students are
as bright, intelligent, and capable as anyone else. We quickly
learn to to compensate or bypass the testing procedure. Tests
only test One's test tak:i.ng abilities. No one is better at
figuring out the logic of a test then someone who does not
understand the subject matter. Third, because no one can figure
out why Iwas doing so badly in school, no one could not fipd a
"place.:for Olace-ws made where I did not belong. This

, is :a:common:syndrome. I, and others, get shuffled along from one
specIal :class room to another. Eventually I too began to believe
that nothing'coulcLbe done. My selfesteemiplumeted, my self
'iconfideride was:nonexistent, my lpve for learning was almost
crushed bte---elmmAA6.. By my sophomore year of high school I was so
'iclepressed,that-,I,:needed psychological counceling. Nevertheless,
trergt" the system.

Unlike a lot of my friends,- I graduated from high school,
though I.iwas,still unprepared. Once in college, :the marginally
disabled finds him or herself in a vicious cycle as I have.
Because you don:t hayethe academic record you don:t get a
scholstrship.- If you don:t get a scholarship, your grades co down,
and Youdont::get the: aCcademic reCognition. And so the cycle
donti.nues... Furthermore, there are no support Systems for the
marginally, disibled-i, especially financial aid. The marginally
disablecF:attraCts Very littleinterest&

personallyhave "tried to reconcile myself to thefactthat
an.jmperfect WorldAt oneiD.oint I dropped Out of school, I

Workedandsaved myHriOney so Icould:concentrate=on my studies
,

:with piatintert7uptioW,11., imade It this far, and I am happy
. .

Yet 'regardless ofmy abilities I can not expect the
aCcademicreCognitiOn that :I deserve.

WhythaUld I be able tio go on where others +ell behind. I

:think a lot,has to dO with personality. For some reason, the less
.13
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people listened to M9 the more I was determined to be heard. For
me, a little encouraaement went a long way. Many of my friends
were not quite as obsessive, and dropped out of school early. MY
Sister eventually succumbed to the pressure and now believes that
she has no potential to learn. Why me and not my sister. Maybe,

recent studies have show, it had something to with gender and
the attention one recieves in the class room. But explanations of
the past offer one little hope for the future.

Part two. As far es I am concerned I recieved the attention
. and help I needed in only two places. In both places, testind was
out aside infavor of a. more personal, .one to one evalutive
aproach. No one told me what they could do for me, no one o-F4ered
a Latin name as though it would magically sovle tne problem.
Instead, they asked what I felt was wrong, and what I felt I
needed. People just worked with me. The.first place was in Jr.
college. At the JC. I did not see specialist, but my own
professors. They were professional educators who had the
training, time, interest, and small enough classes to deal with
my problems. If I was having difficulty, I would go to their
office and worked with them.

The second place was Helen Irlen, now of the Irlen
Institute. When I went to her she asked me what I thought the
problem was, and she listened. For the first time in my life,
when I told someone that my eyes gave me problems I wasn't told
it was bedaUse I was growing. After twentyseven years, it was
discovered that that my .eyes are so sensitive to light it
interfers with my readina,. comprehension, at1b even- my class room
behavior. Today.I wear tinted glass, and often a hat, in order to
decrease my sensitivity.

In conclussion. The answer is not in more sophisticated
:-testing. It is not even in bigger batteries of tests. It lies in
evaluation The answer is not remediation but proper education at

early level.. This means better trained teachers at primary
, leve1, smaller class rooms, and a decreased dependence on the
stigMatizing effeCt of the 4.e.e..1-iree. specialist. Though I have
not reci :toe report, frog! what I MAYP heard, and from my own
expsf-iences, thg4 mni4HPIP MAY UPI 4fl ANNopting something like the
recent Carnnege report.
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TESTIMONY OF PATRICIA M. SONNTAG, DIRECTOR
SERVICES TO STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
FOR ACR 3 HEARINGS, MAY 28, 1986

I. FINANCING SERVICES FOR DISABLED STUDENTS, TASK FORCE #2

A. The primary question should have been "What are the positions and
staffing levels that are necessary to provide adequate and appropriate
services to ensure reasonable accommodation to all disabled university
students?" The following is my suggested long range staffing pattern:

FTE) DEAF DISABILITY MANAGEMENT COUNSELOR (SSP III-AR)

Staff Interpreter (with benefits) (Needs a recognized
classification)

* On-Call Interpreters (Needs a funding source that generates
COLA'S similar to Temporary Help Account rather than
Contractual Account)

* Tutors

* Notetakers

* Deaf-Blind (DB) Mobility Guides

* (DB) Braillists

costs. approximately $15,000/
year for. 1 DB carrying 9
units

iing. BLIND DISABILITY MANAGEMENT COUNSELOR (SSP III)

* Braillist

le Readers

* Orientation Guide for Cane Travelling ($42/hour)

* Computer Instructional Specialist

11. FTE) MOBILITY IMPAIRED DISABILITY MANAGEMENT COUNSELOR (SSP III-AR)

* Golf Cart Scheduler and Drivers

* Attendant/Pusher

* Wheelchair Repairperson

* Laboratory/Computer Assistants

Sonntag
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* Typists

11. FTE) LEARNING DISABLED SPECIALIST (SSP III-AR)

* 1 Psychometrist (SSP II-AR)

* Graduate Assistants

* Tutors

LIBRARY

* 1 FTE Adaptive Equipment Trainer (SSP I)

* Graduate Assistants

* Tutors

TESTING

* Proctors for in.cclass exams, national and specialty exams,
final exams, entrance and exit exams

OUTREACH - SCHOOL AND COLLEGE RELATIONS

* 1 FTE Outreach Counselor (SSP II-AR)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

* 1 FTE Adaptive (P.E. Consultant - AR)

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT CENTER

* 1 FTE Employment Specialist to assist with full-time/part-time
placement needs, including Graduate School admission and Self-

Support Plans (SSP III)

SSWD ADMINISTRATION

In addition to the FTE Director and Secretary, the office needs:

* 1 FTE Assistant Director (SSSP I)

* 1 Office Manager (CA IV)



* Clerical Assistant

* 1 FTE Support Services Specialist (SSP I-AR)

* Student Assistants

B. Concerning accessible facilities, are campuses in compliance with
Title 24 Building Codes in relation to Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973's required Transition Plan? What is the compliance
status of all campuses on renovation work for Capitol and Minor
Capitol Outlay Projects? Are testing, counseling, and library study
resource rooms.for the disabled adequately soundproof and is there
requisite equipment available? What is the purpose of conducting
outreach if the facilities are not accessible for all types of disa-
bilities?

Are the Department of Finance, Legislative Analysts Office and
CPEC willing to support Capitol Outlay projects under separate funding
as a crucial issue in compliance with ACR 3. The state is responsible
for assuring compliance with Barrier Removal Laws since Title 24
Building Codes are California laws. Compliance requires a new survey

to review status on all campuses. This requires commitment to fund
buildings that do not meet code compliance. These are essentially
health and safety code violations.

C. What services are necessary for the successful accommodation of
disabled students in order for them to complete their education at a
post-secondary institution in California?

Based on the ideal staffing of an office that serves students with
disabilities, what are the core services that can be allowed based on
recognized serialized positions in the Governor's budget? Some of the
core services are poorly defined and none (other than the deaf) have
been cost factored. Does the Mobility Assistance Core Service
include: Mobility Orientation for the Blind Cane Travelers at
$42/hour? Does it include Mobility Guides for the Deaf/Blind? IHSS

will not allow attendant care payment for out-of-home use. This is

also true for personal attendants. Who is to pay for attendants and

pushers? What is the allowable cost for operating a golf cart

transit service on campus? Has this been factored in, and if so, is
this included in the core service "Mobility Assistance"?

Do the current Reader and Notetaker job classifications extend to
hiring Computer Instructional Aides? Under what job classification?
What is the rate of pay? The committee should review CSU Hayward's
core services survey recently published.

D. What principles should the state follow in funding services for
students with disabilities?

One cannot perform outreach services until funding, core services
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and positions are funded and stabilized. Outreach services presume
that a full continuum of services are available at each campus for
each disability category.

We should continue with the Core Service concept and not attempt
to invent a new forced common set of criteria. We have an imperfect
system that now needs some polishing and refinement.

Equivalent standards for cost, services and staffing covered seems
reasonable across all three segments. The only additional area might
be whether the Community Colleges can continue to serve the
Developmentally Disabled and Mentally FR based on the Master Plan
Revisions.

The State must make a commitment to support specific serialized
positions across all segments as its guiding principle. In the past,

we have had the cart before the horse. We have always been more
concerned about the total dollar amount available than a comprehensive
plan to serve the disabled.

DSS programs have been historically underfunded. The programs
have been viewed as temporary in nature. This has created management
and morale problems. Stable funding sufficient to cover even the core
services has not yet been experienced. To date, the Governor's Budget
only recognizes two positions: 1 FTE Director and 1 Secretary. This
cannot continue. The bulk of our money comes in "Temporary Help
Blanket Accounts" and Contractual Services.

Outreach Services should not be handled in the DSS Office, but
rather folded into the School and College Relations staffing pattern.
It would be appropriate that the money to hire comes into SSWD
initially in order to "protect" it and ensure that such a hiring takes
place. Evaluation and accountability for successful outreach services
should be similar to those already in place for the SCR office.

A Guiding Principle mutually agreed upon by all coordinators is
that we need to return to the Protected funding category. Our
programs are legally mandated for services. The receipt of our
services directly impacts the students' academic performance.

The bottom line is a statewide consensus exists that our programs
are underfunded. Once we arrive at the total dollar amount needed, we
then need to formulate a plan on when we want to incrementally arrive
at full funding. The last step in this process is outreach services.

E. How are costs in the Disabled Students Program affected by changes
in the institutional budget as a whole?

There is an assumption that our programs are protected at the
campus level. This is not wholly true. If the University has other
priorities, the President can now direct SSWD monies to support
programs that have no relationship to the disabled student and the
core services required. This encroachment has been happening more



frequently with more campuses each year.

There is also increased concern that under the guise of
educational equity and consolidation that this will only hasten the
occurance of encrodchment unless language is reinserted to protect
these funds. This is not inviting a Monster into our lives but rather
ensuring that funds are expended as the legislature intended.

II. EVALUATION

The directive for provision of services was transferred to the CSU
DSS offices without the provision of professional personnel to

implement this mandate. At one time, services were available through
outside sources. When Department of Rehabilitation withdrew support,
we experienced a profound need to establish staffing stability. An

adequate formula would encompass:

A. Permanent full-time professional level staffina that is
fixed.

B. Flexibility that allows variance to establish appropriate
level service funding:

1. Growth in populations

2. Regional differences, especially in high cost areas

3. Differences in disability categories, some of which
are high cost and complex

4. Cost of living increases

5. Inclusion of Extended Education students in the
funding base.

Our students do well in terms of achievement and graduation rates.
But evaluation should be contingent on outcome data once the programs
are fully funded. Evaluation based on GPA, unit loads, length of time
required to comp'ete a degree, lektension and drop-out rates and number
of students obtaining appropriate employment commensurate with their
degrees obtained are artificial indicators.

Our programs were instituted to accomplish one goal -- to gain
access to the institutions. Our programs do not teach subjects. Our

students are not Special Admits, but rather are educationally
competitive.

With the advent of new admission criteria, the proliferation of
admission and exit exams, a tripling of tuition costs, the thrust of
'evaluative standards should examine the impact of enrollment resulting
from these changes.

Meaningful evaluative criteria would identify whether, as a result

1 4
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nf these new procedures instituted by CSU, disabled student enrollment
increased. Were the students adequately handled in the testing
offices, LSC, and admission offices? Were the students able to find
physical access?

Since the shift.in DR sponsorship for readers, notetakers, and
interpreters, there has been a dramatic decrease in the number of
students sponsored by DR. At CSUS where we have identified 435
students as of Fall 1985, only 18 were sponsored by DR. Fall 1984
reflected a total decrease of over 27 percent from 1981. Each year
the decrease in sponsorship grows. This is a serious concern that
needs a policy change.

Students who are in need of attendant care or mobility guides
(such as the deaf/blind) are dependent on In-Home Supportive Cre from
the County Department of Social Services. These funds are restricted
to use only in the home. Thus, students are not allowed to use their
funds for on-campus needs. 504 and CSU policy additionally restrict
DSS offices from directly supporting students needing such services.
Policy changes are needed in this area.

Financial Aid grants (PELL) and Loans (NDSL, CGSL) frequently are
not extended to the disabled population, many of whom rely on
entitlement programs for subsidizing their educational goals. As cost
of living escalates and the economy for the poor worsens, the
financial security of the disabled aspiring to attend higher education
institutions becomes more fragile.

Adequate evaluative criteria and progress measurements need to
address the aforementioned areas. Until interagency policies have
changed to allow an increase in DR sponsorship; financial aid packages
extended; support from IHSS for on-campus needs; the achievement of
fully funded programs; and fully accessible campus facilities, I do
not believe we can accurately evaluate student progress.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Review all institutional self-evaluations made for 504.

2. Review transition plans for Architectural Barrier Removal
access projects still requiring funding.

3. Place disabled on all policy committees in the university
and at systemwide levels.

4. Renew interagency agreements to increase services to
disabled.

. Review all Admission and Exit policies and procedures to
assure discrimination against disabled does not occur.

Review Educational Equity Programs currently in place to
see whether they exclude disabled in funding thrusts.



III. OUTREACH

I have mixed feelings about moving DSS in the direction of
outreach activity. 'I'feel that this could more effectively be handled
through currently funded programs, such as School and College
Relations, SAA and Educational Equity programs.

ACR 3 does not address those students who are injured in
adulthood, and thus are not part of the high school population. CSUS
students with disabilities have a higher representation for those over
30 years of age as compared to the total student population. The
average age of our total student population is 26 years, while the
disabled is 32.

In past years, there has been a significant decline in male
student enrollment. k higher percentage of disabled students are
Black, Native American, and Caucasian, while there are fewer Asians
and Hispanics identified. But the frequency/incidence of those
attending higher education institutions who are severely disabled
minority students has not been tracked. The disability rates by
ethnicity have been documented in the 1980 California Disability
Survey and need to be further studied in relation to CSU's enrollment
trends.

Biological Sciences, Communications, Engineering Sciences,
Business Administration and Mathematics major concentrations reflect
an underrepresentation on a consistent basis. This is followed by
Foreign Language, Health Professions, and Letters. Some method of
targeting these majors to increase enrollment would seem warranted.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Reidentify targeted outreach populations to include
ethnic considerations, severity of disability, first
time freshmen, adult onset of disability. Consider
financial incentives to increase attendance in under-
represented majors.

2. Fund outreach activities incrementally and last after
fully funding the program.

3. Fund the outreach activities through SSWD to be inte-
grated into existing institutional outreach programs.

Establish funding for outreach travel monies as well as
professional staffing.

. Targeting outreach activities to hospitals, and other
existing minority community programs (e.g. Consilio)
seems required. High school outreach is myopic in
terms of historic data on disabled enrollment.
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APPENDIX
Presenters of Testimony

at the Regional Hearings

SAN DIEGO, May 22, 1986

Elizabeth Bacon, CSU San Diego

Helen Elias, San Diego Community College District

Jerry Figley, Workability--Vista U.S.D.

Mary Ann Golembesky, California Assn. for
Neurologically Handicapped Children

Anne Heller, San Diego Community College

Tom Humphries, San Diego Community College
District

Connie Wilbur, UC San Diego

LOS ANGELES, May 23, 1986

Beverly K. Barrett, CSU Los Angleles

Walter Crowder, Southwest School

Julia C. Haraksin, UC Irvine
Bob Hughlett, Cerritos Community College District

Mark Matsui, CSU Dominguez Hills

Paul K. Miller, CSU Fullerton

Nadia Powers, Los Angeles City Council on
Disability and California Association of the
Physically Handicapped

Roberta Savage, Southwest School

Jerome F. Shapiro, UC Irvine

Jane Small, Los Angeles City Council on Disability
and California Association of the Physically
Handicapped

SACRAMENTO. May 28, 1986

Michael Baillif, National Federation of the Blind,
Student Division

Sharon Bonnie, Disabled Students' Program, CC
Berkeley

Michael C. Harbeson, UC Davis

Eugene Lozano, Jr., CSU Sacramento

Susan Eiland, CSU Sacramento

Nancy E. Haley, Head Trauma Support Project

Jackie 'Mann, CSU Sacramento

Kristin Oberg, CC Davis

Pat Sonntag, CSU Sacramento

Patricia Stewart, CSU Chico

Joel Tochterman. CC Berkeley

' Louis Yanez, California Community-Colleges,
Chancellery .

SAN JOSE, May 29, 1986

Carol Cooper, Gavilan College

William B. Cutler, Self-Help for Hard of Hearing
People

J. Trey Duffy, CSU San Jose

Velma L. Elliott, North Region Special Education
Local Plan Area

Bruce Gabriel,CSU San Jose

Cindy Kolb,CSU San Francisco

Betsy Nordmeyer, Santa Clara Unified School
District

Paul Preston, CSU Hayward

Martin B. Schulter, CSU San Jose

FRESNO. May 30, 1986

Harriet Clendenen, California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo

Ana Garza, CSU Fresno

Martha Hansen, CSU Fresno

Gordon F. Johnson, CSU Fresno

Roland L. Jones, California Student Assoc. of
Community Colleges

Paul Lockman, Region 5, Disabled Students Services
Program Directors RepreF;entative. California
Community Colleges

Florie Luther, CSU Fresno

Nancy Mitchell. CSU Fresno

Maria Morais, CSI.: Fresno



CALIFORNIA POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION

THE California Postsecondary Education Commis-
sion is a citizen board established in 1974 by the
Legislature and Governor to coordinate the efforts of
California's colleges and universities and to provide
independent, non-partisan policy analysis and rec-
ommendations to the Governor and Legislature.

Members of the Commission

The Commis3ion consists of 15 members. Nine rep-
resent the general public, with three each appointed
for six-year terms by the Governor, the Senate Rules
Committee, and the Speaker of the Assembly. The
other six represent the major segments of postsec-
ondary education in California.

As of January 1986, the Commissioners represent-
ing the general public are:

Seth P. Brunner, Sacramento, Chairperson
C. Thomas Dean, Long Beach
Seymour M. Farber, M.D San Francisco
Patricia Gandara, Sacramento
Ralph J. Kaplan, Los Angeles
Roger C. Pettitt, Los Angeles
Sharon N. Skog, Mountain View
Thomas E. Stang, Los Angeles, Vice Chairperson
Stephen P. Teale, M.D., Mokelumne Hill

Representatives of the segments are:

Yori Wada, San Francisco; representing the Regents
of the University of California

Claudia H. Hampton, Los Angeles; representing the
Trustees of the California State University

Beverly Benedict Thomas, Los Angele3; represent-
ing the Board of Governors of the California Com-
munity Colleges

Jean M. Leonard, San Mateo; representing Califor-
nia's independent colleges and universities

Willa Dean Ly,n, Newport Beach; representing the
Chairman of the Council for Private Postsecondary
Educational Institutions

Angie Papadakis, Palos Verdes; representing the
California State Board of Education

Functions of the Commission

The Commission is charged by the Legislature and
Governor to "assure the effective utilization of public
postsecondary education resources, thereby elimi-
nating waste and unnecessary duplication, and to
promote diversity, innovation, and responsiveness to
student and societal needs."

To this end, the Commission conducts independent
reviews of matters affecting the 2,600 institutions of
postsecondary education in California, including
Community Colleges, four-year colleges, universi-
ties, and professional a:ad occupational schools.

As an advisory planning and coordinating body, the
Commission does not administer or govern any insti-
tutions, nor does it approve, authorize, or accredit
any of them. Instead, it cooperates with other state
agencies and non-governmental groups that perform
these functions, while operating as an independent
board with its own staff and its own specific duties of
evaluation, coordination, and planning,

Operation of the Commission

The Commission holds regular meetings throughout
the year at which it debates and takes action on staff
studies and takes positions on proposed legislation
affecting education beyond the high school in Cali-
fornia. By law, the Commission's meetings are open
to the public. Requests to address the Commission
may be made by writing the Commission in advance
or by submitting a request prior to the start of a
meeting.

The Commission's day-to-day work is carried out by
its staff in Sacramento, under the guidance of its ex-.

ecutive director, William H. Pickens, who is appoint-
ed by the CGmmission.

The Commission issues some 40 to 50 reports each
year on major issues confronting California postsec-
ondary e Lie a t ion . Recent reports are listed on the
back cover.

Further information about the Commission, its
meetings, its staff, and its publications may be ob-
tained from the Commission offices at 1020 Twelfth
Street, Third Floor, Sacramento, CA 98514; tele-
phone (916) 445-7933.
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COMMENTS FROM THE COMMUNITY
Working Papers and Testimony Before the ACR 3 Committee

California Postsecondary Education Commission Report 86-23

ONE of a series of reports published by the Commis-
sion as part of its planning and coordinating respon-
sibilities. Additional copies may be obtained without
charge from the. Publications Office, California .Post-
secondary Education Cominission, Third Floor, 1020
Twelfth Street, Sacramento, California 98514: tele-
phone (916) 445-7933.

Other recent reports of the Commission include:

86-5 Background for Expanding Educational EqUi-
ty: A Technical Supplement to the Report of the In-
tersegmental Policy Task Force on Assembly Con-
current Resolution 83, Expanding Educational Equi-
ty in California's Schools and Colleges (March 1986)

86-6 Director's Report, March 1986: Overview of
the 1986-87 Governor's Budget for Postsecondary
Education in California (March 1986)

86-7 Standardized Tests Used for Higher Education
Admission and Placement in California.: A Report
Published in Accordance with Senate Bill 1758
(Chapter 1505, Statutes of 1984) (March 1986)

86-8 Feasibility Plan for a Comprehensive Student
Information Study: A Report to the Legislature and
Governor in Response to Assembly Bill 880 (1984)
(March 1986)

86-9 The Need for Statewide Long-Range Capital
Outlay Planning in California: An Issue Paper Pre-
pared for the California Postsecondary Education
Commission by Frank M. Bowen. (March 1986)

86-10 High School-College Relations in California
and The Articulation Council: A Report to the Cali-
fornia Postsecondary Education Commission by Wil-
liam Chance (April 1986)

86-11 Update of Community College Transfer Stu-
dent Statistics, University of California and the Cali-
fornia State University, Fall 1985 (April 1986)

86-12 Time and Territory: Phase II. A Report to
the Legislature in Response to Supplemental Lan-
guage in the 1985-86 Budget Act. (April 19861

86-13 Progress in Facilitating the.Transfer of Com-

munity College EU:3 Students: A Report to the Leg-
islature and Governor in Response to Assembly Bill
1114 (Chapter 1586, Statutes of 1985) (April 1986)

86-14 A Permanent Site for Los Angeles Mission
College: A Report to the Legislature and Governor in
Response to a Request for Capital Funds from the Los
Angeles Community College District. (April 1986)

86-15 Student. Financial Aid in California: The
First of Two Background Papers on Student Finan-
cial Aid Issues and Options Prepared for the Califor-
nia Postsecondary Education Commission, May 1986
(May 1986)

86-16 Purposes and Effects of Student Financial
Aid: The Second of Two Background Papers on Stu-
dent Financial Aids Issues and Options Prepared for
the California Postsecondary Education Commission,
May 1986 (May 1986)

86-17 Director's Report, May 1986: Enrollment
Trends in California Higher Education, 1980-1985
(May 1986)

86-18 Director's Report, June 1986: The Master
Plan After Twenty-Five Years (June 1986)

86-19 Analysis of the State University's Criteria for
Approving Permanent Upper-Division and Graduate
Off-Campus Centers: A Report to the Governor and
Legislature in Response to Senate Bills 785, 1080,
and 1103 (1985) (June 1986)

86-20 Annual Report on Program Review Activities
1984-85: The Tenth in a Series of Reports to the Leg-
islature and Governor on Program RevieW by Com-
mission Staff and California's Public Colleges and
Universities (June 1986)

86-21 Eligibility for Institutional Participation in
the Cal Grant Program: A Report to the Legislature
and Governor in Response to Senate Bill :362 (Chap-
ter 772. Statutes of 1985) (June 1986)

86-22 Transforming Data into Information: bn-
proving Student Performance:Reporting: A Staff Re-
port to the California Postsecondary Education Com-
mission (June 1986)
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